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PREFACE 
 
 
In The Name Of  Universal  Peaceful Coexistence 
 
 
This book mostly contains the following items :  
 
- Articles , views and comments , which  I have  published in different 

medias already .  
- Kurdology issues  . 
- Letters to important personalities and organizations  .  
- Some remarks about my candidacy for Nobel Peace Prize in 2008 , etc .  

 
 
As always the time factor is a very important parameter  , in order to enable 
the readers to    know   when these topics  are written and/or  published , 
their dates are indicated .  I hope  knowing  the dates , would  enable the   
readers to evaluate , interpret , trace  and  judge on  respective  issues with 
more justified relevance  . 
 
In general , this book is focusing on Kurd , Kurdistan and Kurdish issues.   
 
Hoping to enjoy a world of peaceful coexistence and to realize a real 
friendship  life  between all nations of the globe , in particular between 
Kurds and his  close neighbors , i. e Persians , Arabs , Turks , Armenians 
etc ,  which are highly  respected cordially by Kurds  , from all points of 
view .  
 
Important Clarification : I wrote these  views , opinions  and comments  as 
an independent writer , affiliated with no political party or organization    
etc  . So , this book must be considered as a personal and independent 
perspective of respective prevailing  issues , aiming  to remain in history  
memory, for future generations  judgment  etc .     
 
Author: 
H.S.Soran  
Tehran  - August 8, 2009   
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KURD'S   ANTHROPOLOGY :  
 

 TEHRAN  -  November 29 , 2007 

 
 
FOREWORD : 
 
 As  most of us are aware , nowadays  the  Kurdish question , stands  at 
the epicenter of world's media news and comments  ; consequently  a 
high level  of attention is concentrated on the Kurds  ; so it is exigent   to 
introduce them to their  interested  global compatriots, in an  correct and 
unbiased  manner. 
 
As you now , Kurdistan  is an extensive  territory populated  by around 50 
million genuine   Kurds , who are belonging to Arian  ancestry  . This vast 
extent of land is  located at Middle East , and   is  divided between 5 
countries , namely Turkey ,  Iran , Iraq , Syria and Armenia . That is to say , 
they are approximately the biggest nation , without their own independent 
country and appear as neo colonies .  
 
Initially  I shall indicate ,   from my point of view , in general  scientific 
cognition structure  of   families ,  tribes , clans  , nations etc , is  
established   on two major following   important   columns , which are   :  
 
1- The physical/natural phenomenon , such as  physiologic  , 

physiognomic   and other heterogeneous physical characteristics 

parameters and  peculiarities , which are mostly created  by  physical 

environment  , rather  than  sociological tools  , that is to say :    the 

natural character and appearance . 

 
2- The non physical aspects  , behaviors , customs  and human  

interactions etc, which are customized under the , historic , linguistic , 

religious  , philosophical and  other non physical ethnologic 

parameters  . 

Up to now , most of  scholars researchers  and kurdologists etc , have 
concentrated their essays and  analysis on the 2nd item  indicated above , 
in particular occidental orientalist  .But comparatively less  attentions has 
been paid , to  1st one . So , in order to fill part of that  important gap  and 
enhance the level of kurdology  ;  I devote this article exclusively to 1st 
item , i .e  to   a field study  report on "ANTHROPOLOGIC  PARTICULARS  
OF   KURDS " , as follows :  
 

A) Skull :  

In general , Kurds possess a round and  globe- shaped  head , as 
compared with their Fars and Turk neighbors . It has been argued , that this  
is due to  childhood cradle bedding  , that  is called  " Lanik " or  " Beshka " 
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in Kurdish  , which shapes the structure of the skull in a more quasi round 
configuration – not oblong .  
 
B) I Q :  
According to normal evaluations of  young  Kurdish generation and 
outcome of their examination/graduation  records in educational centers , 
such as high schools and universities etc  , they enjoy a high level of IQ 
potential , which can be compared to that of Jews , except in commercial 
and economic field .   
 
C) Hair :  

Most of the Kurds have  black hairs , but it is quite ordinary to see Kurds , 
with blond or brown hair . Most of black hair Kurds  are living in southern  
sector  and others at northern  zone  of Greater Kurdistan  , that  is from 
south to  north  , the percentage of black hair category is  gradually 
decreasing . It has been expressed , that  this condition is due to  exposure 
to  sun  radiation  and temperature level . Hair loss is an epidemic   
complication   , appearing  mostly after 30 years of age among  the males   
( it is far more seen  in males than females)  , and are more frequent  
between aristocratic  families , which is resulting  from  many  different 
prevailing factors .   
 
D) Facial  physiognomy : 
Are similar to  half part of North Iran, Israel ,  Republic of Azerbaijan , 
Turkey , Cypress , Greece , southern   Italy , Lebanon , Syria etc . Which 
can be called Eastern  Mediterranean/Middle East   category . For example , 
if you gather individuals from above countries and locate  them together  ,it 
is difficult to recognize from the face appearance and understand , who is 
from where , unless they speak and express themselves by their languages 
etc .  
 
E) Physical energy  : 
Due to their hard living environmental  circumstances , at all  we can 
classify Kurds as  physically  energetic and powerful , in average  . 
 
F) Psychology : 
Due to facts which are indicated in item "E" , their level of physical 
tolerance/resistance is comparatively high , but you may expect very sharp 
and swift reaction against  any irrationality exerted on them  .  Generally , 
they are truthful and loyal , but their extraordinary  fighting  reputation  and 
warlord nature  fame   , seems  to be   exaggerated , by their potential    
foes  .   
 
G) Weight : 
Their body weight range , due to ambulatory living style  and genetic 
hereditary circumstances , is not  high . You rarely see extra  standard   
obesity  among Kurds .   
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 H) Height :  
Kurds height range , can be classified as medium ; in general  neither so 
short  as  Far Eastern people , nor so long as average  USA individuals   . 
Normally , as in most parts of the world , males are taller than females .  
 
I) Eyes :  
In average most of the Kurds ,have  black or hazel  eyes ; nonetheless  
when you move northward in Kurdish populated areas, gradually  there  
you see more  percentage of  population  with blue , green and hazel     
eyes  .  However  as you know ,  as a general rule , color of the hair 
correlates/corresponds  with that of  eyes and skin . That is :  black 
hair/skin people ,  in general have black eyes ,  and vice versa .  
 
J) Skin Color :  
It is symmetric  with that of hair ( item C) , so as I mentioned before , Kurds 
can be specified as Eastern   Mediterranean/Middle  East race . 
 
K) Nose :  
Mostly is  short and small  ( not oblong ) and not with upward projection of 
nostril point  , contrary to Scandinavian people  . 
 
L) Mouth :  
Mostly somewhat small .  
 
 

 
 
M) Teeth : 
As compared with west Europeans , in general their teeth are not very 
small , with regular configuration and orderly appearance . But , their teeth 
are comparatively durable and lasting too much . In countryside , you can 
see many people with natural teeth and no prosthesis even above one 
hundred years of age ,in  sporadic cases  -  not general .     

 
N) Lips:  
They generally have thin lips .   

 
O) Neck :  
I have noticed no outstanding special characteristics and discrepancies 
with other races in this case  , except a strange  folkloric joke point . It has 
been said, the plane depression  behind the neck , which in Kurdish is 
called ( Qullkeh Drozneh ) , that  means  " lying  hole ", in Kurds is more  
plane and without considerable depression ; and they argue  , when  this 
depression is more plane and less deep  , the individual is less liar ???!!!! .  
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P) Voice :  
Mostly soft . Generally they are  using  the lower section of their larynx . 
You can distinguish between mails and females very easily . They have a 
high ability in pronunciation of different expatriate  phonemes  .  

 
Q)  Age :  
As a rough field analysis - not a precise census  statistics - , we can 
estimate it at a mean   level of  about  60  years  . Females  age , is in 
average 10 percent longer than males . Some times , the Kurds  survive  
more   in countryside regions than in big cities ,  even  in rare cases 120 
years  .  
 
R) Pathology :  
This item shall be prepared by different expertise physicians . But I can 
express this obvious positive aspect , that due to racial honesty and 
religious devotions , almost no AIDS disease has been identified , which is 
called the 3rd millennium disaster ( it means , this phenomena is around 
zero ?) .   

 
Note : I shall reiterate , that this circumstances  , may change from region 
to   region ,  on the  basis  of  geographical latitudes and  longitudes  , so  it 
is a general assumption generated  in  my general field  study observation 
as a Kurd , not a statistical confirmed report . So, we must expect to  
confront  frequently exceptional  cases   and discrepancies , as in other 
parts  of the world  .   In the meantime , I propose to professional 
anthropologists , to prepare a  more efficient and expertise extensive essay  
on this subject .  
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WHY   KERKUK  IS  KURDISTAN ?  
 
Tehran –February 20  , 2008  

 
  
 
Nowadays the Kerkuk issue is an ardent dilemma  in Iraq and even at 
Middle East politics    . I have traveled  to this town  several times , to 
perform  a field study in recent years . First of all ,I shall reiterate  , as you 
know  the importance of Kerkuk is in its extraordinary  rich oil fields , not in 
its agricultural ,  commercial  or industrial potentials etc .  
 
In this concise writing,  based on my above  field study ,  I point out to 
some issues ,  that  describes Turkmans and other minorities'   
circumstances and  clarifies   Kerkuk is a Kurdish city :  
 
 

1- Etymological Parameter  :  
 
The historic name of Kerkuk oil field  region is " Baba Gurgur" or " Baba 
Grgr " . It is denominated  so by local population , in Kurdish history and  
old  folklores . "Baba" in Kurdish means father or Saint ; and "Grgr" means 
flames or blazes . So  this term  means " Saint Blaze  " . Because when the 
oil wells of Baba Grgr , were not drilled and oil was not yet exploited  , 
some of these oil field were blazing superficially by random fires  . The 
native Kurds of that old era , thought it is a sacred place and heaven  
window  gap  and called it "Baba Grgr "or Saint Blaze  .  
 
 

2- Demographic Parameter  :  
 
As this  city has no continuous geographical co-juncture  with Turkey's 
mainland   , so it is not considered as a Turkman or  Turkish town . For 
example , in east of Tehran there is a town , dominated by Kurds ( called 
Jaban ) ,it is not considered as a part of Kurdistan , because there is no 
geographical juncture  between this town and Kurdistan mainland  , it  
means Kurds are not native and  have emigrated or deported there from 
Kurdistan  mainland  . Similar to  Turkmans of Kerkuk who are not native  
there , rather are  emigrated there in Ottoman Empire times,   from Turkish 
mainland or have been sent there as government personnel ,military  staff ,  
merchants , craftsmen  etc and  are  remained there . Such thing has been 
happening in other colonies of Ottoman Empire , like Balkan courtiers  etc . 
From other side , Arab population of Kerkuk   is a more new prototype of 
Turkmans , which mostly are transferred by Saddam Regime , to transform  
the demographic structure of the town  in an Arabism  manner . 
Reciprocally , he has deported native Kurds from Kerkuk by force . I think 
these issues are so clear to all readers  , that needs no more explanation . 
There are other native minorities in Kerkuk  as well , which mostly are 
Christians . And sometime we can dare to argue  , that once they were 



 

 

	

	

main host and majority of the town , but by emergence of Islam , they were 
diminished to a  minority level ?   
 
 

3- Linguistic  Parameter :  
 
When I was in Kerkuk , I realized that nearly  most  Turkmans and  Arabs( 
except new imported Arabs ) , were speaking Kurdish as well as a Kurd , 
almost without accent .  But Kurds did not speak Turkish so ; if they could 
speak Arabic , it was the reason,  that their formal school education and 
teaching  was in Arabic .  We can compare it to Paris city in France . As 
you know ,  Paris  is a French city , but there are a lot of Arabs  emigrants 
there . Most of Arabs speak French as their mother tongue , but French 
people can not speak Arabic so ; or can  not speak Arabic at all , as it is a 
genuine French city  .  
 
 

4- Turkish intervention :  
 
According to UN charter , Turkey has no right to intervene in Kerkuk , as 
Kerkuk is formally a city of Iraq , which has its national boundaries and  
integrity . Even if 100 percent of Kerkuk population was Turkaman , it does  
not authorize Turkey to intervene there . For example , I was in Istanbul for 
one year and know this city well   . About  2 million Kurds are living there , 
more than the number of all Turkmans living in Iraq ,but Iraq or Kurdish 
Regional Government (KRK)  are not authorized to intervene there , as it is 
a town of Turkey . 
 
 

5- Turkman Rights :  
 
As a writer without frontier and supporter of all humans rights  , I like to 
point out to this vital obvious  issue , that Turkmans as a minority  have the 
right to enjoy  their own medias , schools , cultural centers etc ( which they 
have right now) ; but as far as I know  there was no independent Turkman 
satellite station , compared  with   Kurdish satellites . So, I hope diligently  , 
the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) would establish one for them , 
in order to enable Turkmans  to enjoy their music , folklore and other  
ethnic rights.  KRG  has recognized and  respected   all  other  minorities   
rights  there ,  as far as  possible  .   
 
 
PS:  
 
However  , Turkmans are not  Kurdmans , but they are a formal  minority in 
KRG  . If  R.T. Ardogan was a Kurdish leader in Erbil  , he was calling  them   
" KURDMANS " , instead of TURKMANS .  who have forgotten their Kurdish  
language and did not allowed them  to speak Turkish at all , because he 
was anxious , that  they will endanger  KRG  integrity !!!.    
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But still answer to an important  question is pending : Why at time of 
Saddam's reign,  Turkey had not such serious claims and did not 
implement such interventions in Kerkuk affairs ? .  
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What is KKT ?. 

                                                                       

 Tehran – June 10, 2003 .                         ���������� 

It has been stipulated repeatedly by many competent researchers 
and scholars ,that In Tehran , its suburbs and  outskirts , there 
are around one million and eight hundred thousand  (1,800,000.-
)Kurds  , but no field  census has been carried out in this  regard 
so far; i .e , it is not verified statistically .  However  , Tehran is 
one of those gigantic super-cities of the world, which may have 
the biggest Kurdish community  all over the world, even most 
probably ,more than Erbil (Helwr) ,  Amed , Suleimany and 
Kermanshah  . Anyway,the Kurdish  inhabitants  of Tehran are at 
least 4 times more than the total population of Malta ,  which is 
located in Mediterranean see  and is an independent  country . 

 

In 1997 , along with  a student of Tehran Universities , Mr.   Jalal  Nuri - 
that   then I  knew him simply as  Kak        Shaho - we talked about this 
subject  that   - “ for all of this significant number of Kurds in Tehran,  
a cultural, social , economic and … center is desperately required “. In 
various  precautionary  meetings  with several  Kurdish elite and 
intellectual  inhabitants of Tehran , we discussed this issue quite 
seriously and persistently.  Then, after tens of sessions with such  
interested     people ,in 1998 , we were able to establish KKT, which is 
the abbreviation for Kurdish phrase       “Kor-y Kurd-any Taran “ , that  
means Tehran Kurds’ Association . KKT is a registered NGO in Iran 
and is recognized on a  de jour basis .  

 

KTT Structure: 

KKT, is almost the biggest and more serious Kurdish  NGO in Tehran ,  
which  is managed by its  board of directors . The board of directors, 
consists of seven persons and are elected by the Kurdish community 
of Tehran  . The first term of the of board of  directors ,  expired in 
November 2002 , when   Kurdish community  of  Tehran  ,  elected a 
new board of directors , in a free democratic poll. The    newly  elected 
persons are as follows , in alphabetical order : 

 

 

 

-  Dr. Asa’ad Ardalan. 
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-  Dr.Qutbaddin Sadeghi. 

- Engineer Jamal Taha . 

- Engineer Mozaffar Karimi.  

- Mr. H.S . Soran ( writer of this article). 

- Mr. Jafar Afkhami. 

- Mrs. Parwin Karimi . 

 

The board of directors of KKT  has supervisors , alternate members etc .�
In the meantime, KKT has a board of  establishers ,who control KKT’s  
performance of duties  monthly , in a joint session with the board of 
directors .   

 

For carrying out its extensive objectives   , KTT has selected several 
committees, such as women’s , economical , cultural , judiciary , 
students’ , and sport’s  committees , etc , which  each committee is 
managed by respective experts . 

KKT membership is not confined to a Kurdish dialect, religion, sect , 
region etc and gender , rather it is the right of all Kurds to become a 
member or a manager  of KKT .Meanwhile , it has a very positive  and 
creative relationship  with most NGOs , at Kurdish populated areas in 
Iran.      

KKT is supported by financial contributions of its members and 
sympathizers, but  up to now , it has not received any governmental 
and/or outsiders’ financial  helps . In other words , it is a genuine  
independent NGO .  

KKT has performed his objectives in a wide range of spectrums , 
but as this small   paper can not accommodate all of those 
comprehensive  issues , here I only point out to a few items  of 
them – as  a little , from a lot . 

 

Some Programs ,Which Have Been Achieved By KKT: 

1-Organizing and performing 2 big spectacular Kurdish unprecedented 
festivals in Tehran , called Barau Nawroz  (Towards New Year ) , in which , 
Kurdish music, dance , poetry and articles were presented  to thousands of 
audiences  .Same program , will continue  in the future  .� 
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2-Every Thursday of the end of each month , KKT has organized  and 
performed attractive Kurdish cultural evening gatherings, which will 
be continue in the future regularly . 

 
3-The sport’s  committee of KKT , has carried out several sports’ programs  
, such as mountain tours  and promenade  plans  , which shall be extended 
gradually  . 

 
4- Reception  and hosting of  local and expatriate guests .  

 
5- Organizing the Kurdish language teaching and Kurdology training 
classes on a regular scale , in its central  office, in Tehran  .  

 
6- Organizing the Kurdish teaching classes , in several universities of Iran . 

 
7- Holding Kurdish music training classes . 
 
8- Holding handicrafts production  training  classes . 
 
9- Holding calligraphy classes  . 
 
10- Extending arbitration services in special necessary circumstances , in 
such a manner that sometimes KKT has successfully tried to solve 
significant individual and social problems in the Kurdish community  . 
 
11- Developing efficient relationship  between Kurdish and non-Kurdish 
communities  , on a positive scale . 
 
12- Participation in tens of seminars ,  conferences ,gatherings etc on local  
and  international level . 
 
13- Holding appreciation ceremonies for Kurdistan  celebrities such as 
:late Mr. Baba Mardulh Rohani and Dr. Braym Yunesi . 
 
14- Printing a special Kurdish calendar, with  KKT brand . 
 
15- Organizing and performing splendid  festivities on the occasion of 
birthday anniversary of Prophet Mohhamad . 
 
16- Many other items , which can not be described in the framework of this 
concise briefing  . 

 
 
The principal goal of KKT, in accordance with  its articles of 
constitution  is to develop and promote   Kurdish culture,  language , 
poetry , music , economy etc., as well as other aspects of the 
Kurdish society ; which without a widespread actual  support of all 
respective Kurds  , the achievement of these  outstanding vital goals, 
is unfeasible   .   
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Translation of a poem of mine  from Kurdish language :  
 
“I” am a single  person , my place  is” tiny  “, 
The success angel underestimates  “ me “, 
When ”I” unite with “you” and change into “ we ”, 
Reason  regards me as a great hope  .  
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The Situation Of Kurdish Community At  Tehran . 

Tehran -  December 10, 2006� 

 
 
Prelude : 
 
Now at Tehran,the gigantic capital city of Iran and its  extensive outskirts   ,  
there are a  great  number  of Kurds ,  approximately more than  2 million  .  
From the total inhabitants  of the city , which is roughly estimated at 12 
million , from each 6 person , one is a   Kurd .  They  have very close 
relations and strong ties  with each   other .  Most  of  these Kurds , have 
immigrated  here , in last hundred years { my father ,  who was working at 
Tehran in   1910 , told me that at that time  , scarcely  you could find a Kurd  
in this city  } .   
 
 
Tehran  Periphery  :  
 
The most important old  periphery  towns of Tehran include : Karaj , 
Shahriar , Rubat Karaim , Hashtgerd , Varamin  , Rudhen  , Bumhen  and  
some new  outskirt  townships { Shahraks}  , which are mostly constructed 
in  last fifty years in a more modern  and  up to date style  , such  as   
Pardis , Banafsheh  and   tens  of others . A lot of Kurds live at this Tehran 
outskirts as well . 
 
 
Kurdish Settlement : 
 
As a classic  demographic law   , most of the Kurds at Tehran area, are 
living at the western part of this  district . This  demographic  law  is 
prevailing at the most of the world .  Namely ,  when from a  country 
mainland  , the people of some areas are emigrating to a big city at the 
same country , mostly they settle at  that  part of that city , which is the 
entrance of their region  to  it . In this manner  , most of the Kurds at 
Tehran , are settled and  living at the western part of the city and respective 
outskirts , which are considered  as  gate way  of  Tehran  for  most of the  
Kurdish  regions   ;  of course there are many exceptional cases , where   
Tehran Kurds  are displaced and consequently  live at other parts .  
 
 
 
Kurdish  Language  And Religion  Groups :  
 
Almost there  are a heterogeneous mixture of  most Kurdish dialects , sub 
dialects ,  religions , sects and groups . But , most of Tehran Kurds are 
Shiite or Sunni . The Kurdish  dialects in Tehran can be classified 
quantitatively as following : Goran( Kalur , Hawram , Lak ) ; Soran ; Lur ; 
Krmanj  (Badin )   etc .  You scarcely can find a Zazaki  or   Shabak  Kurd   
here .  Most Krmanjs have immigrated from Khoran and  Urumieh  region  . 
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There are a lot of Ahlehaq  Kurds at Tehran, which are sometimes wrongly 
misunderstood as Aliullahi !!! They have strong affiliations with  Ahlehaq  
Turks,  at Rudhan area  , east of Tehran  .  Rarely  you can find a Christian, 
Izedi  or Zoroastrian  Kurd   at Tehran ,  but there are a considerable 
number of Kurdish Jews , who  have  originated from Kurdish areas of west 
Iran  . 
  
 
 
 
 
Culture :  
 
Most Tehran Kurds ,  have diligently preserved their Kurdish genuine 
culture , in particular their language . At the time of Shah, there was a weak 
trend of Kurdish self-assimilation at Tehran  , in which some exceptional  
families showed little  interest to transform their children into Persian 
genus , but now fortunately  after the Iranian Revolution ,  from 1979 
onwards , that trend has been reversed  and they are trying to recover their 
partly lost  Kurdish identity . The Kurds have kept their own religion  as 
well . You can not find any considerable number of converted  people .  
Kurdish cloth  and dressing are highly respected . At work and public  
places ,  socially  it is hard to work with Kurdish dress , but in holidays , 
festivities , weddings and private gatherings ,it is highly favored , in 
particular by women  . Kurdish language is not only extremely respected  
by Kurds themselves ,   it is entered into  Tehran culture , too  . Persian ( 
Fars ) families  love  too much Kurdish names , specially they choose it for 
their baby girls . In particular they prefer those names , in which there  are  
letter { jh } , like Rojhin , Jhino  etc .  Any way , in general   in Tehran ,   
Kurds are considered as a     progressive ,  modern and intellectual race .  
There is no  barrier  in marriage , Kurds can marry with all Muslim  sects 
and other  races , but to marry a non Muslim spouse , she or he must first 
be converted into   Islam, first  . Most sects and religious groups have their 
own mosques at Tehran , except Sunnis  , which will include Sunni Kurds 
as well . In Tehran there is no formal  primary or secondary school for 
Kurdish . But there are some Kurdish Language courses , at Universities 
on de facto basis ,mostly established by Kurdish students . There is  a 
Kurdish Language class at Tehran Kurds  Society  , called   KKT  .   
 
 
Economy :  
 
In general we can say  ,  that  at Tehran , the Turkish minority is the 
economist predominant body ;  Persians    (  Fars )  are main  political and 
administrative masters  and  Kurds reserve a large angle of  cultural wheel 
. That is , Kurds possess  a moderate  economic field  margin . They do not  
play  an important  role , in  grand Bazar of Tehran .  But a considerable 
number of them  , are fruit and vegetable merchant . 
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Repatriation: 
 
There is no considerable trend of repatriation  . That is , rarely you can see  
any Kurd to return to her or his native town,  to live there again  
permanently . Because there is a severe  shortage of jobs ,  in Kurdish 
areas, otherwise most of them dream about it .    
 
 
    
 
Organizations : 
  
There are very few Kurdish organizations , institutes and societies  at 
Tehran  . Tehran  Kurds   Society  , or KKT , is one of these organizations . 
It is an  NGO , established around 10 years  ago . According to its articles 
of constitution , its main field of duties is : social , cultural and 
humanitarian jobs . It has a rental old office , at the   Navab Corner , 
Urumieh Sharghi St , Tehran , phone 0098-21-66931909  , which is open in 
the evenings  only , except on Fridays .  KKT now is intending to purchase 
a new building and move there duly – it is  collecting the donations for it .  
You also can help them right now .  KKT is holding Kurdish  festivities , 
seminars , conferences  and gatherings frequently and is practicing as an 
active Kurdish center . Another Kurdish organization at Tehran is Tehran 
Kurdish   Institute  , which is active in cultural , social  and other  related 
fields  . Kermansah   Home ,    is another Kurdish NGO , which mostly 
focuses on the Kurds of  Kermanshah and southern part of Kurdish 
populated areas of Iran . There are other NGOs , like those of Lurs,   
Hawaramn  etc and other specialized   ones , which it is better to be 
discussed in a detailed special separate report . 
 
 
Relation With Other Races   : 
 
Generally , the Kurds of Tehran have a very good relation with all Tehran 
society , including Farses  , Turks , Arabs , Turkmans  , Baluchs , Gilakis  
etc . In fact , there is no racial discrimination or segregation at all , at public 
places , street and city quarters  .  Example  : If a Kurd applies for a job at a 
non governmental company , firm or shop , in most cases the employers 
prefer to employ  the Kurd applicant , but unfortunately in  governmental  
organizations  , the case is severely  reversed .  
 
In fact , Kurds have a very excellent  friendly relation with other inhabitants 
of Tehran  , on inter-communal   level . They  love peaceful coexistence and 
respect  all cultures and religions of the world  .  
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50 million Kurdish Terrorists Or 50 million Terrorized 
Kurds ? 
 
Tehran- April  19  , 2008  

 
 
 
As a free Kurdish writer , without affiliation to any political parties , groups  
etc ,  my human conscience has induced and mobilized me to write this 
concise writing , in which I try honestly to evaluate the terms , which are 
used by  USA  government etc , about  Kurdish leader Abdullah Ujalan ( 
APO) , in which unjustifiably they condemn and classify him as leader of a 
terrorist group , for which he is detained  in Emirali   Island  by Turkey for 
several years .  
 
But , every day we see millions of Kurds , who are supporting this man in 
street demonstrations at Kurdistan areas  and all over the world . As a 
rough  and non statistical calculation , we can             estimate ,that almost 
nearly all 50 million Kurdish  people all over the globe  are supporting this 
leader and ask Turkey seriously  to release him immediately from jail .  
 
Now , this question will be  raised by human common sense : How it is 
possible to condemn and accuse 50 million people as terrorists ? While , 
terrorist has a political and linguistic meaning : Terrorist means a person , 
group  etc , who terror and/or terrorize the peaceful population , are 
performing suicide and other kinds of assassinations , occupy others 
territories by force , make street looting , exert  miscellaneous horrible 
actions  against a society , perform massacres and explosions  , genocides 
and other types of annihilations/cleansings  etc . While followers and/or 
enthusiasts of APO , which are estimated to be around 50 million people 
over the globe do not possess any of those particulars ,  which are 
required to identify them as terrorist !!! They  are peaceful people .  
 
Quite contrary to above  false denomination , which is initiated and forged  
by Turkey , this name and title is appropriate and suitable  for Turkey 
himself , because as we now ( in addition to other catastrophes imposed 
on Kurds elsewhere in other countries ) ,Turkey has committed following 
acts  :  
 

1- They have massacred millions of Armenians . 
2- They have terrorized around 20 million Kurds in Turkey . 
3- They have chemically bombarded  Southern Kurdistan , in Qendil 

Area , in so called Iraq territory . 
4- They have and still are trying to perform racial cleansing of 20 

million Kurds , in East  Anatolia . 
5- They ridiculously claim , around 20 million Kurds in so called Turkey 

, are those Turks ,who have desperately  forgotten Turkish language 
and are genuine mountainous Turks .  

6- A lot of other ridiculous and ferocious issues  .  
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As a free writer defending the human rights/standards of all 7 billion 
population  of the globe , I ask the international organizations , such as UN 
, EU etc to investigate this issue , and to find out really whether  around 50 
million Kurds are terrorists or terrorized victims  ? And  ultimately I 
propose the USA , to change his attitude toward leader APO and his 50 
million followers or enthusiasts  in Kurdish populated areas and abroad . 
This bias attitude by USA , will harm and endanger his interests and 
prestige all over the world . Any census and fact finding  action sponsored 
by UN , will authenticate  and prove my above explanations and results in 
compromising and attracting 50 million Kurds along with  other honest  
non Kurdish people of the world  by USA .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DYNAMIC  SIMILARITIES   BETWEEN   KURDS  AND  “ 
ABORIGINES ”   
 
October 29,  2004 . 

 
 
The metaphoric and controversial term  “ ABORIGINE “ is applied  
linguistically to native and genuine population of some of those regions  , 
which are now physically , forcibly  and permanently occupied by their 
former remote colonialist  imperial powers , on de jour basis { fore example 
: in Australia } .  
 
From other hand , around  50 million  native population of Great Kurdistan , 
which was mostly occupied in recent centuries by so called Islamic Otman 
Empire , after the dramatic  collapse and political disintegration of  that  
satanic  Empire , was  intentionally  divided between 5 countries  and still 
is a  political and  geographical part  of  those    states  , which include  : 
Turkey , Iran ,   Iraq , Syria  and  Armenia .  
 
The Kurd population of above mentioned countries ,  hold   multilateral  
dynamic similarities with said aborigines , because in their ancient 
ancestral homeland , they  are deprived of practicing equivalent rights with 
the occupying   majority ; for example  they are in principle   deprived of 
holding first rank governmental      careers  and their language , culture as 
well as  their  customs are under various   severe  case by case  
discrimination , segregation and  oppressive  restrictions etc . Even  in  
Iraq , after the fall of  Saddam , the Kurds were deprived from holding first 
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rank governmental positions , such as presidency and  prime ministry  
posts .  
 
In a recent article , I have read that the Australian aborigines are 
demanding for some kind of self rule and autonomy in their traditional 
homeland ; but it is stubbornly rejected by Central Australian Government . 
It looks like the same situation of Great Kurdistan . Meanwhile it is quite 
ridiculous , that  they  could not enjoy  the right of getting  self  rule and 
freedom in their  ancestral  and native  home , from  the    Australian    
emigrant  occupiers . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

���Another Alternative To Ease Tension  In  Iraq  :   
 

Tehran – December 12, 2006 .    

  
 
The catastrophic  tension , anarchy and turmoil , currently prevailing at 
Iraq in the context  of a  hidden civil war , is  a potential  threat to world 
peace ;  in particular for  Iraq's  neighbors  and  Middle East .  This  
undeclared  civil war , may  ignite  the sparkles  of an uncontrollable  Third 
World War fire  , which might  be of nuclear nature ;  and exhaustingly  
devastating  .  Nevertheless ,  this is the dynamic   obligation  of any 
individual to look and find her/his own practical alternative to extinguish  
this  ravaging   fire .   
 
From my own perspective, there is  the  following alternative as well :  
 
" As we know , Iraq is categorically divided  in  three distinct  and different 
areas,  which are as follows : North , South  and Center .  Northern   area of 
Iraq  enjoys a  prosperous  Kurdish  de facto federalism  , administered by 
Kurds themselves and is quite safe ,so requires no emergency  
precautionary  measure  in  this  respect.  
 
Southern area is mainly administered by British forces ; and enjoys a 
comparative peace , which is almost  at an  acceptable level  . For example 
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there is no terrible  number of  skirmishes  , explosions  and suicide 
attacks   at Basra  , which is a large Arab  provincial      capital   .  But the 
central part of Iraq , which includes Baghdad,   is blazing inside a  hell  
epicenter  ,  including terror , assassination , hijack  and all different tools 
of civil war , which is mainly administered by US forces . While Iraqis shall  
appreciate US role in exterminating the Saddam despotic regime ; 
unfortunately  in last 2 years , US administration  has   demonstrated   a 
considerable inefficiency  in keeping the expected  security and  eradicate 
the anarchism  in this central region of Iraq . Now as another    alternative , 
it might be justifiable to shift  these administration   axles , i  .e to assign  
the authority  of central areas to British forces ;  and delegate  US  troops  
to southern region  of the country – of course some of them along  with 
coalition forces  , can remain at central part ,  to help the British 
administration    . This shift  of administration areas , may ease the tension 
considerably and save the   Iraq .  
 
 
 
Remarks : In Armenia , exceptionally , the Kurds  have mostly enjoyed  
more cultural freedom ; and have suffered from  less racial  discrimination .  
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TURKEY   HAS  ALREADY   ATTACKED  AND  
INTRUDED  KRG !!! 
  
 
Tehran - October 20 , 2007 

 
 
 
Above unexpected   "article  title",  may be  quite surprising  for most   
readers , but in  fact , it is  seen and/or  heard  by majority  of  us ,   
indirectly  or  even     directly ,  confessed by Kurdish authorities  , so is 
considered as  an undeniable reality   .   
 
In order to avoid  dissipating   the  precious  time of diligent  and  savant  
readers,  by repetitive  arguments  , I very  briefly  remind  them ,  that even 
some  KRG  high ranking  authorities , have  confirmed   repeatedly , that  
some Turkish troops are already stationed there from  relatively  long  time 
ago   ; and  in recent days , in  most  of  respective   news  bulletins , we  
have  seen   and head r , that KRG's  territory  is attacked  by Turkish 
artillery shelling  etc   , even  they  demonstrate such shelling  and  attack  
scenes  , in  TV  and other  media reports etc . So , by analyzing and 
briefing the above news , which are officially  verified  by KRG  authorities , 
we  are sure  that " TURKEY   HAS  ALREADY   ATTACKED  AND  
INTRUDED  KRG  !!! " .   
 
As an independent  and unaffiliated commentator , I deem  the KRG  
authorities are seriously expected , not only  to  prevent Turkey to expand 
its   previous mischief and  malicious   intervention , but  also  to  close  
the  old  Turkish bases there ;  and  to retaliate any artillery  or whatever 
attack , on KRG  region , by any possible defensive  means  .  
 
 
50 million Kurds all over the world along with nearly  all the rational 
population of the glob , at 6 continents ,  will support the legitimate  rights  
of  Kurdish leaders , to expel  those   foreign aggressors ;  and stop 
military daily  routine attacks at Kurdistan.  
 
What logic  and  philosophy  , judges  that PKKs    who are  genuine 
defensive            Kurds  , shall  leave   KRG  soil which is part of Great 
Kurdistan  , but Turkey's  malignant    army,  must  stay there ? If , in  fact  
in Turkish  ( Turkland's ) parliament , there are 80 Kurdish  
parliamentarians , why they allowed  the Turkish  parliament , to approve  
this ridiculous bill to intrude and attack  KRG  unanimously ?  Why   so 
called  central Federal  Republic of Iraq  must  unite  with Turkey  against  
PKK ?,   Why  Turkey  and other  neighboring  countries shall have  military 
bases there , why  King ( President )  B. Asad  is  allowed to intervene and  
support   such  jungle  ratification  ?   And many  other questions   , which 
are the token of Turkey's   fascism nature  , that require very serious  and  
perhaps  obligatory  Kurdish  sanguine reaction . This is a  significant  
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dilemma , which  challenges  the political fate of 50 million Kurds , at the 
commencement of 3rd millennium .   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An Open Letter to President Obama
 

Sunday, 07 June 2009  

   

To: His Excellency Mr. B. Obama , President Of United States Of America , 
White House , Washington DC , USA .  

Dear President Obama ,   

As a writer  and human rights activist without frontier - of Kurdish origin -, I 
listened to your comprehensive  , eloquent and rhetoric speech diligently 
from BBC TV  , delivered  at  Cairo University , Egypt , on  Thursday June 4, 
2009 , which was  cheered  by frequent ardent applauses of  a 
comparatively  welcoming  and enormous audience .  

In the your elaborated speech , while talking about Muslims' communities 
from Morocco  to Indonesia and  heterogeneous ethnic and religious 
minorities relations and  fates  , including Jews   etc ;  unfortunately  you  
forgot or ignored the Kurds and Kurdistan region issue  , which is 
approximately four times greater  than Israel  plus Palestine , together ! .  

Because  your important mission was principally considered as an  serious 
step , towards improvement of  universal democracy , religious peaceful 
coexistence  ,  and human rights promotion  etc ; you were eagerly 
expected by common sense ,  to address the Kurdish issue and Kurds as 
well  , which they were persistently massacred , jailed , tortured , 
discriminated and displaced in the course of their long history , like  
Jewish           people ?  

Furthermore , while you were talking about Iraq , you accentuated on  " 
United Iraq " , while as you are aware , after the collapse of Saddam , this 
country is officially declared as  " Federal Iraq " , which consists of two 
greater ethnic nations  ,             i .e. Arabs and Kurds , along with several 
smaller religious and ethnic minorities of Muslim and non Muslim groups .  

I like to remind your Excellency , that at the time of coalition forces 
invasion of Iraq , led by USA , which resulted in collapse  of  Saddam's 
despotic regime ,  Kurds were the most close , sincere , cordial and active 
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allies of coalition forces , especially  USA   and played a vital significant 
role , in eradication of Saddam's despotic  regime . So , they expect US 
government  , not to underestimate  Kurds in his calculations  and   not to 
consider them  as a counter balance , in Middle Eastern  sensitive  political 
scale .  

In conclusion , I reiterate and remind "Iraq is officially a Federal State " . 
From other hand , in general , your Excellency shall include nearly 50 
million peace-loving  Kurds , at your democratization and peaceful 
coexistence agenda plan , which are deprived from their own independent 
government and almost most of their legitimate rights  .  

I await your encouraging answer  on this subject  and am sure , without 
solving the Kurdish issue democratically and peacefully , Middle East 
region  will  remains  in  continuous  turmoil  .  

 

 
��  
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AN ENORMOUS DISCRIMINATION AGAINST KURDS  

 
 
June  30 , 2009  

 
    
 
As we know ,  Kurds are  native inhabitants of Middle East , who are living 
there for thousands of years continuously and consistently. According to 
rough statistics , the number of Kurds at their historical homeland( 
Kurdistan) , amounts to approximately fifty million ( including some one 
million diasporas , dispersed all over the world) .According to above 
approximate estimation of their population number  , we can declare  they 
are among the biggest nations of the world  , who do not enjoy  their own 
sovereignty  and independent state ; consequently against their national 
aspirations , they are  distributed mainly among five countries .  
So , judging on common sense and human conscience basis  , we realize 
that they suffer an enormous  political discrimination , which has resulted 
and still  continues to result in heterogeneous fatal  catastrophes and  
numerous annihilations  , for example the chemical bombardment of  
Halabja , which on the scale  of  vast general devastation , sometimes  has 
been considered as FIRST HEROSHIMA or the worst ferocious  man made 
catastrophe of recent times , over the globe. 
 
Now on the basis of above and following  undeniable facts , I  reiterate  that 
a  big  and unexpected discrimination is implemented  against Kurds . For 
example , at the same region of the world , there are more than 20 
independent ARAB  countries , some of them only possess  a population of 
two million people , but Kurds with an approximate total population of fifty 
million , do not have a singe independent country . On this basis , if UN  is 
a pragmatist and real  United Nations and advocates the right of nations , 
shall address this critical issue seriously  and provide a practical  solution 
to treat this tyrannical discrimination along with the cooperation of other 
respective international institutions and organizations etc . 
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Humanism and Animalism :  
 
Tehran – February 4, 2008 
 
 
In most countries and regions of  Mother Earth   , we are a considerably   
ashamed to  confess,  that we are humans and belong to this  dangerous  
species  of creatures called" MANKIND " , which are  spread  all over the 
globe . Because in fact we   are embarrassed  by  observing  
heterogeneous MAN'S    brutal and savage  interactions and behaviors  , on 
this basis we  are obliged to  confirm unwillingly , that  :  

 
 
At  present   era  , in most circumstances , at  some   locations of the globe 
, actually  animal  community  is far more  innocent    , than  human society  
!!!  Here, in order to introduce  a few examples of this  situation  , I point 
out to  some cases  about   human and animal  comparison :  
 
 
1-  Animals   are not massacring  each  other , on such  a wide scale , as 
compared with  man . 
2- In general,  animal are more free than man  . 
3- Animals do not use deterrent atomic , hydrogen and laser bombs etc.  
4- There is no segregation and racial discrimination among animals , 
5-  There is no sex discrimination between them .  
6-  Elephants of India ( for example) ,  have  no privilege over  African 
counterparts  . 
7- They have not  created such catastrophes as world war 1st ,  2nd  etc   . 
8- There is no various ,different manufactured GODS  and  religious 
superstitions between them  . 
9- The color of skin is no privilege  . 
10- There are no   War lord  Pacts such as Atlantic , Cento , ex Warsaw etc . 
11- They have no Ministry Of War . 
12- The animals have not established  artificial borders , for example a 
dove can fly from any so called country to another, without passport or 
visa  pass etc . 
13 -  You have never seen a goat( for instance),  to kill neither  another got 
nor a  human being. 
14 -  Rarely it has been heard ,that some exceptional animals would  kill a 
man.  
15 - Are so civilized , that they do not recruit  any police at all .  
16 - They do not claim any affiliation to any prophet , which is considered 
as an antagonism parameter and rivalry  by humans , to embattle and  
explode each other by suicide devices etc  . 
17– They  exercise no so called tactics and politics( lies ) , instead of it, 
truthfulness is prevailing .                 
18-  They have a very smaller share  in environment pollution and world 
ruining  process . 
19-  No animal is obliging any other animal to abandon  its language or its 
culture . 
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20-  Animals are not getting bribes and create scandals .  
21- In stead of false democracy , they practice  natural regular  law .  
22-If humans do not repress and massacre them ,they are more  
prosperous  than man  .  
23- They are not obliged to work in 3 shifts to afford their life .  
24- They are naturally more clean and net  .  
25- No animal commits suicide .   
26- They need less medical care .   
27- There is no racial , religious or ideological war  between them  , for 
example never the turkeys of the world , have declared war against 
nightingales . 
28- They feel less stress  and anxiety  .  
29- They execute  a more frugal life and are less expensive  .  
30- Probably , they suffer from  less pathologic  problems  .  
31- As last point  ,  I say : No  one can claim that has  known a beast/animal 
as ferocious and dangerous as Saddam etc , from dawn of history !!! .  Do 
you know  ?  
  
But , animals   possess  many other privileges . 
 
Let us try to improve the morals of human society , too ; in order to be 
entitled to call us the most honest creature .  
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Kurdish Archeologists'  Patriotic  Duty    
 

Tehran -  Nov. 17, 2006 . 

 
 
As we know , in great Kurdistan , there are  numerous valuable  
monuments and historical sites , which their history  are going back to 
thousands of years ago, like  Taqwastan  and Bestun  in Kesrmashan  , 
Takht-e-Suleiman near Takab ,  Zewieh  at Saqiz  region   and  other  places  
at   five  parts of  divided   Kurdistan .  
 
All  monuments and archeological locations ,  are  considered as historical 
documents , in particular such items as : parchments ,  cenotaphs , 
epigraphs and other inscriptions .  That means , by translating  and 
interpreting  those items , we can trace the path of our history and can 
discover our identity in the ruins of  ancient  buildings , memorials , castles 
and fortifications etc . 
 
Unfortunately , so far we have delegated this important missions  - i .e 
translation and interpretation of these historical    documents  -  to so 
called expatriate     orientalists   ,  which  is not considered as a justified  
step . In Kurdish language there is an old proverb , which says :     " You 
only shall catch snake by other's hands " .  Based on this proverb , we 
should not convince ourselves by such translations etc  . One may say , at 
that time there was no Kurdish archeologist to do this job for us , read 
those ancient alphabets and understand those old languages  ; and this  
might  look true for that time . 
 
But now, we have numerous  graduated archeologists and/or ancient 
languages    linguists , who based on their education and experimental  
backgrounds , can  translate  and  interpret those inscriptions  along  with  
the  ancient scripts   and tell us the relevant facts  honestly  .  
 
For example , they can  tell us : who was reigning at Erbil  from 6  thousand 
years onward  and   was the Kurdish  emperor of this Kurdish  metropolitan  
city    ; what is written on the Taqwastan  inscription  and  who was the 
Kurdish  king here .  As a historical hypothesis  , any King , Sultan and 
Amir , which is a persistent permanent resident ruler , is of same race and 
language of  the  city , in  which  he  rules . Example :  Julius Cesar was a 
Roman , Napoleon   Bonaparte was a French  and  George Washington was 
an American citizen  .  Resident rulers  differ with colonialist ones  .   We 
can assume , that for example, Khosrow Parwiz  at Kermashan  , was a 
Kurdish King and Shrin a Kurdish Queen  , as their ancestor  was a  
Shwankara  Kurd   , at Shiraz called  Babak   { Bauk } and the first King of 
Sasanides  (Sasanian)   dynasty  was called Ardashir Babakan .              
( Note:  The founder of Baban dynasty at Suleimani  ,  was also called                  
{ BEBE or BABE  } , which  means  father in Kurdish ,  later took the plural 
form and became BABAN  , which means  fathers .    
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So, we can be suspicious of previous translations and we have the right 
and reason , to look for the facts , which more probably are hidden  from us  
and  discover the artificial  things  which are forfeited  instead .  
 
Consequently , Kurdish archeologists are expected to retranslate and 
reinterpret those historical items precisely   as they are  , and rectify  the 
biases therein . 
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50  MILLION  KURDS , ARE  NOT   AN  OPPORTUNISTIC   
BALANCE   HAMMER . 
 
   
May 3, 2005�–�Tehran� 

 
 
The  ancient and  inherited   motherland  of Kurdish people { KURDISTAN }, 
or  better to say {KURDLAND}  , which is located at the  epicenter point  of  
Middle East - a  major populous state-less  nation of the world ,  with  
approximately  50 million  homogenous   population - is  both  
geographically  and demographically  about  five times  greater   than  the 
Republic Of  Lebanon   . 

 
The political destiny  of these truthful  and  virtuous  people  , has   been  
manipulated  in a discriminatory and  unjustifiable manner , at least  
throughout the recent   centuries   , by respective contemporary 
oppressive super powers , in such  a wrong   fashion  , that  in most  
significant  historical   opportunities , their   fidelity  and  humanism   
attitudes  have  been  exploited  in  a  deceptive   atmosphere  or better to 
say ,  they  only  have been  assigned  with the role of  a  randomized   
opportunistic   balancing   hammer  or capacity of  a   second grade  citizen 
of the world .  
 
The Kurds ,  according to UN Charter  , international regulations  and 
human rights criteria    etc  ,  have asked and are  asking  fervently   for 
their  broad and full   legitimate rights , at international arena ,  that  
consists of a   genuine  and  full scale independence , which they have 
been  deprived from it  emphatically ,  up to now    .    
 
 
In a summarized  phrase   ,  “  Kurds themselves  already are  a  major  and 
determining  weight  factor  on   multilateral  global scale balance  , they  
do not  allow  anymore to be misused as an  opportunistic   balancing 
hammer  against   anyone  -  they have their own  important   political  
weight  on  the global   scale  , preserve it  and  optimize its  utilization , 
only in their own favor “  .   
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What Baked Beans ,  Is Baker  Baking In His  Bakery ! 
 

Tehran – December 26, 2006    

  
 
 
As we are  aware , Mr. Baker , a senior  member of  Iraqi Study Group  , has 
concocted   an  irrelevant   delineation , with collaboration of Mr. Hamilton , 
and has submitted it to US government  , for   easing   the   Iraqi  tension .   
 
 
As you  perceive , this approach  is very sketchy   , in particular those 
clauses , which are dealing with  Kerkuk city , article 140 of Iraqi 
Constitution and Kurdistan in General . Even , this  report has been  
composed  without any  serious attention to Kurds and  Kurdistan .  It is 
prepared  inside so called Green Zone ; and  without  visiting the Kurdish 
areas at all  . Most important , in this project , they have  recommended to 
reengage the Saddam's ousted  entourage in the administration  of Iraqi  
affairs !!! . 
 
At the first glimpse , one might presume , that this  US veteran statesman 
and  his  team  are making ordinary human mistakes  and   such  cases  are  
probable  in connection with all human decisions and/or calculations  .   
 
But regarding this  bias   report , our   common sense is encouraged by  
Ma'ariv's   comments, a prestigious  newspaper  of Israel ,  to make other 
more justifiable interpretations  . As reportedly Ma'ariv has commented  , 
Mr.  Baker had a close  and sincere  relation with Saddam's notorious 
regime , before its collapse and even has received astronomic amounts 
from his clique in the form of  presents , gifts  and  modern  bribery .  
 
Based on above explications  , it is virtually necessary for US government , 
to investigate the Ma'ariv's   comments ( to which in Iran I have no access )  
,  in order to verify the facts – and if  the outcome of  investigation proved   
positive --   to find out   what baked beans is Baker baking in his bakery  , 
and subsequently  sell the Kurds , for those putrefied  grains  to whom ???  
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A Lamentable Open  Petition To Mr. Ban Ki-moon , UN 
Secretary General . 
 
TEHRAN - Dec 22,  2007 

 
His Excellency , Mr. Ban Ki-Moon  ,  
 
We , approximately are 50 million Kurds , living in Middle East region ,  
from prehistoric era times  , in the occupied  Kurdistan Land , which has 
been our hereditary mother land  forever . But we,  suffer from 
heterogeneous  suppressions  , that  almost  could be categorized as " 
ethnic  catastrophes " , ranging from frequent  racial genocides , chemical  
bombardments  , indiscriminative massacres , compulsory  expulsions   
and several types  of  fatal  annihilations , which almost are recorded at UN 
and other international  body's  archives .  
 
Due to its emergency  situation , I confine this  petition to occupied  
Kurdistan of Turkey :  
 
A part of Kurdistan , has been occupied by Turkish Government  
unjustifiably  , which has an approximate population of 20 million and  a 
surface area which is nearly as extensive as Syria and Lebanon together . 
But unfortunately , these 20 million Kurds are nearly deprived from almost 
all human rights , their leader  ( Mr  Apo) is jailed ; and  even they are 
executed  , jailed , tortured and denied their existence  as a Kurd . Rather , 
the Turkish Government claims ridiculously,  that they are Turkish 
mountainous Kurds !!! , but are too unfortunate and  forgot the Turkish 
language !!!  
 
Due to an extensive suppression and multilateral  pressure , a lot of  so 
called Turkish Kurds , have emigrated abroad and dispersed all over the 
world as a significant  Diaspora  , in several countries  . For example ,  in 
Kurdish Regional  Government (KRG ) in Iraq. But the Turkish Government 
pretending , that they are attacking Turkey from Iraq , have bombarded 
these so called  Turkey Kurd refugees , by around 100  airplanes  , starting 
from Dec 16 , 2007  regularly  up to now , which in addition to   these 
refugees , which Turkey  claims baselessly  belong to a Kurdish party  , a 
lot of local residents are killed , injured or made homeless .  
 
I ( H.S. Soran) , as a Kurdish   writer without frontier , that  belong to no 
political parties and organizations in the world whatsoever   ,  request your 
High  Excellency ,  as UN  secretary general  to delegate a fact finding 
mission  over there very urgently ; and after verification of my explanations 
, take necessary steps , to stop Turkish  fatal military aggression and 
simultaneously protect those local Kurds , which are living in their own 
homeland residents  , at southeastern part of so called Turkey , against  
Turkish ferocious  oppression  , otherwise a catastrophic   genocide is 
underway in Turkey , which can be compared with that of Armenians there 
around 90 years ago , for which you are  responsible  to handle and  
prevent  it ; because  the world inhabitants  recognize  you as  Secretary 
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General Of United Nations to defend  nations  , not  United Governments  . 
We , Kurds are  approximately  the most populous stateless nation of the 
globe  , and from every 120 people  in the world , nearly 1 person is  a Kurd 
. In the   meantime , Kurds are looking for a peaceful coexistence with all 
neighbors , in particular  Turkish people and  respect all .   
 
So , we  are expecting  your justified and legitimate support and assistance 
.  I diligently  request your Excellency's office , to provide me with an 
encouraging written response , via my above email .  
 
Thanks too much for your prompt attention to this humanitarian subject . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leter To  Reputable  Klawrojna  Electronic Newspaper  .  
 

Tehran , January 18, 2007  

 
 
Attention:  Mr.  Saqi   Barzani ,  Editor-In-Chief . 
 
 
On  the   occasion of  third  auspicious  anniversary  of  your   successful  
operation ;  as a  persistent   writer  of  English  articles  for   Klawrojna   , I  
cordially   felicitate   you , your  assiduous  personnel   ,  diligent  
intellectual  and  artistic  contributors  as well  as   enthusiastic    audience  
network  worldwide   .  
  
As Klawrojna  headquarters  is located at the  MAIN  GEOPOLITICAL  
MONITORING  EPICENTER   of  turbulent   globe  ,  and  has an English  
section as well  ,  I   think  its    English  writings   apply  a momentous   
impact on the  current   Middle East tsunami   development   , which  
certainly   will  have a determinant  gradual  effect  on  shaping  of  a   
GREAT  KURDISTAN  and  recognition of  KURDS  , not   before   long .   
 
It is great .  
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Formation Of  A  Kurdish  Secular  State ,Is An  Effective  
Counterbalance  
 
 
October 5, 2004 . 

 
As we observe  ;   an   outrageous   scale  of  terrorism  , insurgence  , 
skirmish   , violence   and  disobedience , are  only some  of   the negative 
daily  repetitive  incidents,  in most parts  of Arab  populated  areas  of  Iraq  
, in such  a  formidable extent  ,  that it has seriously paralyzed  the normal 
life , in  respective  affected  regions   . 
 
Consequently , fulfillment  and  realization  of  a  nationwide   free and 
democratic homogenous  election , in this plight-stricken  country  , in  
near future ,  is  far from  reality  . And    unavoidably ,  Iraq  is   moving    
toward  the brink of a  complete    perilous  anarchy and civil war , at an 
uncontrollable  speed  and with an  accelerated  velocity .  
 
From other hand ,  at the Kurdish populated areas of Iraq ,  life is fairly  
quiet  and   normal ,  where there are no  insurgence , war  or  disorder  at 
all .  If  in  some few   rare cases ,  there were unexpected terrorism  
operations , in fact  it  has  leaked  out  from  turbulent  neighborhood Arab 
populated  areas .  
 
In result , especially at this very significant  passage of time , 
disintegration of  Iraq  , complete devolution of  its  Kurdistan  and 
formation of an independent  Kurdish state, are   considered as a  must ,  
because :  
 
1- Formation of an independent state of Kurdistan ,  at  Iraq   , helps  in  
controlling and  extinction  of the  blazes  of   terrorism   ,  war  and 
anarchy   in  the rest of this country ; because ,  Kurds have practically 
demonstrated  their  multifunctional   positive and  efficient  capacities   in 
last decades   ;  so their independent  presence , at this scene ,  can   have 
an   effective  physical  and  moral impact .       
 
2- An independent Kurdish state ,  can be utilized as an  useful  
counterbalance , for normalization , stabilization  and  amelioration  of  
current  political   situation   , both in Iraq  and  Middle East  turmoil  arena  
.  
 

3- Re-creating and realization of an  unified stable Iraq , from  existing 
heterogeneous antagonist communities , such as Sunni Kurds , Sunni 
Arabs , Shiite Arabs , Sunni Turkamans , miscellaneous Christians   etc 
, is only a hallucination and  utopianism  romance  .  

4- This week ,  the people of Iraqi Kurdistan , by their unanimous 
extensive mass demonstrations , have expressed their  absolute  desire  
to have an independence state of their own ,  once again  . So, formation 
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of such an independent state , is  concretely considered as a justified 
democratic move .  

5-  Various  statistic  facts  tell us , that formation of a Kurdish State , 
contributes to enforcement and  enrichment of  secular diplomatic  
camp  of the world  , which  is considered as a  positive  political 
development .    
 
So , hesitation in forming  an sovereign and  independent Kurdish state , is 
only  waste of  precious time , at a critical  moment  .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DUCK CHICKS SHALL REMAIN DUCKS : 
 
 
May 23, 2004 .  

 
Adaptation from Kurdish Folkloric  Poetry  .  
 
An old  woman  ,  placed  some  hen eggs along with duck eggs , under her 
hatching  hen , by mistake .  

 

When after some weeks , all  the chicks  were hatched out , due to their 
specific natural character and discrimination implemented by mother hen ,  
the duck chicks  abandoned the mother hen immediately   and  in order to 
survive , they  began to   swim  inside a deep water pool ;  but  the hen 
chicks,  gathered around the mother hen off-shore , with ardent 
enthusiasm and enjoyed  their  genuine  normal life .  

 

When the mother hen observed this catastrophic natural  circumstances , 
she abandoned the duck chicks; too ,  for ever .  

 

Then the duck chicks realized , that they must insist on remaining  ducks 
for ever  , otherwise  with  a mother hen etc  , they will be deprived ,  
oppressed , discriminated and  annihilated completely .  

 

This is a  precious lesson , extracted from the social science book of ducks  
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ELECTION  AFTER   SELECTION  !!! 

 
  
 
Tehran -  June  26 , 2005 .    
 
Most  of  us  , around  15  million  genuine  and  native  Kurds ,  in  Eastern  
Kurdistan  region   , living  inside   present   political   boundaries  of  Iran ,  
were  observing  ninth  Iranian  presidential    election   last   week ,   from  
a  special  remote   perspective   .   

 

Now  , after  termination of elections   and  closing  of   ballot  boxes   ,  I  
like to  pinpoint   only   some  significant  and  vital  deficiencies of  this 
election ,  which  prohibited me  from  voting  and  from  an  virtual   
participation  :  

 

1- I  urgently  expected  to  have  at  least   some   Kurdish     
candidates ,  representing  the  views , aspirations   and  attitudes  of   
about  15   million  Kurdish  population , which  is  more  populous  than    
Lebanon   ;  but  unfortunately  there was not  such  an  expected  
opportunity  for us  , because  all  Kurdish    candidates  were  deleted  
from the  respective  list  on  a  predetermined  basis  .   

2- Either I did not know the   authorized    and  registered   candidates  
well  or  I  did not  approve them  at all  .  

3- The remaining  authorized and  registered  candidates were  selected  
in advance   by  an   authoritative  monopolized    body   , so  there  was  
no point in  electing  after    selection .  

4- As   according  to  Constitutional  Code of Iran  - I  and  all  my  
traditionally     Kurdish Sunni  compatriots - ,  are deprived  restrictedly   
from  getting the position of Iranian presidency  ,  so  automatically  we 
are  out  of  this  monopolized   selective   loop  .   
 
I hope  desperately  , in  the next  rounds  of  Iranian  elections , ( in  
addition  to  solving  the  most  basic  and  important  problems  of Kurds  
in Iran ,  which  due  to  its   wide  range  of  aspects ,  can  not be  
formulated  in this  concise  writing  ) ,   the  respective  authorities    would 
provide  us   with   democratic  and equal   conditions   ,  for  realizing  an  
efficient  and equitable  election  here  , which  is  our  right  .  
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To: United Nations Office , Tehran . 
Tehran – 15.-3.2003 . 

 

RESOLUTION  OF TEHRAN KURDS’ ASSOCIATION, IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE  INVASION POSSIBILITY TO  IRAQI KURDISTAN,  BY TURKEY’S  
ARMY .  

 

 

              In this critical circumstances , which prevails in the region , while  
war has spread its dark shadow over Iraq , for disarming  Saddam , one of 
the most tyrant regimes of our ear , we are deeply concerned about the 
possible unjustified invasion of Iraqi Kurdistan , by Turkey’s army  , under 
vague , provocative    and  unlawful pretexts .  

 

              As you  know ,  this district is out of Saddam’s control for nearly a 
decade and at all  has nothing to do with Baghdad ferocious regime . So , 
based on humanitarian principles  , as an NGO , we believe , such invasive 
attack by Turkey’ s army  , which is against all  prevailing  national  and 
international regulations , violates all limits of human   rights and dignity ; 
in addition ,  it causes miserable extensive   destruction and unrecoverable  
devastation and results in an overwhelming , general  human catastrophe , 
in Iraqi Kurdistan .  

 

              Based on above humanitarian facts , we as a NGO ,  request to 
send this resolution to The United Nations respective headquarters , in 
order to  prevent Turkey’s   army from this unjustified invasion .  

 

 

Tehran Kurd’s  Association ( Community) . 
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ENCOURAGING SIGNS OF INNOVATION AND GROWTH  
IN HAWLER : 
 
 
TEHRAN  - June 23,  2007 

 
 
As I  have been frequently invited to  attend seminars, celebrations and 
meetings to Hawler ;  sporadically  I  have presented   guest  lectures  at 
Salahaddin University ,  and recently I have been elected as member of 
Kurdish Academy Of Science , there ;  consequently  in last 15 years,  I 
have visited this city so often . My last trip to Hawler took place  at April 
2007, for attending a festival called " President Qazi Mohammad's  Festival 
" , which was sponsored by KRG .  
 
 
On my trips to Hawler over the last fifteen years,  I have noticed more and 
more encouraging signs of  urban development progress,  such as new 
buildings and construction projects. The city is growing at an amazing 
pace.  
 
When I first visited Hawler 15 years ago, it was still a deserted  and war 
torn city. Many areas were devastated and the future was dark . Today 
there is a growing feel of optimism. For example , some of new features of 
the city include: 
 

1- Dr. Sami Abdurrahman Park,  which covers a huge area  of land and 
contains many recreation centers  etc .  
 

2- Sheraton, Khanzad,  and Avesta  hotels etc .  
 

3- Many attractive super stores,  including New City center . 
 
4- Many newly paved streets and bridges. 

 
5- New hospitals and medical centers. 

 
6- Hawler  International Airport.  

 
7- Cleaner streets and a more  awareness of environment protection.  

 
8- Zagros satellite TV station. 

 
9- Kurdish Academy of Science. 

 
10- Kurdistan University. 

 
11- Many modern housing complexes, etc . 
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There are many more examples of the rapid process of modernization,  
being achieved  in the Kurdistan region. The area has undergone an 
incredible transformation. If you’ve never been in Kurdistan it’s time you 
do it . Proverb"  Seeing is believing , but touching is another thing ."   
 
 
Actually , Erblil ( Hawler)  is another Iraq and I can  propose to change the 
phrase " Iraqi Kurdistan" ,  to    " Iraq  Of  Kurdistan " .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KEY  PREREQUISITES  FOR  ADMISSION  OF TURKEY   
IN  EUROPEAN  UNION 
 
October 8, 2004. 

 
In his week , after  a  comprehensive  deliberation ,   European  Union  ( EU 
)    announced his decision to  resume  assessing  the possibility for  
admission of Turkey ,  as  a democratic  member  of  that Union  .   
 
Certainly  , there are many prerequisites for  Turkey , to adapt its 
undemocratic laws , regulations and   political culture to those prototypes , 
which are schematically prescribed  by  EU , for its future members, that 
they   must  be considered  precisely in this  strict  evaluation  process  .  
 
But ,  far from that  continental  diplomatic  forum ,  I  ( as a Kurd ) ,  from 
other part of Great  Kurdistan    ( Kurdia = Kurdea  ) ,  introduce some  
appropriate key parameters  to  EU, in order Turkey can  acquire    
necessary  democratic conditions and get  EU’s  full  registered  
membership :   
 
First  of all , the falsified  name of Turkey , shall be changed ;  because  
“Turkey “ means  TURKLAND          ( Turkia ) . And as  nearly 20 million of 
that country’s population  are Kurds , so  this term is not a factual and  
democratic    term  ,  i. e .  this word dynamically  jeopardizes the rights of 
its Kurdish  community and stresses on its Turkish hegemony  
characteristics  . Perhaps a suitable alternate    name  for next  Turkey , is  
TURKOKURD   REPUBLIC .  
 
In the process of this  indispensable  assessment , a free and nationwide 
referendum  shall be carried out in this country , asking the Kurdish 
population ,  if they prefer a political  disintegration  of Turkey  and /or  
their  devolution ;   or rather  they wish to continue remaining  as  part of  a  
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totalitarian  Turkish  state   . Such  a   referendum , shall be monitored  and 
endorsed   by independent  and  authentic trustworthy  international  
supervisors ,  which are  assigned   bilaterally  .  
 
All types of  segregation , shall be eradicated  in this country , for example:  
political , cultural , economic , social  and  other discriminations .  
 
Turkey must and must confess explicitly , that “ in that country there are 
around  twenty million genuine Kurds , which are originated there , are not 
emigrants  , not  mountainous  Turks and are not of   Turkomongol tribe  all  
, rather they are of   Arian  race , which  from anthropological  point of view 
,is  completely heterogeneous   with Turks ” .  
 
They must confess , too  ; that “ twenty million Kurds  and  in particular 
their popular leader , Abdulla Ojalan ( APO ) , are not terrorists ; rather they 
are genuine and honest freedom seekers , who are  fond of a peaceful 
coexistence with Turks , but were obliged to struggle for getting  their 
legitimate rights ”  .  
 
Further more , as a  concrete  recommendation  ,  I suggest  the rights of 
Turks and Kurds in Turkey can be defined  in the same manner as the 
rights of French and Flemish communities  are  defined  in Belgium , which 
is a significant member of   EU   already  .   
 
And they must release  APO  and other political detainees immediately .  
 
These are the main keys , to decrypt  the conflict cipher in the Turkey’s  
admission process  at  Eu .  
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Fascism   Climax 
 
Tehran –Feb. 17,  2008  

 
 
In 1981 , I was in Istanbul for carrying out  a self sponsored  Kurdology 
scientific  research program  , but in fact it turned to be  a Turkology 
program  , because  even the word "KURD" was completely forbidden and 
its pronunciation was a political offense !!! . While in Turkey of that time,  
there were at least 10 million Kurds  living  ( now in  2008 , they have 
reached around 20 million ) , I was not able to find a single  Kurdish ,           
letter  , pamphlet or book in all Istanbul libraries to use them as my 
research material . The Kurdish music was completely forbidden, too and 
Kurdish culture was  deplorably suppressed .  
 
One evening ,  I , along with three of my Kurdish friends from Iran , 
intended to spend a  night in a cabaret , at Istanbul  sea   beach  area  . At 
this cabaret ,there was no Kurdish music at all , so we were only obliged to  
listen to  Turkish and European music and entertainment programs.  
 
Naturally we were  speaking in Kurdish with my friends together .  Side by 
side  our  table , there was a man of around 40 years , with a western style 
costume .  He was dining alone , and asked us in a fluent  English :" what 
language are you   speaking ?"  We answered , that we are talking in 
Kurdish , then he asked some  non-political  common questions about the 
Kurds . We answered to his questions without  hesitation and frustration  . 
He said , that I am an American citizen and am driving to Damascus , Syria  
by my car . Can you guide me somewhat about the roads , distance  , 
direction etc ? We said , that we have not driven at that direction ,are not 
familiar with that  road  and have no experience  in such kind of trip to 
Damascus .  
 
However,  he ate the dinner very quietly , said goodbye  and left the cabaret 
, without  telling  more .  
 
Surprisingly , after half an hour , same man returned with a van , and a 
team of MIT( Turkish secret police )   personnel . They asked us :" take out 
your weapons and explosives etc and raise up   you hands immediately   " .  
In this instance and situation  , we realized this man who introduced 
himself as an American national,  was a MIT secret agent . While round  the 
cabaret eating table ,  we were speaking in Kurdish ( our mother tongue ) , 
he had reported our act( crime!!!! ) to his office , so they came to arrest us 
for speaking in Kurdish language ( mother tongue)  . Their van was a 
formidable ambulatory mobile jail , with very small micro dark windows 
and almost all complicated jail quipments , including handcuff, torturing 
devices etc .  
 
They insisted  to take us to a local political stationary   jail , but we resisted 
and told them , that  we are not a citizen of Turkey , have Iranian  visitor 
passports and showed them our passports. In the meantime , we  
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explained to  them :  in Iran it is not forbidden to speak Kurdish and talk 
about word " Kurdistan " , even we have a province called Kurdistan .  We 
are not a Turkish national , so you have no right to arrest us for speaking 
Kurdish , which is  our mother tongue .  
 
When they were assured  that we are not a Turkish national  and not  
threatening Turkish security by speaking Kurdish language ! , they freed 
us , otherwise we should confront severe political  prosecution and  
punishment .  
 
This is practice is considered as  " Fascism Climax " in third millennium   
and a shame for all humanity .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KURDS'  FEDERALISM  IS  PROCRASTINATION  OR  A  
MILESTONE  TOWARDS  INDEPENDENCE ? 
 

Tehran -  January 9, 2007  

 
 
 
Kurds all over the Middle East , whom  are  unjustifiably distributed among 
Turkey , Iran , Iraq , Syria and Armenia  upon  the collapse of Ottoman  
Muslim Empire ( which was  considered as a Kurds'  political  Big Bang ),  
have their own  fervent  revived   patriotic  aspirations . Their  ambitious 
aims  , are linguistically described in such peaceful  and  nice   terms  as  : 
Independence , Federalism , Autonomy , Self Rule etc , for which they have 
sacrificed substantially  . Even in most cases , they were and are  utilized 
as political  and  tactical  counter balances , by super powers and  local 
governments , for  this pretext .   
 
Always this is a serious question " if Kurds use Federalism and other 
above  similar terms , as a procrastination  or as a vivid  goal towards real  
independence, which is a  final salvation apparatus   for  easing    their 
long sufferings  and  deprivations  ? " . 
 
Empirically , the experience of last century shows  , that   Federalism , 
Autonomy , Self Rule , and similar  alternatives ,  are not practically 
implemental at this part of the  world , due to  the culture and framework  of  
respective  governments  systems ,  who are occupying Great Kurdistan 
territory  .  For instance , yet the Iraqi   Arab  high  ranking  officials decline  
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do  call this country  "  Federal  Republic  Of  Iraq  " ,  but  they call  it    "  
Iraq  "   .  " No  rooster can lay  eggs " .   In last one hundred years , those  
mentioned  rights have been granted to Kurds only    on paper  and  in  
words  etc  in critical  conditions  , for cheating them  and impairing  their   
historical   opportunities .    For example in  Iran  and   Iraq . But those 
promises were never  realized and remained as  Kurds'  disturbed  golden 
dreams . 
 
Based on above explanations , amusement   with such  above  fabulous 
terms and dreams , are considered as procrastination for attainment of 
Kurdish rights  and  achievement of their    goals .In other words , it is a 
kind of time wasting . But if Kurds all over the world , in Particular Iraq , are 
aware of this fact and they use such terms and phrases , as a 
compromising  milestone towards complete  independence , it is quite 
justifiable . In this case and if it is so , all respective planning parameters , 
shall be drawn and take into consideration accordingly .  
 
Unconditional  and complete  independence is the only efficient and 
practical   alternative  for Kurdish question ;  not Federalism , Autonomy , 
Self Rule  and similar approaches  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Facts  About  Kurdistan :  Defragmentation   or   
Fragmentation  ?  
 
 
TEHRAN : 24.10. 2007 

 
 
 
In this concise  article , I  honestly  intend  to  expound   some  critical  
esoteric points  about  the Kurdistan territory , which  might lead to 
acquaint non-Kurdish  readers ,  to discover the actuality and facts about  
Kurdistan , a  geographically  integrated   country ,    which is  
extraneously   partitioned   between Turkey , Iran , Iraq , Syria and   
Armenia .  
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This region is a historical country  , which has enjoyed  efficient   
independence   from the down  of human  history ( for example  the great  
Kurdish kingdom ,  27  centuries  before , headed by King  Diako  , whose 
capital  was  not  too far from present  Erbil , the capital of current 
Kurdistan Regional Government  "KRG"  )  . But  unfortunately 
simultaneous with  Persia  and  many other Near  and Middle Eastern  
countries , also Kurdistan  has been  assaulted   by  Arab Islamic  invaders  
from Arabic Peninsula , in 7th  century   A.D , and  has been  occupied  by  
Arab paramilitary regiments   , in the name  of God ,  while we know  God is 
not  an Arab .   
 
Upon  the collapse  of  the occupied countries , including  Kurdistan , and  
after the  decease of  Prophet  Mohammad ,   primarily  they were ruled by  
Umayyad Caliphate  Dynasty  , whose  preeminent  figure "Yazid"  ,  did  
same man  slaughter of today , in Kerbela , Najaf  and  other cites of  
Arabic   Iraq .  After them ,   Abbasid Caliphate  ruled  for around half a 
millennium in  occupied   countries  and  Kurdistan etc  from Baghdad  ; 
then after their fall and assignation of last Caliph  called  " AL-
Mutasemubella "  (  First Benbella )  by Hulako Khan , the Mongol Emperor 
at Baghdad  , again Kurdistan  fell  under  the reign of their  religious 
heavenly  heirs , i. e   Ottoman Caliphs for around another 500 years , 
which was administered  from  hundreds   of religiously   corrupted  
mosques of Istanbul . When Western scholars  were founding  the 
fundaments of modern science and technology , Caliphs  were promoting  
ferry  tale  miracles and  ridiculous superstitions .       
 
But in first world war ( which I call it Kurdish Political Big Bang )  , Ottoman  
Caliphate  Empire  was  attacked  and  conquered  by  Western Powers , 
then  in fact  whole of Great Kurdistan   integral territory , which then  was 
part of Ottoman realm ( except a small par in Iran)  , was  fragmented  , like  
contemporary Soviet  Union  ; and  along with  other colonies of Ottoman 
Empire , Kurdistan  was  also  freed  from  formidable  religious  joke of  
Ottomans  .  
 
As a misfortune for Kurds , despite  other fragmented parts of Ottoman 
Empire , such as Jordan ,  Lebanon , Syria , Saudi Arabia , Egypt and other 
countries of Northern Africa , Albania and  other Balkan countries  etc , the 
Western Conquerors , did  not like  to  establish  an independent  Kurdistan 
state , while its surface area and population was  nearly  5 times more that 
Jordan  country  ; rather  they  divided Kurdistan  between Turkey , Iran , 
Iraq , Syria and Armenia , or better to  justify  , they  transformed  Kurdistan 
to  a political counterbalance  , in order  to be  used  it  in emergency  
conditions  . 
 
Now , when Kurds at any part of their fragmented and  occupied mother 
land  try to  defragment ( reunite)  their fragmented  land  and  wish  to   
establish a  legitimate country of their own , they are irrationally called  
separatists   or  rebels  , but in fact  they are   defragmenters   and   
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devoted  members   of   Kurdish  National Salvation  Army –, separatists 
and   rebels  are  the occupiers of divided  Kurdistan  .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Heterogeneous Terrorists 

 
Monday, 16 February 2009  

 
For nearly a decade,  US forces assisted by  their numerous military allies, have 
invaded Middle East  in apparent  pursuit of terrorism. This is a  complicated 
political task and military operation , which requires an extensive  analysis by 
specialists  and experts . Nevertheless , I do not concentrate on  this  topic and 
leave it to be  handled by respective professionals .  

But , I like to concentrate on another dirty  kind of terrorism , which is quite 
apparent and widespread there ;  and does not require any complicated 
justification , counter justification and heterogeneous  strategic , historic and 
political calculation . It  is extremely  a simple and straight forward issue :  

As you know,  a high percentage of opium plant ( khashkhash ) and other 
narcotics production  fields are located at Afghanistan and it can be categorized 
as first country in this dangerous agriculture or better to say mischievous trade 
at least at Middle East. I am sure this type of so-called agriculture and ugly 
business , is more harmful , fatal  and terrorizing than present contemporary  
Taliban terrorism . If classic terrorists demolishes  New York Trade Center 
Buildings , opium and narcotics producers along with their affiliated drug 
traffickers network ,  ruin and spoil  the world population's dignity ,  soul , moral 
, health and even economy, in their favor .So,   this universal type of terrorism is 
more dangerous than  self exploding , suicide bombing and so on , which might 
kill a limited number of innocent  people .  

Let me to say ,this is  better for US and his allied forces in Afghanistan, to 
eradicate this dangerous plantation and trade business  , prior to other 
terrorisms. This needs a more easy operation . That is : to level and ruin opium 
and other narcotics plantation fields and instead of it,  begin to cultivate and 
harvest necessary and useful  grains , cereals , oil seeds , gardens , fruits   etc ; 
then the next campaign against dangerous normal terrorism , will be more 
easier, more justified  and more  practical .  
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How those opium and other narcotics producers can convince their conscience , 
to do this unclean job , which jeopardizes the whole humanity, from other hand 
they persistently claim their sincere devotion to GOD ? What kind of GOD ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Civil War Has Started In Iraq   
 
 
Tehran –December 4, 2006 
 

 
The  " Civil War " is a  ferocious  and  malignant   phenomena  , in such  a  
menacing   extent , that  sometimes its upshots and aftermaths are  more 
devastating  than those of  formidable  typhoons ,  ravaging  earth    quakes  , 
roaring    hurricanes   and   other  major catastrophes , which are mostly referred 
to as " force      major "  or   " Act  of God "  . 
 
 
The most fatal  and threatening  aspect of the  Civil War   , is the fact that mostly 
the majority  of combating warriors  are within the same vicinity  and they are 
always the  citizen of same country , so they have a prompt mutual access to war 
arena and skirmish  tools and can harm each other very easily   .  It  is not  like 
inter-national wars  . They do not need to cross the frontiers  and spend so much 
time  to  reach the battle zone  ; sometimes the combat front is at same building , 
village , town  or  surrounding areas  and  they can  disguise themselves  in 
different manners   . So , such  type of  fighting  can be more destructive and 
devastating than inter-national ones .  
 
Now , such a frightful  situation is prevailing in some parts  of  Iraq and  
aggravates  progressively  .No one can ameliorate or  at least   mitigate   this  
unprecedented  tension   . There are three major ethnic and/or  religious rival  
groups ,  along with their dynamic and potential sympathizers  and even  
practical sponsors in the neighboring countries, Middle East and  all over the 
world . These three groups are somehow  hereditarily   and  historically 
antagonist with each other , Sunni   with Shiite , Arab with Kurd, Kurd with both  
and vice versa .  After the breakage  of Saddam's  dictatorial chain , which was 
holding the security of their  society firm  , all  these three rival groups are free ,  
taking revenge and are  seeking for more authority etc . This circumstances  has 
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absorbed some  vicious and notorious terrorist gangs , like Al-Ghaideh  etc , and 
has transformed Arab populated part of Iraq into a hell of smoke , gunpowder 
and fire . Every day , tens   or sometimes hundreds of Iraqis  are killed , 
massacred or hijacked . The humanity and civilization , is under barbaric and 
terrifying   threat of dirty  groups ,  volunteers of death  and ultra  savage  
suicide .  
 
In fact and by all strategic standards , this is a notorious civil war , even more 
dreadful  than the famous civil war of United States . Tactically  some leaders  , 
politician  , analysts or commentators,   do not dare to confess , that this is a 
civil war and do not confirm either , that  civil war has started already  , but in 
fact it is .  
 
 
As the  Middle East region , is the crisis epicenter of the world  -  Afghanistan , 
Palestine , Lebanon and Iran  are  in a  turmoil   situation themselves -   the 
atmosphere  of this  civil war , is extremely inflammable . Any delay in 
extinguishing this  fire , will ignite  the  dynamite  of   Third World  War ,  
probably  with   nuclear  weapons .  
 
� 
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IRAQ'S  TOTAL   DISINTEGRATION IS  , IS THE   BEST  
PRESENT  AVAILABLE  ALTERNATIVE  
 
TEHRAN  - 30 .9. 2007 

 
 
 
Very recently , US Senate , has  approved a controversial  bill  to implement  the 
partition of   Iraq , into three separate  federative  regions . As readers of my 
articles may recall it  , at least   for about last two successive years  or so  , I am 
advocating  persistently   the full  disintegration   of  Iraq  .  
 
Approval of said rational   bill by US Senate , is considered as a  positive  and  
effective  step  forward  toward  prosperity of Iraqis  , but  does not look quite  
sufficient  ; because , federalism configuration  for Iraq , is  not an  efficient 
formula  ; rather it  will be  far more better for the Iraqi people , if this country  is  
completely divided into 3 genuine separate and demarcated  independent 
countries ; namely : Kurdistan Democratic Republic ( KDR) at north ,  where the 
country is dominated by Kurdish ethnic  majority  ; Iraq  Central  Republic (ICR) 
at central and eastern  areas of Iraq , where  Sunny Arabs  are  a  predominant    ; 
and  Iraq Southern Republic ( ISR ) at south and east  of Iraq , where  Shiite 
Arabs , are a  majority .  
 
There is no real need whatsoever , to interconnect  and fasten these three 
antagonist  geographical  sections  to each other ; they are ethnically , culturally  
and religiously  heterogeneous . That is , they have no  physical  and 
metaphysical  strong attachments  together , rather let me to remind it frankly  , 
that there are even negative or even  hostile hidden and apparent  interrelations , 
in particular between  Sunny and Shiite Arabs , for around 1.5 millennium , which  
can not be  eradicated so  easily .  
 
In other words , a complete disintegration of Iraq ( not federalism)  , will be the 
best practical  alternative  solution   to stop suicides  , lootings , skirmishes  , 
disaster  and other adversary interactions , which  has  converted Iraq into a red  
lake  of blood  and a  black  swamp  of  war .  We have such  fruitful  
disintegration experience at ex  Yugoslavia  , so the  necessary steps shall be 
taken before long  . 
 Let me add ,   the original configuration of present Iraq , had been a terrible  
mistake , which has been  committed  after the collapse of Ottoman Empire and 
the first world war .  May be the dividing powers of that post war era  , such as  
Great Britain etc  , mistakenly  have thought , that  all Iraq is populated by 
homogenous  Sunny Arabs , and they  can have a peaceful coexistence . Or  they 
have implemented this  tricky  tactic  , to  create  permanent chaos  and unrest  
according to a previous elaborated plan ?  
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H. S.  Soran's  Message To KOSOVO  NATION . 
 
 

Tehran - Feb 16, 2008  

 
 
PRESTIGIOUS   KOSOVO  NATION , 
 
As a Kurdish   penman and supporter of all nations' rights throughout  the globe 
, I evaluate and consider  your  proclamation of an  interdependent state  , as  a 
necessary  and legitimate approach  , which is highly  appreciated  worldwide by 
human community   . In this  splendid  and gallant event  ,  I congratulate your 
nation  cordially  and  hope , all occupied  nations of the world , could make such 
a brave and legitimate  move ,that is already  authenticated and endorsed  in 
UN's  Human  Rights Charter and get their independence .   
 
I wish you success . 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why USA is extending his stay in Iraq ? 
 
Tehran - January 16,  2008  

 
 
USA participation or better to say USA leadership in demolishing Saddam's  
dangerous  military machine and  dismantling   his  barbaric  cruel  
administration , is still considered as a general positive step , by all justice and 
peace lovers of  entire  globe. 
 
But,  USA army yet is in Iraq  along with coalition forces , Iraq is  transformed 
into a modern colony , in which neocolonialism regulations are completely  
prevailing . When USA is asked " why he is not leaving Iraq,  even after 
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Saddam's collapse"? , the answer is " We are staying to protect this country 
from enemies , in particular , the neighbors  who consider Iraq , as their potential 
foes  and  real   threat to their  security"  . 
 
As we know , currently  Iraq  at least  nominally includes  3  so called  federative 
parts : Shiite Arabs , Sunni Arabs and Kurds .  And  according to US pretext 
objective  for more  staying in  Iraq , any portion of 3  above areas must be under 
protection of USA  and he  must prevent any of them from foreign aggression  .  
 
But , unfortunately we observe , that from December 2007 ,Turkey is bombarding 
and shelling the Kurdish part that federation regularly , under unjustified and 
irrational pretexts ; killing and  injuring the civil  people discriminately ;  ruining 
houses , schools , hospitals and making harassment for the  population etc . If 
Iran or Syria were attacking the Arab parts, USA was so quiet ?   
 
If USA is staying in Iraq to protect this country , he must confront Turkey and 
prevent him from  committing  these devastating acts .If Turkey has a reasonable 
reason and justification  , he shall sit round a table with he representatives of 
USA , UN , Federal Government Of Iraq and Kurdish Regional Government(KRG)  
and settle  the problem by peaceful dialogue, not bombs and missiles .  
 
If USA is not interested to prevent Turkey , so  we can have  two following 
assumptions: 
 

1- USA  is not staying at Iraq to protect peace and prevent aggression in this 
country, especially at KRG  ; or  

2- KRG is an independent region , neither under the vain management of Iraq 
nor under the desperate sponsorship of USA .  

 
Then it can be  assumed , that USA is only willing to stay there to get the 
astronomic figures of funds  obtained from oil revenue and utilize other 
heterogeneous  interests .  
 
Now , the only alternative left for Kurds is to abandon and resign from all  
positions , which are elected for or assigned to them in so called Federal 
Republic Of Iraq  in Baghdad etc  . And  continue their traditional struggle for 
real and genuine  independence , before it is too late  . In last 20 years , at least 
30 countries became independent . Why Kurds are  not entitled to have it ? .    
 
Otherwise Turkey might surprise them overnight  to  extend his  military 
operations , by violating  and occupying   Erbil , Kerkuk , Suleimanieh  etc ,   
trespass and  ignore Kurdistan at all  , as  is reflected  at  Turkish  leaders 
speeches frequently .  
 
Time is the most precious parameter of life  .      
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Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG),A Successful  
Symbol In  Middle East . 
 
       Tehran - 05.03.2003  

 

         In these days ,  world community is focusing on Iraq in General and on 
Kurdistan Regional Governments in particular .  As we know, in almost all  
international , continental , middle eastern and regional media , Iraqi  regime  is 
introduced and recognized  as a harsh  sample of oppression ,  despotism  , 
backwardness and all  other negative characteristics of a tyrant regime   in the 
world. 

 
        As we know , unfortunately in present international terminology, the word 
Iraq and its geographical boundaries, apply  not only to that part of   Iraq , 
which is under the control of Baghdad central government , but also to the  
northern part of Iraq’s map,  called “ Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), 
which itself is  demarcated in two separate North and South self-ruled zones  , 
where some kind of   a very    prosperous      de facto governments are  
existing for the last  decade and   there , the  facts and realities are far more 
different from that of Iraq, which is under the rule of Saddam Hussein . 

 

        Mixing  these two  genuine different  issues  , which  are quite separate 
from each other , is a big unforgivable mistake . Now, in order to provide  a 
report on the successful  and prosperous conditions, prevailing in KRG 
district , I point out  to some facts, which as a non-Iraqi citizen , I have 
observed there in November  2002,  during my visit. . 

 

      While the general  situation in  Baghdad controlled district  is dramatically 
catastrophic ,  in  KRG region , the situation is quite prosperous and 
developing , which hereunder I highlight  some of its main points : 

 

1-In KRG region ,  a nice  pluralism democracy is prevailing , which in Middle 
East  countries , is a unique and rare  one . For example in this    district  , I 
have reckoned around 30 political parties , with very different  ideologies  and 
policies .  Nearly each  party , has its own publishing media and unlimited 
liberty of speech . 

  

2-Despite the majority of Middle East countries, in  KRG district,  there are  no 
torture , annihilation , intimidation , human humiliation , racial discrimination 
and despotism . Almost at this  district , the capital punishment is practically 
outlawed and rights of minorities are respected . 

 

3- In KRG controlled zone, during a short period of one  decade , an 
outstanding economic development has taken place ,  in such a way, that now  
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its standard  of living is far more high, than in neighboring countries , such as 
mainland of Iraq , Iran and Turkey . This region is really developing very fast ,  
in many fields , including reconstruction , road making , communications etc . 

 

4- From cultural and scientific point of view, it has achieved an outstanding 
progress . Now there are at least 3  internationally authorized  universities, 
academies  , tens of cultural and artistic centers  etc . 

 

5- Standard of national security , as compared to other countries in the region, 
is far more high . 

 

       Now , with regard to above facts , it is a dramatic error , if we bind  the fate 
of this prosperous and democratic region, to that of corrupt and barbarous 
regime of  Baghdad and to  ignore all its achievements in last decade . For 
attacking and removal of Saddam , it is not necessary to  ruin and destroy the 
outcome of 10 years painstaking effort ,  excellent achievement  and  efficient 
success of  these two  Kurdish regional governments – this  would be a 
terrible    political and  historical  mistake , which can  exert a fearful  negative 
impact on various parameters of life in  the region . Moreover, it will be  a very 
big unforgivable   sin ! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USA  Shall  Protect  Kurdistan Skies, Against Turkish 
Attacks  
 
TEHRAN  - December  28 ,  2007 

 
AS we are aware , USA with diligent collaboration of Kurds and Coalition Forces,  
deposed Saddam's  barbaric Regime , which is considered as a positive and 
humanitarian  achievement , in particular by Kurds , which were the main victims 
of that ferocious dictatorship catastrophe .  
 
Simultaneously  , in order to break Saddam's  resistance , USA demolished  and  
disorganized the ex Iraqi Military machine completely  , which was comparatively 
a frightening  and powerful one in the whole region .  
 
Now , in December 2007   a few years after the fatal collapse of notorious  
Saddam , Turkish post fascist  government , pretending they are fighting  P.K.K 
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organization  , has commenced a devastating and indiscriminative bombardment 
of Kurdish Regional Government ( KRG ) , which still is irrationally categorized 
as a de jour  part of so called Iraqi Federal  State , by using  around 100  bomber  
and fighter planes , on such an extensive  scale, which  killed several people , 
injured many individuals , slaughtered a lot of livestock   destroyed many of  
region's infrastructure etc, in which a lot of local population , including children 
and women are made homeless and took desperate  refuge, at the surrounding 
areas   in  this jack frosty winter weather of Kurdistan mountainous  climate . 
 
In the meantime , P.K.K origin and organization , is centered at southwestern so 
called Turkey . Nearly every day we see and hear in different medias , that 
Kurdish  population  of so called Turkey , at nearly all respective cities , villages 
and country side of Turkish Kurdistan,  are holding  extensive demonstrations 
and protests in support of P.K.K  , these vast support of P.K.K , has even 
extended to Istanbul , Ankara and most Turkish Turk cities as well . In brief ,  if 
Turkey is looking to find and prosecute  P.K.K  supporters , the epicenter and 
permanent residence  of nearly 20 million of P.K.K.  loyal supporters  is located  
in Turkey itself  , not in Iraq .  So , that is only a mischievous  plan  organized by 
Turkey ,   to turmoil  and destabilize  the KRG , not P.K.K . Because , Turkish 
authorities  are suffering from a sadistic hatred and paranoid  chronic 
Kurdophobia  . From other hand , if they are looking for common terrorists , they 
shall come to Arab portion of Iraq  , which is considered as main nest of terror 
and chaos and most secure stabilized headquarters of Al-Qaideh  , not to KRG , 
which is the most peaceful part of Iraq and even of Middle East . Up to now , 
P.K.K has announced  unilateral ceasefires  every where frequently , expressed 
their wish for a peaceful coexistence ,  but Turkey authorities continues to defy  
it  as medieval warlords .  
  
In these  strange circumstances  , while USA is  the exclusive  landlord  and  
occupying authority  of whole Iraqi soil  ,including KRG  ,  this is considered as  
his major  duty to prevent the Turkish bombardment and infantry incursion into 
KRG , by his giant  swift reaction air fore   , which are stationed in military Iraqi 
and Gulf bases  .  From where,   in 5 minutes they can reach  Turkish aggression  
zone at KRG , start defensive operation .   
 
Anyway , USA terminated  Saddam  genocides  and  aggressions in KRG  , but 
this sad practice   has been replaced by Turkish  intervention  , which  Kurds 
expect USA , not only to prevent it immediately  , but even stop helping turkey by 
rendering intelligence  strategic   surveillance assistance  .  If Saddam was not 
overthrown by USA , Turkey was not daring  to commit this barbaric and  
miserable  aggression .  so : USA  Shall  Protect  Kurdistan Sky Against Turkish 
Attacks ;  And This Is  One  Of His Important Distinct   International  Obligations . 
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KURDS  DEMONSTRATED   THEIR  ABILITY  
 

Tehran -  December 2,  2006 

 
Middle East , the turmoil epicenter of the world , is the  focus   of many  
heterogeneous issues , which attracts the diligent attention of all the citizens of  
micro global  township . One of these issues is the existence of Kurds , the 
biggest  stateless  nation of the world , which are the ancient and genuine 
inhabitants of these region from  prehistoric eras  .  
 
As we see , Kurds  achieved no  political gain in comparison with their neighbors 
, such as Arabs   , Turks and Persian in recent history ,  and always they  
remained as a  second citizens of the country , in which they  live .  There are 
controversial  justifications  in this regard , in particular by Kurds' enemies , by  
which they blame the political failures of Kurds , as  the reason of their lack of 
administration  ,  political   potential  etc .  
 
But in fact ,  now with the emergence of new opportunities for Kurds  , in  last 14 
years at present   Iraqi part of Kurdistan ,  the  circumstances  have proven   
otherwise   refute   these claims   . That is , at a   chaotic country like    Iraq  ,  the 
Northern part of that country , which enjoys a Kurdish administration and 
possesses a semi independence rule , has proved to be more  democratic , 
peaceful and prosperous region , than the civil war stricken areas which are  
populated  and  managed by Arabs  . Even , we can say this tiny Kurdish state , 
is  far more democratic   and tranquil than Lebanon ,  Palestine  and  some other 
neighboring countries .  
 
Bases on above justifications , we can hope seriously   that a future great 
Kurdistan independent country , would be a prosperous  prototype of peace , 
democracy and  advancement  in all Middle East .   
 
So , let us  say  sincerely  , that  KURDS  DEMONSTRATED   THEIR  ABILITY .  
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KURDISH � FAITHS   ,  UNDER  THE  TRIBULATION  OF  �
ALIEN   RELIGIONS 

 

Tehran – Nov  17 , 2005   

Note :  This article ,  does  not  imply  my  religious  affiliation  ,  rather  it  is  a  
patriotic and  realism   analysis .    

 

Not only the Kurdish  self  rule  ,  Kurdish   politics ,  its  political  leaders   and  
other  Kurdish  elements  are   severely   oppressed  by their expatriate , alien  
and  imported  counterparts   , but  the  genuine  Kurdish  religions are also    
tribulated  under  the   imposed  heterogeneous  theologies  .  

 

For example , there are two  leading  genuine and  native  Kurdish  faiths ,  which 
both have originated in Kurdistan  { Kurdland = Kurdia  } , namely  IZADY  and  
AHL-E-HAQ  religions  , which  are  ferociously   attacked    by  other religions :    

 

IZADYS  enjoy  an  ancient  and  nice  Kurdish faith  , which goes back  to pre-
Christian ��� era  .  Now  , their   old  shrine is located , at  LALASH  village ,  in  so 
called  Iraqi  Kurdistan ,  not   too far from  Mosul  city  .  Its  followers  are   
mostly  spread  in  North  ,  North  West  and  North East  regions  of  Great 
Kurdistan  , with  some  scattered  immigrant   colonies in Europe  and  America .  
No precise  statistic  on  the exact  number of their population is at my disposal .  

 

AHL-E-HAQ  religion has originated  in  southern  part of  Great Kurdistan  and  
now , SULTAN  SAHAK’S  holy  mausoleum  is located at the  edge of Sirwan  
river , on the  motor  road , which  links  Paveh  to  Nousud  ,  at    
Kermanshahahan   General Govenorate ,  in Iran .  Sultan Sahak was a Kurd 
prophet , who  introduced  this religion  to  his  people  . Followers  of this 
religion , currently  are  living  in  Kermanshah  , Ilam  ,  Lorestan  ,  
Bumehen/Rudehen  in Tehran  Province ,  West Azerbaijan  , East  Azerbaijan  
and   Mazandaran  , in Iran . Some are living in Turkey  and Iraq  , too . This 
Kurdish faith , has been  exported  inside  Arab  and Turk  communities  ,  as well 
.  Those Turks , in Iran  , who have adopted this religion , are called  GORAN .   
There is no precise statistic about the number of AHL-EHAQ  followers , at  my  
disposal ,  either .   

 

But  unfortunately  , these Kurdish  faiths    ,  like  all  other Kurdish  
communities  ,  philosophies   and  perspectives   , have been  invaded  by  alien  
ones , in the long  course of history . Their  leaders  are prosecuted ,  their 
belongings  are  confiscated  ,  their  culture  is  interfered  and   their  religion  is 
sabotaged  severely  ,  in such  a way , that  IZADYS  shrine  community have  
took  refuge  in  elevated  mountains  in Lalash � at   a  remote area  , in  order  to  
survive  and  still , they  are stationed  there .    
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AHL-EHAQ , faith had a similar situation .  It is  continuously  usurped  ,  
sabotaged  and  invaded  by  neighboring   religions  ,  their leaders  have been 
executed ,  their  possessions  confiscated  and its  followers   have been 
deprived from  many social rights , in their  native  homeland .  

 

 

 

CONCLUSION :  

 

If  these Kurdish   genuine  faiths ,  were  protected  and   safeguarded  ;  and  if  
it  was  able  to develop  and expand  without  alien  intervention  , certainly  it  
could  proceed  in  its  expected  evolutional   course  and  could  demonstrate  
themselves ,  as an  efficient  tool ,  for  securing  self rule and independence ,  
for  their beloved  country ,  THE  GREAT  KURDISTAN .  

 

                        

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

SEVEN  MAJOR   KURDISH   ASPIRATIONS  
 
Tehran – OCT 16 ,    2005 .  

 
 
 
At least in  five  recent  successive  decades  , some  earnest and ardent   
political   movements , have attracted  the keen  attention  of the world  , among 
which  I can  point out  to    Kurdish , Palestinian  ,  Kashmiri  and  Bask  issues ,  
as  most  applicable   instances  . 
 
Of course  , in this  relation ,  every nation and each question has its own 
particular incentives and aspirations  ,  which  needs  a  pertinent    analysis ,  
that   is not in the scope  of  my  present   succinct   writing  . 
 
But  , as a Kurdish  national  – from  my  actual  point of view ,  and based on 
recent  factual  events  and respective history  ,  I  point out to seven  major  
Kurdish  aspirations  , which  are considered as  passionate  stimulus ,  to  
develop and  enhance  Kurdish  struggles  ,  uprisings  and   revolutions , as  
follows : 
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1- Having  their own independent country . 
2- To  have universal  equality . 
3- To enjoy their language and culture . 
4- To  have a peaceful  coexistence . 
5- To prevent their repeated  national genocides  and 

oppressions . 
6- To  get  full  UN  membership . 
7- To enjoy   expected  development  and  progress . 

 
Kurdish nation , with a genuine population of around fifty 
million , which is  approximately  one hundred  times greater 
than Republic Of Malta ,  wishes to  realize at least  seven  
above aspirations  ,  which  all  are  conforming  with the  
scope  of  UN  charter on human rights  . 
 
But when this  most  important  stateless  nation is deprived 
from its  eminent and  appropriate  rights ,  and  his  
peaceful  repeated  demands on this subject , are 
ferociously  suppressed    by occupying  governments  and  
are  negligently   ignored  by  UN , what is the  best  next   
alternative for Kurds  , other than   a  peaceful  and  
persistent       endeavor ,  which  in  most  cases  is 
converted to  physical  encounter , by  other  parties    ,  
without  his  intention  to do this ? 

 

As a member of global human society   and  a  non-Kurdish 
national ,   in what  way can  you help the Kurds , in getting 
these  legitimate rights , which  is  considered as your  
humanitarian   duty ? 

 

Kurds  diligently  wish  progress , prosperity  and  well being  
for  all  nations , tribes , clans  and  households of  the world 
, in particular for  his  neighbors .  
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A   BIG   BANG   IN   KURDISH   HISTORY  
 
Tehran – September 17 ,   2005 

 
Most of about fifty million genuine Kurds , who  are unjustifiably  and  irrationally  
divided  between  five countries   { Turkey , Iran , Iraq  , Syria  and Armenia }, 
along with other  significant  colonies  of  emigrant Kurds , who are dispersed  
and took  refuge  randomly at  five continents of the world , are  consistently 
complaining  about  this tragic  situation  and  consider this terrible phenomena , 
as an international and  global tyranny  against  their  intellectual and  historic  
race  ,  which  is  the  most populous  state-less  nation of the   world .  The roots  
of this  malignant  pathology , originates  in  a political BIG  BANG ,  that  has 
resulted in  disintegration of GREAT  KURDISTAN ; and consequently  is labeled  
more than a  national catastrophe for Kurds .    
 
 
Now ,  in this brief explanation ,  I  try  diligently  to provide a concise historical 
analysis about the causes of this political big bang  ,  which  can be  summarized  
roughly  with astronomical one , that   separated  constellations , galaxies ,     
suns , planets ,  moons   and  satellites etc  and  created   the dark  celestial   
vacuum  :  
 
As a matter of undeniable  fact ,  in the era of  Ottoman  Turk Empire  of Istanbul ,  
almost  the  majority of Great Kurdistan  was under  ferocious yoke  of  
Ottomans , who oppressed  and  occupied  this vast region of Middle East ,   for  
several centuries,  In The Name Of God  , The Compassionate  The   Merciful  
…!!! If sometimes ,  part of Kurdistan  was  occupied and ruled by  Farses 
( Iran ) , it was  a  temporary  and  transient situation  .  
 
Like most religious regimes  of  history , Ottomans  were  considered as  holy 
representatives and locums tenses  of  Poor Innocent God , and no Muslim  
subject ( slave) has dared to express  his/her  protest  or  dismay  , which  was 
equal  to his/her  execution ,  decapitation  , hanging , stoning  to death  etc .  
 
Anyway ,  in World  War I ,  so called  Ottoman  heavenly regime  , was  defeated 
and  ousted  by  non-Muslim European  countries and Ottoman  oppression  
yoke  was  crushed  down completely  .  Due to this political Big  Bang , caused 
by  Ottoman  regime fragmentation , dozens  of nations got their independence  , 
but  Kurds stayed  in a  political dark vacuum  up to now .  
 
The  coin of this  historical  event  ,  had  two important  diverse  faces  for  
Kurds :  

1- A positive face ,  that  was the product of  collapse of  Ottoman  Islamic  
dictatorial  regime , which  could be harvested in favor of Kurdish case  
and establishing a Kurd  Government (s) , like  Arabs  managed   it .  

2- A negative face , that was the real disintegration of occupied Great 
Kurdistan ,  which  resulted in  terrible fragmentation of our homeland .  

 
Conclusion :  
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A- The positive face of this event , was not exploited by  Kurds  in an 
optimal manner ; so instead of establishing a Kurdish Rule ;  once 
more they were colonized , in a different and worst  way .   

B- The negative face of this event ,  was the worst  . Because ,  instead 
of being the colony of a single power ,  Kurds were divided among 
five heterogeneous powers ,  which  encountered them  with more 
difficult challenges  . That is : Obtainment of independence , internal 
self rule , autonomy  or federalism  etc , was comparatively far more 
easy , from a  single government    than  getting it separately from 
five central governments .  

 
In Brief :  
 
Collapse of  Ottoman Dictatorial Islamic Regime ,  was  not in favor of Kurds and 
can be considered as  a  major  factor in hindering  the Kurds , in  getting  their  
independence or  any kind of internal self rule .   
 
Proverb : By collapse of Ottoman Regime ,  Kurds {came out from a hole and  fell 
down in a deep  well } .   

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kurdistan    Artificial  Boundaries  Are  Another  Berlin Wall   
 
 Tehran  - September 28 , 2007 

 
In 1960s , I had  an unexpected unique   opportunity , to collaborate with 
Ethnological Department ( Volkekune Abteilung)  of  Frei Universitaet , West  
Berlin , Germany  in  Kurdology  science . Most of the targeted  mission  
comprised a comprehensive field study at Kurdistan areas , but occasionally  I 
had the   possibility  of visiting West Berlin , on generous  invitation of Professor 
Dr . Wolfgang  Rudolph , who was the supervisor  of  our ambulatory    scientific  
expedition .  
 
At that extraordinary  post  war  era  , which was  almost   a  decade after the 
termination of World War II and  Hitler's  catastrophic    defeat , Germany was a 
war torn and devastated   land  ,  occupied  in a hostile  and  extensive   military  
operation ,  by 4 conquering powers , namely : Soviet Union , USA , UK and 
France . 
 
At all corners of that  country ,  occupiers'  military  garrisons were mobilized  .  
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Berlin air travelers from Western world ,  were  confined   to fly exclusively by 
Pan Am , BOAC , Air France  And Lufthansa  Air Lines to  Tempelhof Airport of 
Berlin  ;  that is,  other flights were forbidden  . There  was a ground corridor to 
drive to Berlin from Western Germany  ,  too ; because  this city was located 
inside  East Germany .  
 
Professor Dr. W. Rudolph  was residing  and working at West Berlin , so as I 
have  indicated above ,  sporadically I was visiting  that  odd   city  .  Even 
sometimes I was going to his  home , as a  very welcomed   guest  .  Later I 
compiled   a  concise  book in German language  together with him,  about the 
Kurds , which was ultimately translated and  published by Dr . Naji Abbas Ahmad 
in Kurdish  . I do not remember exactly Dr. Rudolph's  domicile  address , but 
can guess it was not too far from renowned  Brandenburg Gate .  At that time , I 
was extremely diligent  to  visit the Berlin Wall , which was constructed by 
occupying powers , to divide two parts of Germany , that is West Germany which 
was occupied by Western allies and East Germany , occupied by Soviet Union .  
 
At the  Western part of divided Berlin , the Western occupiers had constructed 
special wooden platforms just at the vicinity of the  Wall  , some 3 meters high 
from ground level , to enable the Western world people to see  East Germany - 
may be to realize , - as compared with West   Berlin , how undeveloped  is it ; i. e.  
mostly  for political propaganda purpose  . But  such platforms were not erected 
at Eastern side of the Berlin  Wall ( refer to the picture)  .  
 
Occasionally I was climbing  upstairs  , sitting on that wooden  platforms and 
dreaming about my  maternal & paternal brother  Dr. Ali Galawej , who was living   
at Leipzig  city , at other side of Germany  and  Eastern  Block  for 4 decades . It 
was a fabulous reality  .   
 
At that time , I was witnessing and observing the anxious  Western  Germans , 
who also were coming over that platforms ,  expressing their  utmost disgust  
and ravaging  annoyance , exasperation  and fury  for partitioning   disaster  of 
their adorned   mother land , paradoxically   some of them , were crying  , roaring 
and knocking on  wooden platforms by their clenched fist  , in such a  severe  
manner , that their palms and fingers were bleeding from  acute   injuries . In 
fact,  some became unconscious  and fell in deep anesthesia condition .  
 
Any way , in the course of  steadily  moving wheel  of time , by exerting their 
utmost political , military , economic  and other potential tools  etc ; the all 
Germans  were able to ruin , demolish    and  exterminate this cursed  super 
artificial  Wall and reunite the whole Germany . Now , Germany is neither divided 
nor occupied , it is  a free , developed  and independent nation . Once  after   a 
decade this reunification ,  Dr. Freitag , the German ambassador at Iran , invited 
me for  reunification  anniversary  festivity , which was celebrated at his 
residence , at Pull-e-Rumi , Tehran , for an evening gala , when I had recited this 
interesting anecdote  for him in brief .  
 
 
Similar to Germany  -  Kurdistan region ,  after the  enormous   Political Big Bang  
at First  World  War , resulted from  disintegration of Ottoman Islamic  Caliphate  
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Rule ( most of  great  Kurdistan region were situated   under their administration 
)  , was  divided and partitioned  by 5  invisible walls, called international 
boundaries , which are  delineated   by 5  local governments.    
 
Kurds are  diligently  willing  and have seriously  decided  to remove  those 
political partitions (boundaries) in a legal  and democratic process  – like 
Germans did it  ,  under the auspices  of United Nations and other international  
respective  bodies etc  , and strongly condemn the erection  of a ridiculous  new  
concrete  wall ,  which its rumors have been  spread in recent months  . Between 
these partitions (walls) , federalism , autonomy, decentralization procedure etc 
do not secure the Kurd's legitimate rights .  Kurdistan is entitled  to enjoy full  
independence  and international  equality , like  other countries .  
 
PS: I recommend you , to visit the Berlin Ethnological Museum , where we have 
deposited the collection of our above mentioned field research findings , in 
Kurdistan .  
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I present this symbolic  poem to my suppressed   compatriots   , who are 
suffering under the most fierce tribulation of Kurdistan oppressors  , in 
particular , those who are living in Altash Refugee Camp , for almost two 
successive decades : 

 

H. S.  SORAN.  

 
 
 
KURDISH  REFUGEE GIRL :   

   

Embracing the phantom of gentle sensations , 
Her heart is knitting the silky dreams , 
Defenseless against rebellious NATURE , 
In chilling JACK FROST and hot sunbeams .  
  
 
Paraphrase :  
In this  realism  poetry , I have tried to depict the catastrophic  moral and 
physical circumstances of  a   Kurdish  refugee  female infant  ,  that  
during her stray  ,  she has lost the road , missed her parents and  is 
waiting  in uncertainty , at an abandoned desert . 

Tehran – May 9, 2004  
 
H .S .  SORAN .   
 
 
 

      
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE  KURDISH  ISSUE 
 

October  10,  2003 

 
 
In recent years, particularly after the military intervention of United States 
and its allies in Iraq of March 2003, the Kurdish issue has attracted the 
most keen international attention of the people all over the world ; i.e. there 
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are a lot of people , who are generally acquainted with the Kurdish issue , 
but they like to know more about the Kurds and their homeland .  

 

As a genuine native Kurd, who am engaged in Kurds and Kurdistan matters 
for about half a century, I try to answer to such probable questions about 
the Kurds  briefly ,  in order to fill up such kind of  informative gaps : 

 

 

• What  is the  total population of Kurds all over the world ? 
It is not verified precisely through statistics; but their number  is  almost 
estimated  at around fifty million. 

 

• Where is the geographical homeland of the Kurds? 
Their traditional homeland is situated inside the present political 
boundaries of the following countries, respectively on the basis of number 
of the Kurds , living there : 

- Turkey . 
- Iran. 
- Iraq. 
- Syria. 
- Republic Of Armenia . 

Meanwhile, there are some dispersed colonies of the Kurds in The 
Republic Of Georgia and Central Asian countries. Also a   lot of     Kurds , 
have emigrated to Europe, America and Australia  mostly in last 30 years. 

 

• What kind of political structure they are preferring ? 
As far as I have realized, almost the great majority of Kurds are interested 
in  full independence and they strive to establish a republic of Great United 
Kurdistan State; which  this utopia can be verified by a general  
referendum.    

 

 

• Political geography  ? 
As the Great Kurdistan region is in general  divided between five countries, 
so there is no distinct and unique political administration process ; every 
part of divided Kurdistan is managed in accordance with the political 
process and method of the central government of that respective part , 
except in Kurdish autonomous region of Iraq . In Great Kurdistan , there 
are more than  300  cities, towns and townships , among which , these are 
approximately ten bigger ones  : Amed , Kermanshah , Sileimani , Hauler, 
Karkuk , Sena , Dihok , Qamishlu  , Erzurrum and Ilam .  

 

• Natural geography? 
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In the Kurdish populated regions of the world, there is no easy access to 
open sea, which has resulted in a considerable isolation and political 
restriction for the Kurds, in the course of history .In general , Great 
Kurdistan can be defined as a mountainous attractive area of nice 
landscapes and plains  , which  are decorated by following picturesque 
mountains  :  Azmar , Shaho , Dalanpar , Dalahu , Agry , Ararat , Qandyl , 
Bamo , Zagros , Pyramagrun etc  . These are some rivers of the Great 
Kurdistan, too  :  Siruan , Ze , Furat ,    Dijla , Araz , Kalue , Gadar , Qzl 
Wazan , Jaghatu , Tatahu , Gauaro ,  Jhauaro , Lauen ,  Sarogh , Sarshyu , 
Saqiz , Mirade , Sablagh   etc .      

 

 

• How they look at the humanitarian issues? 
They dislike aggressiveness and believe in human equality, freedom and 
peaceful coexistence. They respect others’  rights diligently. 

 

• Kurdish poetry ? 
They have a rich  and dynamic poetry, both of classical and new style, in 
poem and prose field. They possess                            an extraordinary reach 
folklore, too. These are three famous  Kurdish patriotic  poets : Ahmad-y  
Khany , Qaney Mariuany  and Hemn . 

  

• Political history : 
They have a long , bright  and humanitarian history . It is highlighted by era 
of Emperor Dyako , King Mahmud of Kurd {after the first world war} ; 
Peshaua   Qazy Mohamad , the president of Kurdish republic 1946  and  
president  Mustafa Barzany , the national hero of contemporary Kurdish 
political movement etc .  Now , there are two regional governments in the 
Iraqi Kurdistan , which are practicing a limited self rule , since 1991 .  

 

• Kurdish calendar : 
Now It is year 2703 . For example today is 27.06.2703 Kurdi. 

 
 

• Language ?  
The Kurds speak  Kurdish language, which is a significant one , in Arian 
languages family . Kurdish has several dialects and sub-dialects itself. The 
Sorani dialect, which belongs to southern and central parts of greater 
Kurdistan, is written in Arabic        alphabet , but Badini dialect , which 
belongs to northern Kurdistan, is written in roman alphabet . Kurds in 
Armenia, write their language in  cyrillic scripture  . 
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• Religion : 
The  Kurds in Great Kurdistan , have several religions, which some of them 
are originated in Kurdistan and others are imported . They are as follows:  

- Izadi religion : This is a genuine Kurdish faith , originated in 
Kurdistan and is older than Christian religion. It has a special Kurdish 
alphabet . Their religious book is called Mashaf-a-Rash( black book ). 

- Ahl-i-Haq religion : This is also a genuine Kurdish faith more old 
than Islam . This  religion has been exported inside  other nations by 
Kurds , for example some Turks and Persian have been converted to 
this religion . 

- Islam : Both Sunny and Shiite . The majority of Kurds are  Muslim. 
- Christian : There are few  Christians , too ; which mostly are 

Catholics .  
- Zoroastrians : Before conversion to Islam ,  most of the Kurds were 

Zoroastrians . Still  some Kurds practice this faith; but  this religion is 
reviving among the Kurds rapidly, now . 

- Jewish : There were a lot of Kurdish Jews in Great  Kurdistan , who 
had Jewish religion ; but most of them have emigrated to Israel ; though 
some of them are still in Kurdistan . It is not clear for me,  if these 
Jewish Kurds , were of Hebrew race or were Kurds from beginning  ; but 
almost all of them could speak both Hebrew and Kurdish languages 
efficiently . Some Kurdish Jews had converted into  Islam ; who are 
called Nomusulman ( new  Muslim ) and living in Kurdistan.   

- In Great Kurdistan , there are Armenians , Assyrians  and Caldeans  
as well , but they are not of Kurdish race . Armenians are of Arian race.  
Assyrians   and Caldeans are  Samis  . 
 

• Occupation : 
Agriculture is the significant  occupation of  most of the Kurds ; however 
there are a lot of people who are busy in    business , teaching , medicine   
,manufacturing ,  different   crafts ,  arts and animal husbandry as well . 

 

• Economy : 
Due to a rich deposit of the oil in Karkuk , Khanaghin  , Naft-e-Shah , 
Taqtaq and even Sheno , this country can be classified as a rich one ; not 
to mention agricultural , animal and other  mineral wealth . 

 

• Cultural restriction : 
In most parts  of Great Kurdistan , formal  education in Kurdish 

has been and still  is forbidden and Kurds are officially educated in the 
language of the respective central governments, which are almost Turkish , 
Persian , Arabic and Armenian .   

 

  

In Iran, teaching and writing of Kurdish on a private and  non official level ,  
is not forbidden ; but despite the  lawful authorization   of Iranian 
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Constitutional Act , there is no official education of this language . In Iran , 
there are some limited and orientated radio and TV broadcastings in 
Kurdish along with some Kurdish publications , but there is no Kurdish 
daily newspaper at all .   

 

In semi-independent autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan;  from  1991 on ,   
there is an adequate  ample space for education in Kurdish ; and in fact 
there is no restriction on this language and Kurdish culture in this part of 
Kurdistan   . Here, the Kurdish language and culture is boosting; even  they 
teach Kurdish at  three  universities , at the  doctorate  level .   Even before 
1991, when Saddam’s  regime was ousted on a de facto basis in Iraqi 
Kurdistan, the Kurdish language  was enjoying more freedom , than in   
Iran , Turkey and  Syria.   

 

 

In Turkey, the case is completely worst. The Turkish government, even 
denies  existence of nearly twenty million Kurds in Turkey ,  at all .They 
have ironically  defined and specified the Kurds as mountainous genuine 
Turks , who have forgotten Turkish and have learned Kurdish,  by some 
unfortunate  accident !!!???.  

 

 In Syria , too ;  Kurds are not permitted to learn and develop their mother 
tongue and culture systematically and officially .  

 

In Armenia, with far less  Kurds , they have enjoyed  more cultural   
freedom ; in such an extent  , that from 1920 to 1980 , though their number  
are nearly one hundred times less than the number of the Kurds in Iran  , 
they have written and published  approximately fifty times more Kurdish  
books and publications  , than in Iran  . They have a radio broadcasting 
station in Kurdish,  too ; for around last forty years .  

 

 

However , the Kurds worldwide,  are striving and struggling to acquire 
more and more cultural freedom , particularly in  teaching , learning and 
promotion of the Kurdish language .   

 

• Kurdish music   ? 
Kurds possess a rich classic and traditional folkloric music ; and recently 
they are engaged in pop music , too .  These are           three  famous 
contemporary Kurdish singers : Late Mr. Ali Mardan , late Mr. Hassan  Zirak 
and Mr. Nasser   Razazi , but there are a lot of other qualified and celebrity 
singers  , too .  
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• Kurdish Dance : 
Kurds admire dancing too much . Traditionally, they dance  in circles , 
catching each others hands and  if possible , they prefer mixed dancing of 
men and women together ; accompanied by Kurdish music and  songs . 
The Kurdish dance circle , rotates anti clockwise . Some scholars have 
said, that Kurdish  dance, mostly is interpreted in  a metaphoric mute 
expression of political protest and gesticulation .  

 

• Kurdish Clothing : 
There are abundant different traditional Kurdish clothes, in the various  
parts of  Great Kurdistan ; but in general , Kurdish men ‘s  wear is baggy 
and wide ; while women’s are very fantastic and dramatically nice   , which  
safeguards both  their strict tradition and romantic  beauty . Most of the 
Kurds prefer to wear Kurdish clothes ; unless in circumstances , where 
they are obliged to cope  themselves with the expatriate environment .  

 

• Kurdish Psychology : 
In general the Kurds are polite, honest, sincere and they  admire fidelity , 
but if they are humiliated or disregarded, they might get overexcited 
promptly . Most of them admire bravery and                   are good forgivers.  

 

• Kurds ’s  voice tone   : 
Most of the Kurds, in particular those of Iran, have a comparatively low 
level of voice tone in serious speaking, as compared with Persians  -  for 
example .  A scholar has        indicated , that some Kurds are speaking with 
the lower section of their  throat .  

 

• Women’s role in Kurdish society  : 
In traditional Kurdish culture, women had a significant role in the family life  
;  even sometimes , there had been  a  matriarchal familial system , but 
after conversion of Kurds , from Zoroastrian faith to Islam , this matriarchal 
power , has been overshadowed by Islamic patriarchal principles  .  

   

• Anthropology Of The Kurds . 
They belong to Arian race, which have a very close anthropological kinship 
with Persians, Daries, Balouches,  Gilakis , and Ordus  .   

 

• Intellectualism : 
Most of the Kurds admire  science , technology ,  culture and arts too much 
; and have struggled to enhance their intellectual level in   such an 
extensive scale in last decades , that they have  changed their pastoral 
society of the  first half of 20th century ,  to an intellectual  life system  , 
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which has convinced  some  scholars to say, that “ in the Great Kurdistan  , 
an intellectualism  renaissance has started and is continuing with a rapid 
speed “ . 

 

P.S: With regard to above facts and based on international political trends , 
a more prosperous life is foreseen for the Kurds, in the very  near future .     
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KURDISH LANGUAGE IS NOT AN IRANIAN LANGUAGE  
 
   
Tehran  - July  8, 2004  
 

 
In some significant cases, there is a confusing   mess in the actual  
cognition and real understanding of The Kurds , by other nations of the 
world  , in particular by linguistic  circles  of  European and Transatlantic  
countries   , which  is partly due  to a misinterpretation and/or malapropism 
of the          words  .  

 

For example ,  we  observe frequently , that some  linguists there , refer to 
Kurdish Language as an Iranian Language  , which in fact , this strange 
hypothesis is not matching  with the prevailing reality . 

 

 

What is Iranian Language ?  

 

In general , up to  end of   Qajarieh era   and beginning of Pahlavi dynasty ,  
Iran of today was referred to as “ PERSIA “ , which means FARSLAND  or 
country of Farses  . Even , in the literary  eloquent  masterpieces of these 
four leading Persian poets , i.e. Sadi , Hafez , Maulawai  and Nezami , you 
can not find the word “Iran “ at all  . While they have used other 
geographical terms very frequently , such as Fars , Turkistan , Baghdad , 
Bukhara ,    Yaman , Sham , Tabriz , Iraq ,  Shiraz ,  Hindustan , China , 
Samarqand and tens of other geographical places . This circumstance  
affirms  my  view  , that  even  at  those poet’s  days  ,  the word “Iran” was 
not in use    .  If another Persian poet , Abulqasem Ferdowsi has utilized the 
word    “Iran “, in his Shahnameh ,  this was an antonym of word “Turan “ , 
not  country or land of Persia . 

 

When some linguists  who are inspired  by  indirect political  spur  ,  claim 
that Kurdish language is an Iranian language , it is a total counterfeit .  
Because Kurdish language is older than the new political   word  of “ Iran “ 
, emerged in the beginning of 20th century .                 

 

 

Kurdish language is an Aryan tongue , and a sister language of Tajik ,  
Gilak ,  Baluch  etc . It  is the  mother tongue  of Persian ( Farsi ) , because 
Kurdish is older than Persian . One  can’t  imagine that the Persian 
Language , from Shiraz even   plains  has  entered  the   impassable ragged  
and rocky   mountains of Hauraman , Barzan , Qandil , Agri  etc  . So,  
Persian is the same old Kurdish language , which is mixed and  
consequently deformed  by the intrusive entry   of the frequent  invaders 
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and occupiers of Persia , such as  Greeks ,  Tatars , Arabs , Mongols , 
Russians and Turks  etc .  

So, Kurdish is not an Iranian Language  , rather it is AN ARYAN ONE  .   

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kurdish Rebels  Or Kurdish  Salvation Army  ?  
 

 
TEHRAN : November 9,   2007 

 
Certain  political  language  sabotage  makers  or   better to say , some 
linguistically orientated politicians , commentators , reporters , news 
agencies  etc  , not only  divert and  transform  the course of  actual  news ,  
issues  ,    sentences  , phrases , words or even,  the  political  terminology  
; but even by  intention and mischievously ,   misinterpret  and misuse  
them , in order  to justify  their malignant   attitudes  and  malicious   goals  
.  
 
To provide an typical and vivid example : Some of them  surprisingly  
introduce  gentle  butterflies   in  shape   of   vicious   crocodiles  and  
innocent  lambs   as  wild   Alpine  wolves .  About which ,  the great  poets  
and leading  intellectuals of our global  society  , have  composed  efficient  
paradigms  and  metaphorical  verses  . For  instance ,   I  point  out  to  a 
superb and eloquent  poem of Alfonse De  La  Martine ,  the  French  
scrutinizer   poet , called   : (Wolf And Lamb ) !!! In which , he quite 
symbolically   explains   ,  that when a wolf decides  to slaughter  a lamb, 
the  beast   expresses  many false  thing , to justify  its  criminal   act  ;  
ultimately  it  kills  the lamb and eats  it . 
 
Nowadays , this terminological  distortion , is concentrating  on Kurds , 
which are  approximately the biggest  populous  stateless nation of the 
world , and  are  forcefully  divided  between  many countries ; thus  
deprived from most primary human rights ,  freedom and  political   
integrity .  
 
Unfortunately ,  some   world media , political  gangsters  called  
statesmen/women  , and  so on ,  unjustifiably   use  the  denomination  of   
KURDISH REBELS  , which  means  the  Kurds ,  who are making rebellion , 
i e. are  anarchists , make  terror   or  malicious  agitation !!! . This word  is  
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unmercifully used , as  the  Kurdish activists , who  are almost  struggling  
peacefully , must  be  called  KURDISH  SALVATION ARMY  , not  REBELS . 
As they are confining  their efforts  to  get  freedom , peaceful coexistence 
and  human rights for 50 million of  their  Kurd  compatriots   . 
 
Real  rebels  are  those  , who  have   occupied  Kurdish land ,  forbidden 
their language , humiliated  their culture , executed  their compatriots , 
jailed  their peaceful  activists , confiscated their  property , deported them 
from their traditional land , transformed them to contemporary  Diaspora , 
bombarded them chemically more fatal than Hiroshima ( for example  
Halaja )  , carried out  heterogeneous  annihilations  on them  , including 10 
kinds of   ( -cides ) , such as genocide  .  Above mentioned  bodies are  
official rebels .  Kurds are real and innocent  liberators .  
 
PS : To cure such pathological  phenomenon ,  instead of present false 
name of UN , an humanitarian   organization shall be  established , to treat 
the  pains and  injuries  of the nations ( people) , not  to  side the   
governments , which are  mostly  illegitimate  and  unlawful  .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kurdistan Region , A  Laboratory  For  Pilot Testing  Of 
Chemical Weaponry 
 
Tehran  - June 20  ,  2008  

 
   
(Anniversary  Commemoration  of Sardasht Chemical Bombardment ) 
 
 
As a writer without frontier - but of  Kurdish origin  , three years ago , I had 
an exceptional opportunity to carry out a relatively  general  field study� of 
Sardasht Chemical Bombardment and its fatal aftermaths . This bestial   
bombing  was committed  indiscriminately by Saddam's  savage  horrible   
regime , in June  * 2� , 1987, during Iran/Iraq  futile conflict  , in which 
Kurds had no role in igniting  its cursed  fire .  
 
Sardasht  is a charming   small  size mountainous township , located at 
Iran/Iraq geographic border  , at Northwestern corner of  Iran , with famous 
wild black  grape vine yards  and romantic superb   landscapes , among 
which  the Shalmash Waterfall , is an outstanding and elegant natural 
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symbolic  phenomena , that attracts thousands of  tourists   in spring and 
summer season  each  year  . Among many ardent and devoted   patriotic 
personalities of these town , we can typically  point out to late Mulla 
Awareh , who was a talented , high ranking and popular  Kurdish poet and 
Peshmarga ( liberator ) , that  has been  executed by Shah's Panfarsism   
regime , in late  60s treacherously  . 
 
This Sardasht bombardment was carried out at day time by Saddam's  
army , and its attacking epicenter was exactly the middle square of the 
town , called  Sarchaweh .   There was no military garrison or any similar 
fortification at this location , i.e. they had chemically bombarded a pure  
civilian   population . For example only a household , called Vahidi family , 
suffered around seven causalities and/or dangerous injuries . In this super 
barbaric  bombardment , which was a continuation of animosity   Kurdish 
genocide by Saddam and completion of Halabja catastrophe  , thousands 
of civilians  were martyred , handicapped ,  crippled or seriously injured  or 
made homeless .  
 
Besides visiting the respective martyrs' cemetery there and pilgrimage to 
their mausoleum at town outskirts   , I saw many crippled persons and 
injured ones , which still are suffering from serious pains and chemical 
aching  .  
 
Besides this lamentable situation  , I was told  that this devastating 
bombardment had an deterrent  impact on feminine and masculine birth 
rate ratio and  resulted in a high and abnormal cases of  abortion, too  .  
 
The native people said  , that  in general  this bombardment had a 
deteriorating and destructive  implication  on natural environment ,  human 
life , plantation circumstances  , animal kingdom and agriculture etc 
severely ,which it is necessary that its  aftermaths be evaluated and 
analyzed by different teams of experts precisely , in particular its long term  
dangerous ones , such as its cancerous genesis , nervous  pathology  etc 
on future  generations  . 
 
I must emphasize on this shocking  fact , that besides Sardasht and 
Halabja , which we call them Kurdistan  Hiroshima and Nagasaki , tenth of 
other civil small communities are bombarded chemically in Kurdistan  , at 
Iran or Iraq geographical domain , for example Qalache village near 
Mariwan etc .  
 
But this ferocious  process , which is still  continuing , has transformed  
Great Kurdistan ( Kurdish populated areas of Middle East ) to a Laboratory 
For Pilot Testing Of Chemical And Extraordinary Hazardous Weaponry   .  
 
As an example , I point out to rumors of a possible  chemical bombardment 
made by   Turkey , at QANDIL Mountain environment in Kurdistan Regional 
Government (KRG) district , Iraq  ,  which is mainly populated by civil 
Kurdish  community   , in beginning of 2008 , for which unfortunately up to 
now,  I had no opportunity to visit the region and make a field survey 
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similar to those I made at Halabja and Sardasht ; but as far as I have seen 
on  prestigious TV news screens , in result of Turkish  government's  
suspicious bombardment , those small lambs and goat kids , which were 
sucking their mothers milks , were intoxicated  and perished in groups 
immediately. Even parent animals , which were grazing at those intoxicated 
pastures , were died in herds  ; that  is indication of a possible chemical            
pollution ,made by Turkey's bombardment . 
 
So, I propose to respective international responsible authorities , to 
commission expert teams to visit the bombardment site before long and  
try to prevent any catastrophic long and short term outcomes , which can 
be transformed to another Halabja and Sardasht ; and if respective 
investigations proved to be positive , exert  their best effort to minimize its 
dangerous impacts . 
 
In the meantime , now when coincides with the anniversary 
commemoration of Sardasht chemical bombardment , I reiterate my 
deepest condolence and sorrow to the family of the martyrs  . And I thank 
the Kurdish students of Esfahan University , in Iran who hold an 
anniversary gathering to commemorate  that catastrophe , in particular I 
appreciate the head of Kurdish Students  Society at Esfahan Umiversity , 
Mr. Jalal Hajizadeh and his  diligent classmates , who organized that 
commemoration  gathering for Sardasht Chemical Bombardment - along 
with Anfal and Halabja Kurd's  genocide,  which are carried out in Iraqi 
occupied Kurdistan , in  last 3 decades  .  
 
A serious question from Mr. Ban Ki-moon the UN  secretary general :  If 
Kurds are selected as  laboratory mice   , for testing the performance of  
new chemical and other hazardous warfare?  
 
But dear Sir!  Kurds have demonstrated explicitly  that are  genuine lovers 
of universal  peaceful coexistence  , equality and justice .  They shall not 
be used  as  laboratory mice  .   
 
Note: some are citing bombardment has been carried out in June 28 ?   
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TURKEY’S    KURDOPHOBIA  IS  A  MALIGNANT   PSYCHOPATHIC  
COMPLICATION   
 
Tehran –  Nov  22 ,  2005  

 
 
Not only  some   individuals  are  suffering  from   physical  and  mental  
syndromes  ,  but �sometimes  tyrant  regimes  and their obsolete  leaders  
are  also  chronically   infected  by  heterogeneous  viruses ,   which  such     
complications  are  considered  as a malignant  psychopathic  ailment  .   

 

One of these  severe  cases ,  which is considered as a symbolic  example  
of  such a terrible  disorder  , is the    chronic  Kurdophobia , which  is  
infected  the  total  biological  structure ,  metabolism  situation ,    brain  
tissues   , cardiac  system  , soul   and  subsequently  the thinking   
process   of Turkish  leaders ,  whom  are unjustifiably   governing  a vast 
area of Great Kurdistan in Turkey ,  that is  historically  owned  and  
populated by approximately 20 million  genuine  Kurds .   

 

The  Turkish  Kurdophobia ,  can be  classified   in two  following  principal  
categories :   

 

1- Actual  fear .  
2- Hallucination .  

 

Actual fear of Turkish  regime ,  has  its  roots  in  an Arabic proverb ,  
which says : { A treacherous person , is  afraid  } . It  means ,  Turkey’s fear  
from Kurds ,  is in  this fact , that    they  were and are  oppressing the  
Kurds ,  in a  ferocious  manner  without discrimination  continuously ,  so 
always  they are  afraid  of their  revenge   . Turks’ fearing  in this respect is 
quite justifiable  and  nevertheless ,  this  phobia is  bothering their  
physical  life   and   sleepy  conscience  persistently  , in such a manner , 
that  it  has been  transformed  to the most internal problem of   Turkey  
and  a  dreadful nightmare .      

 

The  hallucinous  fear of them ,  as it appears from its  denomination , is  
quite  baseless and  unrealistic .  This  type of Kurdophobia is mainly 
based on this wrong concept , that if  Kurds  become independent and  
powerful , both inside Turkey and outside it, they are  a  potential danger 
for Turkey  and  jeopardize   their  existence ,  safety  ,  welfare  etc  .  But   
according  to  reliable pages of history and Kurdish behavior/culture 
records ,  this  anxiety is only a  psychopathic  hallucination ,  because  
Kurds , as ancient and  immediate neighbors of Turks ,  have proved in the 
long course of their history , that  they are fond of democracy , peaceful 
coexistence , mutual   friendship  and amity ;  and  despite  numerous 
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instances of  Turks’  racial  cleansing  , massacre  ,  torture  and  
discriminations  against  Kurds ,  there is no negative record and black 
point ,  in  the  Kurdish  side  of  neighborhood  relation   and  for sure , the 
history will be repeated  . Kurds  will  not  and  can  not change their 
behavior , culture  and  human  character , not only  towards Turks , but  in 
connection with all their neighbors as well  .   

 

Conclusion :  

 

As a Kurd , we  respect  good neighborhood relation with  Turkey’s  Turks  
,  we  are  looking for  a  peaceful  coexistence with them ;  and  in fact  we   
expect same from them , without   unjustifiable  Kurdophobia and  strange  
hallucinations  of  their  imposed  leaders . We  must have    
TURKOPHOBIA .                     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KURDS , JEWS AND ARMENIANS   
    
Monday, 09 February 2009  

In this concise analysis I try to point out  to some parameters  , which have 
resulted in deprivation of Kurds , to possess their self rule and 
independence : 
  
Foreword : 
As you might know , Kurds , Jews and Armenians are three old nations , 
originated at Middles East region . While roughly the number of Kurds 
exceed about 40 million , Jews are estimated  to less than 10 million in 
Middle East and Armenians even are estimated to be less than Jews all 
over the world?. Altogether  Kurds mostly are nominally  of Islam faith ( 
while they possess other oldest and native religions );but  Jews are almost 
of Hebrew(Jewish)  religion and Armenians are almost thought to be of 
Christian faith . Jews and Armenians soil , altogether are less than present  
native homeland of Kurds , which is called Kurdistan .Both  Jews and 
Armenians,  now enjoy full independence at their countries respectively 
called Israel and Armenia , but Kurds currently  are without an independent 
country , consequently are divided among 5 countries : Iran , Iraq , Turkey , 
Syria and Armenia , and  an Diaspora of around 3 millions dispersed in 6 
continents , particularly Europe . The most common historic similarity 
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among them , is they have suffered ferocious genocides in history;  for 
example Jew's genocide by Nazi Regime in Germany ;Chemical 
bombardment of Kurds at Halabjeh  and Armenian Massacre at present 
Turkey , committed  by Ottoman Turks .  

Now,  after the above brief introduction of those three nations , I try to list 
the causes , which have deprived the Kurds from enjoying their legitimate 
rule and  become independence , while Jews and Armenians are not so :    

1- Because for last 14 centuries , Kurds  were of Islam faith . Anytime they 
tried to have their independence , Islam caliphates and rulers , used Islam 
religions  as a political hammer and crushed their legitimate demands or 
even their uprisings  . If they were Zoroastrians as before Islam era , 
certainly they were able to launch their religious counter logics  and get 
their independence . As a symmetric issue,  I point out to Persians( 
Farses)  , for about a millennium  they were suffering under the same 
religious hammer , but while they changed their faith to Shiite faith ( a 
reformed Islam belief )  , from Islam  orthodoxy Sunny faith ,they were able 
to recover a little and established their independent country again , whilst 
still they are somehow under the influence of  this powerful  political 
hammer, from different perspectives. 
   
2- Because Kurds lacked political strategies and had no considerable 
systematic  long  term plan .  

3- Kurds have suffered from a general internal antagonism phenomenon .  

4- They had almost  no strong international coalition , i.e they had almost 
no sincere friends .  

5 – Their geographical location was extremely  unsuitable , in particular 
they have  almost  no sympathetic neighbors or super powers  to support  
them cordially  .   

But if I summarize it in a sentence , I thinks if Kurds did not convert from 
Zoroastrianism  to Islam or had kept another native and  genuine religion of 
themselves , such as KAKAISM or IZADISM  , now they had their full 
independence .Proof : Before conversion to Islam , they had their great 
Kingdom.  

Note : This  article is only a neutral  analysis of political  facts  and their 
respective  outcomes . It  does not try to support or reject any religious 
idea . Religions are personal  matters .  
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KURDS'   SEVEN    MOST  SIGNIFICANT  EXPECTATIONS  FROM   
INTERNATIONAL   AUTHORITIES  
 
Tehran -   Oct.24 , 2006 
 

 
In order to alleviate  Kurd's  present chronic sufferings    comparatively  ,  
at least  the   following  emergency  treatments ,  are  highly   advocated  :   
 
 
1- The  United Nations  and other world authorities shall carry out a field 
referendum , under their strict  supervision and   sponsorship , all over the 
Kurdish populated areas of the globe , on a  probable political  devolution 
task  and ask the  Kurds :  if they prefer to  enjoy their own  independent   
state  or yet they wish  to continue  to be part of another country . If they 
voted for  separation , the international authorities , including UN , 
superpowers  and  relevant  circles  , shall  perform  it ;  and provide the  
Kurds  with independence  gift and/or anything they vote for  themselves  .  
 
2- The international  authorities   must   not   presume  or  assume  Kurds  ,  
as Turk ,  Persian   , Arab or Armenian individuals  ,  the colonial powers , 
who are currently occupying  the   respective  parts of Great Kurdistan  .  
Rather ,   they shall  recognize  them  as  Kurds  , a  separate   nation  , with 
a  different  psychology , culture  , history  and  human  aspiration  .   ��  
 
3- The United  Nations shall  not act  as United Governments    apparatus  , 
toward  Kurds  ; rather  UN shall recognize Kurds   as a  separate  nation  
with legitimate  rights  and  shall  protect them against any oppression 
and/or  subsequent  multilateral discrimination .   
 
4- If we  assume the world population to be six thousand million people { 6 
billion }  , and while Kurds are  estimated  at  around fifty million , so  by  
this rough   calculation ,  from every 120  individual  of the globe , one is a 
Kurd . It means :  6,000,000,000.- :  50,000,000.-  = 120 . So Kurds shall be  
allowed  to  enjoy  their legitimate rights   from universal resources and 
facilities on the basis of above ratio ,  i. e  1 from  each  120 .  
 
 
5- Before establishing  a  genuine   independent  Kurdish state  , the 
international  authorities including UN  and superpowers etc , shall protect 
the Kurds against any violation  and aggression .  
 
6- Kurds shall be allowed  to have a seat at UN  ,  to protect  their legitimate 
humanitarian rights .  This point  looks  quite  licit  , because  currently ,  
there are many  micro  and  medium size  nations , who have a seat  at UN  
, while  they  have a population  less than  10 percent of Kurdistan  , the 
ancient homeland of  Kurds .  
 
7- An international committee shall be incorporated at world level , 
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consisting of  effective, appropriate and intellectual bodies of 
miscellaneous nationalities , called  Kurd's  Rights  Protection Committee { 
KRPC }   with  sufficient powers of  authority performance and practice , to 
protect  and sponsor the Kurdish  vulnerable  case ,  at all parts of the 
world .  
 
 
Otherwise , we shall expect  seriously  the  repetition   of terrible fatal 
catastrophes   such  as   :   Halabjeh  chemical bombardment in Iraq  , 
Kurdish  total  denial   and  their  systematic   racial  genocide at Turkey , 
gradual ethnic melting and   discrimination at Iran , as well as their 
progressive  disappearance  in Armenia  , along with demographic 
dispersion/degradation  in the form of  Kurdish  Diaspora   all over the 
world   etc .       
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KURDS  AND  EAGLES :  
 
Sept 3,   2004  
 
When we look  at   the Kurd’s   demographic  displacement   diagram   
precisely , at least in recent  centuries ,  as  a  consistent  and regular  
routine    ,  they  have  evacuated  vast   agricultural plains  and large  
fertile   fields   and  have    ascended  to   uncultivable highlands ,  
elevations  and  mountainous  vicinities  . I, e . Kurdish  demographic  
movement    trend ,  has been  geographically  climbing  upward .  

 
As  a  schematic  paradigm , in  preceding  centuries  , the following  towns  
were  a genuine fatherland domicile  and pure  habitation homeland  of 
Kurds : Khoy , Binaw  ,     Malkani ,Hashtaro  and  Duawan       ( Mianduab) . 
 
 Note : My   supporting  evidence  to   authenticate   this  statement   ,   is 
the following  etymological   backgrounds  of  those  locations   respective 
denomination , in Kurdish  language .     
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1- Khoy : In Kurdish language  it  means “ salt “. This town is situated 
at the eastern  coast of  Urumieh Lake ,  which  has a  strong   saline   
water  . So   natural   vast  salt  fields  are  abundant  at its  beaches  .  
 

2- Binaw : It  means  “  water  terminal    “ . This town is situated at the 
southern coast of Lake Urumieh .  
 

3-  Malkani : It means “  big basin-shape  pottery  dish “ ,  for making  
dough ( floury paste )   etc . This town is the   producing  center for  
clayware   and   pottery .  
 

4-  Hashtaro  : It means “ eight  rivers “ . In this  extensive   flat  surface  
area   , eight  rivers and  major  streamlets  are flowing down , mostly 
from Sahand Mount.   Even , Sahand  itself , means  “ chilling cold   “ .  
 

5- Duawan  ( ex Mianduaw ) :  It   means “ mesopotamia   or  more 
precisely  two    rivers “ , because it is located  betwixt  two   rivers   
Jaghatu  and Tatahu .  
 
As you realize ,  five above terms  are absolute  Kurdish  expressions   ,  
but  those places   now  are  considered as pure Turkish  ( Azary ) towns . 
Because  these  names are Kurdish , it  is  apparent  that their  previous 
population were Kurd ; as  Kurds had  no influence  or  authority  in naming  
the towns and geographical locations of other nations remotely  -    like 
nowadays  .  
 
But  surprisingly  ,  almost all the Kurdish population of those towns ,  
gradually  left  those  prolific  and  fertile  places    ,  which  are the best 
agricultural and horticultural locations of Kurdistan , under  multilateral 
pressure of  neighboring  aggressive  nationalities  and central  
governments  and  retreated to  elevations  ,  saturated  by skyscraping   
rocks ,  precipitous     cliffs , ragged  mountains , and undulating    hills     
at the  lower  eastern  foothills  and  outer skirts at northern  axis   of  
Zagros mountain range , which   are far less fertile , cultivable  and 
accessible   .   
 
When we study the  animal psychology ,  we  can  establish   parametric 
behavioral  interrelation and  symmetric  lines  between human beings  and  
most  animals . For example  its has been  rumored  , that “X “  human  
race  is   similar  to “ fox “  ;  “Y” race  is similar to  “wolf “ ; “Z” race  to  
“donkey ”  ;     another  ones   to “ arctic  bear “ and  some others  to  “ 
camel “  . But in this  context ,  Kurds are  more similar to  EAGLE  ( The 
Glorious King OF Mountains ) . .  
 
In general , The  Kurds  , like  Eagles  ,  underestimate   settling  in  low  
positions  , plains or depressions , rather  they prefer to  fly  above  zenith  
altitudes    and  perch  on   mountain peaks   ,  rocky   precipices  ,  upland  
vertexes  etc . The  prime  mover of   this   tendency  is , that they  have  
grandiose  ambitions , they   hate    humiliation ,  admire freedom  and 
avoid  suppression  . So , when   their   entity   and  honesty  is  threatened 
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by  moral  and  physical  extraneous annihilation  factors    ,  they  choose 
between  honesty   &   infamy ;  glory  &   disgrace  ;  magnanimity  &  
dishonor  .Then  to  secure  the best  nice  selections  of human  moral 
standards , they  choose  the  positive   parameters  ,  tick  first   alternative  
of  above  pair  choices    and   delete    all   negative  ones  from the  life  
list  ,  at any  paid price .  
 
But nowadays  ,  when  Kurds have settled  and well established  in their 
high appropriate right positions , they have unanimously  and decisively  
decided to be  as eternal  ,   resistant and  enduring   in their beloved  and 
sacred  homeland ,  as  glorious  and  colossal  magnificent mountains  of  
GREAT  KURDISTAN , meanwhile  they are  safeguarding  and  protecting  
their  present  survived  plains and  level   lands   diligently ,  from above ,  
in particular,   the  vital  lucrative  flat  oil  fields  of   Karkuk  ;  they  do not  
abandon  this  real utopia  and  do not take   refuge in mountains   again  .  
Last In , First  Out! 
 
Life is a nice  campaign  to secure  the   prestigious   survival . 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KURDS  ARE NOT NOMADS ,THEY  ARE  CIVILIZED  
UVOLUNTARY EMIGRANTS.   
 
July 1, 2004 .  

 
 
When last time I visited United States ,I stayed in the outskirts of   
Baltimore , in State Of  Mary   Land  for approximately  a  period of one 
month .  
 
In order to continue  my  research on my “ Kurdish Bibliography                
Project “   ,  I was visiting some libraries there , such as Ernest Pratt 
Library in Baltimore , Library Of Congress , in Washington DC  , etc  . 

 
I was quite surprised , when I observed  in some books which were 
published in the  USA , it was indicated that “  KURDS ARE A NOMADIC 
PEOPLE …!!!  “ . Unfortunately ,  I saw same similar  expressions in 
general knowledge books,  too .  In addition to this issue  , still now ,  in 
some USA and European  encyclopedias and reference  books  ( even in  
on online   ones)  ,  such  similar  false  details are  indicated  about the 
Kurds .  
 
As a Kurd ,  I like to clarify,    that at present time ( 2004 ) ,  almost all the 
Kurds are settled , they  are living in big cities , towns  and villages  and 
there is no general nomadic life in THE GREAT KURDISTAN  , except very 
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little groups of sheep  and  got owners , dispersed sporadically in some 
remote  areas  , who are less than  half percent of the total population  , i. e  
approximately 99.5  percent of the Kurds are not nomads and  they have 
never lived in the tents etc .  For example ,  there are more than 10 cities in 
different parts  of Kurdistan  , in which around  one   million   people or less  
are living ;  such as :  Erbil , Kermanshah , Ilam , Duhok , Amed ,   Sanandaj 
, Suleimany , Van ,  Zakho ,  Mahabad  , not to mention  around 200 medium 
size populated towns and  tens of thousands  of  prosperous villages . 
 
I hope seriously , that the USA/European  publishers and  writers would 
pay their diligent  attention to this significant issue  and to improve the 
texts of such  erroneous books , in order to match with the current 
prevailing demographic realities in THE GREAT KURDISTAN and to avoid  
such important   sociological   misinterpretations .  
 
Meanwhile , I request all my  sympathetic  compatriots who are living in 
USA and western countries   , to coordinate their efforts in improving such  
ironic  undesirable     manipulation  of  realities .    
 
Conclusion:  
This is a misunderstanding .  Kurds are not nomads , if  you see they are 
wandering all over the world , they are civilized  involuntary     emigrants    , 
who are frequently expelled from their native homeland forcefully  , either 
directly  or indirectly   

     
 
 
      
 
 
 
 

KURDS’ LEGITIMATE   DEMANDS  
 
 
October 30, 2004 

  
 
As you are aware , KURDS are one of more genuine , significant and 
populous nations  in the  Middle East region , which from old prehistoric 
ages , possessed their own  particular homeland  , language and culture , 
at this distinct  location of the world and have lived there , in a  persistent , 
continuous  and uninterrupted manner , which the remains of available 
historical monuments  in { Zewyeh } Saqiz , Takht-e-Suleiman                     
{ Afshar } , Erbil Castle and tens of other  important  locations , are 
supporting this statement . From other hand , the old presence of Kurds at 
this geographical location , has been confirmed  and verified by world’s 
historians and orientalists , which for example,  we can  point out to 
Herodot , Xenophone  { the Greek historians } and tens of other world’s 
leading   orientalists .   
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So , we realize  that ,  Kurds currently with approximately 50 million 
population , at their native and old ancient  fatherland , i. e . at Great 
Kurdistan { Kurdia } region , are a well known and historic nation , which in 
general , they are nearly five times bigger  than  an average size Middle 
Eastern  country . From other hand ; according to United Nations Charter 
and Declaration Of Human Rights , every human being and nation , enjoy 
particular rights , both  at his ancestral homeland and at  world level , 
which the most outstanding and highlighted passages of these context  
can be refined  as follows :  

  

1- Right of choosing his  destiny . 
2- Right of expression of  free speech and opinion  . 
3- Right of free practicing his language , culture and customs . 
4- Possessing  the equal rights with other nations of the world . 

  

As  you know , Kurdistan { Kurdia } or Kurds’ traditional and main 
homeland , is an en bloc  land  ;  and from geographical point of view , 
possesses an unique  shape and condition .  But , unfortunately the 
orientated  discriminative  policies of some  world powers , has resulted in 
such a  tragic outcome , that  this en bloc and  compact  land,  has been 
divided between several countries in an unjustified manner and 
consequently , this right-seeking and freedom-loving nation , is deprived 
from the most of his  legitimate rights .   

 

The Kurds only and only  are  demanding their legitimate rights and they 
wish at the small village of millennium 3 , at least can enjoy  4 above 
mentioned privileges , which include : right to choose their destiny , free 
expression of speech and opinion  ,  utilizing their language and cultural  
freedom as well as equal rights with other nations of the world .  

 

In the course of history , it has been  experienced and realized , that in the 
Kurds’s character and mentality  ,  there is no tendency toward  racism  
and imperialism .A Kurd do not deem himself as superior or privileged over  
other nations , he respects the culture , language , customs and religious 
believes of all the people of the world , in particular that of his Persian  , 
Armenian , Arab and Turk neighbors . He denounces oppression  of other 
nations ;  and sincerely believes , that all the nations of the world , must 
enjoy equal rights and privileges and determine their destiny ,  themselves 
.  

   

So , this is the moral duty and humanitarian  obligation of all freedom 
lovers , elite and scholars of the world , of every race and religion , that by 
choosing a rational, logical and appropriate   approach , assist the Kurds in 
this peaceful and humanitarian process ; and by  performing this nice 
action , register their name , with precious letters of wisdom and love , at 
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the historic documentary pages of contemporary era  ; and by adopting 
this appropriate  and nice approach , denounce  quasi    Chengiz  , Hitler 
and Saddam cursed doctrine of a few  unreasonable  people , who deprive 
Kurds from their legitimate and incontestable  rights or sometimes , 
misuse  Kurds at the political arena of Middle East , as counterbalance for 
their  unblessed political  purposes  .      
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HOW  KURDS  SHALL  REACT  TO  TURKISH  
INVASION?  
 
Tehran –February 28  , 2008  
 
 
 
In most  catastrophic circumstances of life  , explanation  of pain , ailment , 
tyranny and propagation of their news in media,  is extremely  vital and 
paves the road toward  its prevention or even  treatment . But always the 
most important phase of reaction is to find a prophylactic method or at 
least a treatment to cure or at least block  its  advancement and 
progression  .  
 
As all of us have heard in different news medias , Turkish government has 
attacked Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) , from air and ground 
ferociously in recent days  .  For any reason and from any perspective , 
such inhumane barbaric incursion, is condemned by all humanitarian and 
international regulation/standards  and there is no rational  justification for 
this despotism practice  .  
 
As I said before , for catastrophic  events ,  prophylactic and/or curative 
treatments is required , otherwise , if we only convince ourselves with the 
explanation of the problem , it has no positive  impact  , except wasting of 
time etc .  
 
For this reason , I , as a single  drop of human community ocean ,  suggest 
my treatment proposals , in order to prevent and stop this tragic event  :  
 

1- In Turkey , there are around 20 million Kurds . 10 times more than 
Kosovo , which has declared its  independence recently . So , I 
propose to them , at least to react in closing all shops, enterprises 
and any type of business at least for one day . All sit indoors and do 
not go out .  

 
2- After one day of total above  strike , commence extensive 

demonstrations , at all Kurdish populated areas .  
 

3- Kurds , who are living abroad , start extensive � demonstrations  , in 
front of  Turkish embassies and international organizations  .  

 
4-All Kurd soldiers and officers who are  serving in Turkish army  as 
conscripts ,  desert and avoid this war with    their Kurdish brethren 
and sisters.  

 
5- KRG , similar to  Kosovo must threaten to  declare unilateral 

independence . Why not ? KRG is bombarded and attacked.  Turkey 
is expected to attack Kerkuk and …  For what reason Kurds need 
such a useless   Landlord , like  Baghdad ?!!! They have no serious 
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sympathy at this extraordinary invasion catastrophe   , even they 
might have taken  part in  this plot treacherously with Turkey  !!! .  

 
6- In all other 4 parts of Kurdistan and Diaspora , Kurds shall  take 

appropriate steps to  condemn  it .  
 

7- KRG , shall report this as a petition  to UN , EU , Arab League , 
Muslim league etc , open a file to inform them and ask for their  
urgent action  .  

 
8- Kurds  shall inform all population , of small universal village about 

this aggression, at all six continents  . 
 
9- Boycotting  Turkish products .  
 
10- Cancel all existing contracts with Turkey  
 
11- Change KRS's  course of political stance  somehow , and orientate it 
East ward . Replace thierTurkish contracting partners , by eastern ones 
, for example China .    
 
12- Ask Interpol to arrest Turkish leaders , who are taking part at this 
fearful scenario .   
 
13- Ask for compensations .    

 
 
PS: Turkey is not exclusively  fighting  for  pursuing PKK  Kurdish freedom 
seekers in KRG , every day nearly  millions of   Kurds are demonstrating at 
occupied Kurdistan of Turkey , to support PKK  and their leader A. Ujalan( 
APO) , which is in detention  . If Turkey  is looking to eradicate Kurdish 
freedom fighters , it  must begging from  Amed , Van , Shirnak , other cities  
inside the country and even Istanbul,  not from KRG  etc  ,  which is a 
Turkish   town with  daily Kurdish demonstrations .  Turkey is trying to 
weaken or occupy KRG , in particulars the oil fields of Kerkuk . So  Kurds , 
in particular the Kurdish leaders must realize this unfriendly intention  . 
Kurds are not  Warlords  , they are only eager diligently to have peaceful 
coexistence and equal rights , with all their neighbors including Turkey and 
expect same from others mutually  . Kurds  are not created as permanent 
second rank citizens and eternal  subordinates .  
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NECESSARY  REFORM   IN KURDS' APPROACH  
 
 
Tehran: October 11 ,  2007 . 

 
 
PRELUDE : 
 
Kurdish proverb : Friends are those who cause you to weep for your actual 
negative      points   , but enemies are inducing you to laugh  at your hidden   
misery   .  
 
As we now , Great Kurdistan Region  , which is   located at controversial  
war torn Middle East epicenter , is said to be the  biggest  and  most  
ancient stateless ethnic  community  of the world . According to a rough   
evaluation, its total  inhabitants,  which are  estimated at approximately 50 
million   , are living at their  genuine  ancestral  home land , from antiquity 
era  and since  old  prehistoric ages . From another parallel  paradox , for 
example,  Great Kurdistan area is as vast as nearly  5  times  bigger   than   
Republic  Of Austria  , which is an independent  and prosperous  country  . 
Now , in order to avoid the Kurds to continue    suffering  current  
multilateral  discriminations and  deprivations , I  like to make a concise  
and descriptive analysis from heterogeneous  perspectives , regarding the 
reasons of Kurd's  present  deplorable  situation  and pinpointing  the  
bottle necks  of  their political  deprivation  :  
 
 
 

1- NATURAL CAUSE :  
 
(a)- Lack of considerable access  to international water ways  and free 
navigation .  
(b)- Medieval culture of  some  surrounding  neighbors . 
(c)- Comparative dry climate  and   insufficiency of   precipitation , in  most 
of  its  areas . 
(d)-  Comparative scarcity of  extensive  fertile  plain  farm lands , as 
compared with  high  percentage of  its mountainous areas  .  
 
 
 
 

2- CULTURAL  CAUSE  :  
 
(a)-  Moral  loyalty , which is a fatal  political  phenomena . 
(b)- Extreme egoism , which  sacrifices the nation  at self's  altar  .  
(d)- Extraordinary   optimism , which results  in  dramatic  deceptions .  
(d)- High degree of honesty , which  intoxicates  the  diplomacy practice   .  
(e)- Extreme politeness in international  interactions , which  is considered 
as  an ethics  surplus  .  
(f) – Individualism  tendency .   
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(g)- Underestimation  of  political  opportunities .  
(h)- Weak feminine profile .  
 
 
 

3- RELIGION CAUSE :  
 
 

(a) – Extreme influence of political Islam, which has  resulted in 
suppression of Kurdish patriotism feeling .  

(b) – Lack of necessary  general  secularism .  
(c) – Possession of heterogeneous religions , believes ,  sects etc ; 

which has interfered with national unity and solidarity  .  
(d) – Wasting  extravagant  time and funds  ,  for  worshiping  purpose ,  

more than which  is required  by  religions  principles  themselves , I 
. e. overspending in it   ) .  

 
 
 
 
 4- ETHNIC  MALICIOUS   BEHAVIORS : 
 
(a)- Adhering to superstitions .  
(b)- Traditionalism .  
(c)- Lack of team  work collaboration .  
(e)- Xenophile  character .  
(d)- Conceit .  
(f)- Deserting the  town cross roads  and  transferring   political   vehicle to  
mountains .  
(g)- Underestimation of economics  and monetary issues .  
 
 
5-LACK  OF  INTERNATIONAL  SUPPORT :   
 
From other hand , the international bodies , in particular United Nations 
Organization  , Amnesty International And Human Rights etc  , have 
overlooked and/or neglected the Kurdish issue . While approximately from 
each one hundred living human being , one person is a Kurd , they are 
reduced to political  light  counter balances , at the world arena , for 
emergency  scales  uses ,   and  get  no  actual  considerable support  .  
 
 
 CONCLUSION:  
 
Based on above heterogeneous  realistic  explications   ,  which have  
resulted  in  current misery and  deprivation  for Kurds ; especially in  lack 
of independence and multilateral  underdevelopment , there remains no 
alternative  for this  nation , except  to make a  reform  in their 
miscellaneous  hereditary behaviors and   tactics , which  mostly are 
considered as  expired  political   parameters . 
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 From other side ,  international organizations are expected to revise their  
traditional underestimation approach  toward  the Kurdish  issue , 
otherwise  these  big . innocent ,   honest and  ancient people  , will  
continue to suffer  under political  occupation ; chemical  bombardment  ; 
suicide explosion ;  tremendous  expulsive   exodus ; frequent   invasion  ; 
repetitive  displacement ;   ferocious  depression ; deplorable genocide ; 
cultural  assimilation  ; racial  eradication ; discriminative deportation ; 
adversary   emigration ; catastrophic starvation ;   spreading   epidemics ;   
and  ultimately  total  annihilation , as  before   during previous  successive  
centuries .  
 
For example , currently  Turkey is preparing  his army seriously   to invade  
south of Kurdistan free region  . Why ?   
 
In this regard , Kurds  are  looking  for  international  supportive  action  
practically , not by political  maneuvering  announcements    .  
 
PS: All damaging points , indicated above , indicate  and testify  the 
honesty of Kurds  behavior and  culture , and are appreciable  ; but  
unfortunately do not match with modern world  politics and diplomacy  
practice  of  today .     
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KURDS' POLITICAL TSUNAMI  
  
  Monday, 25 May 2009 

 

Sporadically , we hear that at certain regions of the globe , some areas are 
inflicted by a type of daunting and devastating natural/geological 
phenomena, called TUSINAMI , which the most recent catastrophic case , 
was that of south east Asia , some years ago.  

During such disasters , the world's most important aid organizations are 
deployed and mobilized , to do their best in the field of food distribution , 
rehabilitation and health care of respective deplorable affected native 
inhabitants and healing their enormous losses and injuries . Of course 
such helps and world aid programs , are extremely necessary and are 
considered , as a super humanitarian salvation service .  

But , besides such natural/geological disasters and catastrophes , there 
are political TSUNAMIS as well , that mostly are ignored or overlooked by 
the world community , which could be evaluated as more threatening than 
natural/geological Tsunamis etc .  

For example , approximately there are fifty million Kurds , originated and 
permanently settling at Middle East region , roughly 10 times more than 
Lebanon's population , which are affected and inflicted by a sever and 
cruel political Tsunami , that is : They are deprived from their own 
independent political authority , are divided among five countries , are 
mostly without their human rights , not recognized by UN and most of 
other world official bodies etc . From other hand , they have experienced 
the most fatal and devastating aggressions and depressions in recent 
history , such as chemical and microbial bombardments, cluster bombing , 
forceful displacement , ethnic and cultural annihilation , heterogeneous 
genocides and so on , which most of them are well known and verified by 
authentic organizations of the world , so there is no need to repeat them 
again for you .  

But , unfortunately despite the world authentic bodies' verification and 
confirmation of said plights directly or indirectly , no effective and serious 
step has been taken , to heal or at least ease these political Tsunamis 
effects , which are more devastating than natural/geological ones . From 
other hand , Kurds have shown in the history , that they are the most 
peaceful nation of the Middle East and are diligently looking to have close 
friendly ties with their neighbors and rest of the world , by enjoying the 
equal rights .  

So , Kurds' Political Tsunami , shall be treated and attended by whole 
world urgently . This is a genuine humanitarian  mission .  

 



 

 

	


	


To: His  Excellency Mr. G. W .  Bush , President of Unites States of America  
 
Dear Mr.  President ,  
 
We  deem it quite necessary to  attract your kind attention to following 
significant and vital points : 
 
Necessarily as a short prelude  we  remind  , that  we  Kurdish people are  
living in our divided ancestral  KURDISTAN  motherland  in Middle East  
from prehistoric eras  , which   it is geographically   more  larger  than 
Syria , Lebanon and Israel together;  and demographically nearly 50 million 
Kurds are living here , as biggest stateless community of the world .  
 
We Kurds at all occasions have actually shown  that   respect  USA  
government and its population practically . We sincerely think ,  that USA 
is our respectable  friend in the world . In particular , we  appreciate    USA  
for   his  diligent and perseverant assistance , in eradication of ferocious  
and tyrant  Saddam Regime , the Kurds' potential dangerous foe .  
 
But in fact we do not expect USA,  to replace deposed  Saddam regime  
with  Turkish Regime,  which is not a better  one ;  and by no means  
expect you  to  consider PKK organization  as your Enemy . When we  see   
these  unexpected gestures   ,  our judgment about  USA  necessitates  a 
probable   revision  . 
 
Dear  Mr. President , in fact  PKK is neither  your enemy nor a terrorist 
terrorist  group .  PKK has  exerted his genuine peaceful  endeavour   to 
obtain equal rights, democracy  and freedom for 20 million Kurdish people 
living in Turkey ; and ultimately  they  had  provided    a project in 7 points,  
to solve their nation's  problems  with Turkish government quite  
peacefully   . In the meantime ,  USA should not overlook this fact  , that 
Turkish Parliament in 2003, did not accept to let  US army  pass  through  
Turkish soil  to Iraq, but from other hand , our compatriot Kurds and 
Pshmerga force , were fighting side by side Coalition and US forces to 
break Saddam's iron wall . 
 
Now , Turkish military airplanes are bombarding your Kurdish friends at 
Kandil District , in North Iraq continuously , in which a lot of Kurds are 
killed , injured or fled from their demolished homes . Please help us , in 
stopping this barbaric bombardment promptly .   
 
However  we have a question " Why you think ,that  PKK is your enemy ?!". 
This obvious  question is asked by  Kurds all over the world . Our own 
answer is : It is by no means justifiable to classify   PKK  organization as 
terrorists  or  your enemy . Neither PKK nor Kurdish people have never 
committed   any negative action against USA .  They consider your country   
as their good  friend and expect  your mutual loyalty . 
Copy : Mr. D. Cheney, USA Vice President .   
We  are  waiting for your response,  
With best Regards 
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KURDS  AND   LOS  ANGELS  IRANIAN   TELEVISIONS  
 
 
November 12  ,  2004�� 

 
 
There are around 25 satellite television broadcasting stations  outside Iran 
, which designate  themselves as Iranian  televisions  and  are  labeled  by  
IRAN  acronyms  , that  mostly are  located in Los Angeles , California , 
USA  ; or at least in Iran , they are erroneously  called   Los Angeles TVs .  
 
If we demographically estimate the total population of Iran , at  75 million , 
around 10 million of them are  certainly living in Ilam  , Lurestan  ,  
Kermanshahahan ,  Kurdistan , West Azerbaijan and Northern Khorasan 
privinces  etc  , which are predominantly inhabited  by Kurds . It means ,  
approximately  13 percent of  Iran  is populated  by  Kurds .  
 
Most of these  25 television stations , are broadcasting on 24 hour basis  ;  
i. e. in average ,  { 25 x  24 }  television programs are broadcasting  from 
these stations  , which amounts  to   600 hours per day , and  unfortunately  
all of them are exclusively in Persian { Farsi } language .   
 
If in fact they are Iranian  televisions  ,  13  percent  of  their programs  is 
the share of Iranian Kurds , which amounts  to 78 hours per 24 hours . But  
unfortunately , they have no single hour program in Kurdish  and even for 
other  nationalities of Iran , like Turks , Arabs , Turkmans , Baluches etc at 
all . Once a television watcher was telephoning one of those  TV stations , 
asking them to provide Kurdish songs – the TV speaker answered  him 
very generously  “ Oh ! yes sir , of course we will play the music of every 
brave tribe in Iran !!! .  Bravo man !  You call  50 million Kurds , as a tribe 
!!!” . Kurds are a great nation  , five times more than Austria , what strange 
kind of tribe you mean ? .         
 
By above analysis of those  obvious facts , we conclude,  that this is not an 
equitable distribution of cultural facilities among Iranians . As I have hinted 
above , Iranians  are not exclusively Persians { Fars } , rather there are 
Kurds , Turks ,  Turkmans , Arabs , Baluches , Armenians  , Assyrians  etc , 
who  comprise  about  60 percent of Iran and all of them  have their 
particular  language , culture , folklore , tradition and ambitions  , and  
naturally they are not willing to be melted  and homogenized  in their  
esteemed  official   Persian language .  
 
While respecting the language and  culture of  all  nationalities of the globe  
, in particular those of my esteemed  Fars  neighbors   , I { as a Kurd from 
Iran} ,  expect them to devote appropriate and suitable independent 
program shares  to Kurds as well as to other nationalities , who are living 
inside Iran  .  I  am  sure this issue is   the view point  of most of non-
Persian Iranians .   In  the small  terrestrial village of  2004 , we can not and 
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shall not  overlook or trespass  others rights . If some of  those televisions  
are among Iranian opposition fronts and are thinking about a  more 
democratic future in Iran , how can they manage it with such a 
discriminative  strange paradoxes  of  perspective ?  This is a serious 
issue  .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mankind  Shall  Learn  Peaceful Coexistence From 
Animals  
 
September 23 , 2008  

 
 
In 1970s I had an exceptional opportunity to spend some of my rare leisure 
time , at Holland Park , London , England , located at High Street 
Kensington , just opposite Earls Court Road .At first glimpse ,  one might 
deem  this park's denomination is affiliated  to  Netherlands ( Holland) 
country , but it is not so . As I have read in said  park's historic records and 
anecdotes  , it belonged to an English aristocratic authority , who 
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according to his written will , this park has been donated to London city 
municipalities .  
 
Holland Park is  a classic , natural ,  picturesque large garden , populated 
by old trees . This park has  almost  no   leveled or plain surface   , rather it 
is  full of small hills and tiny miniature valleys  , which resembles a 
minimized  natural forest at Zagros mountain range . In this park , several 
species of heterogeneous  birds were living  : Hundreds of peacocks , 
pigeons , pheasants , swallows , Turkeys , nightingales , doves , hens , 
storks , ducks , pelicans  etc .  
 
They had an attractive  peaceful , hygienic and healthy life . There was no 
police at all  , despite this fact , during this  field study of one month , I saw 
no slaughter  , genocide , assassination , dispute , war , skirmish , fighting 
and antagonism trend   among them . For example , Turkeys which are 
supposed to be of Turkish origin , despite their relatively bold larger bodies 
, did not impose their " Gable  Gable"  language on small  nightingales . 
There was no racial and religious discrimination/segregation  , all of them 
were living in a peaceful  and  friendship   environment according to rules 
and regulations  of Universal Creation System , so they had no 
miscellaneous imaginary  strange  gods .   They did not require any type of 
weaponry , if fact  there was an automatic and voluntary  disarmament . 
From other side , I rarely saw a seriously ill or suffering bird , in particular 
there was no depression at all , all were chanting/singing in their 
languages and according to their racial   culture , particularly at dawn  ,all 
were performing their own chorus without the permission of others ,  
especially the small nightingales were performing such orchestras , which 
you could not hear such an elegant  performance at Albert Hall concerts or 
Vienna Philharmonic orchestra  .     
 
I compared   our human catastrophic life environment  with their civilized 
and peaceful community and uttered  this impressive sentence at a 
monologue   : Mankind  Shall  Learn  Peaceful Coexistence From Animals .  
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 “ Weapons  Of Mass Destruction ”  In Iraq - An  
Absolute  Requirement Or  A Notorious  Political Duel ?  
 
 
July 16 , 2004  

 
 
 
Approximately , more than one  year after the elapse of  auspicious   
downfall of Saddam’s ferocious and  reactionary  royal  republic    in   Iraq , 
yet some “ BIG  AND  TALL “ birdbrain West European   politicians , who  
erroneously  assume  themselves    as an inarguable   token of utopian  
democracy in the world ,  are  hesitantly  scrupulous  about the  existence 
of mass destruction weaponry , in  Saddam’s  bloodcurdling  terrible 
arsenal  and sometimes , their  stupendous  approach , is   echoed  by 
other opportunity  exploiters of the West  Europe  arena   and Transatlantic  
election  campaigners  !   

 

Nowadays  , the  issue   of finding mass destruction weapons  in Iraq , has 
actually  transformed into a grotesque topic  and a delusive   ,  but  rotten  
trenchant sword  for playing  the  outdated   political  duel  and sometimes 
as an archaic  election   campaign  tool   . But  ,we are  confident   and  they  
themselves  know , too ;   that Saddam  himself was the most fatal and 
pernicious weapon of mass destruction in the human   history , who  
overshadows any  “ Weapon Of Mass Destruction “ .    

 

Here , as an epitome ,I only point out to a few instances  of   Saddam’s acts 
of  mass massacre , murder , carnage and      destruction , during decades 
of his illegitimate rule in Iraq , as an evidence  and testimony of my  above  
statement :  

 Barbaric chemical  bombardment of Halabja , which resulted in the 
death of around 5,000 Kurds as well as injury   and crippling   of 
thousands of them and a huge  infrastructural  and environmental  
devastation  of the region etc .  

 Anfal ( annihilating )  � tens of  thousands of Kurds systematically , 
including many Barzani and Faili Kurds etc .  

 Ruining    thousands of Kurdish villages .  
 Execution , torture and imprisoning   thousands of Kurds and other 

innocent Iraqis  .  
 Disappearance of thousands of Kurds and other immaculate            

Iraqis .  
 Chemical bombardment of Sardasht town  and Mariwan region  , in 

Iranian Kurdistan , which resulted in killing ,  injuring and paralyzing  
thousands of inhabitants, there  .  

 Military aggression  on neighboring Iran in 1980 , killing around one 
million people , paralyzing  thousands of Iranians  and  inflicting an 
enormous   general  destruction and damage .  

 Military intervention in  neighboring  Kuait  , occupying this sovereign 
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country and killing/imprisoning  thousands of people along with 
infliction of heavy losses  .  

 General eradication of democracy in Iraq and imposing the rule of  
terror and horror .  

 Total bankruptcy of Iraq economy and Iraqis’ life  .   
 

With regard to above terrible  unprecedented  crime records    , seeking for 
so called “ mass destruction weaponry ”  in Iraq , is looking like a  risible    
humor  and   strange  ridiculous   fun , created by political duelists !!! “ ;   
because   Saddam himself already was the most fatal weapon of mass 
destruction .  

 

From other hand , those impudent  Saddam sympathizers  consistently 
express  their readiness  to take part in the lucrative  reconstruction effort 
of Iraq . Now , one outstanding question is here :  “ If  Iraq is not  
destructed and demolished  ,  in what reconstruction process  they  will  
take   part ? “  .  

 

Certainly  ,  an extensive reconstruction effort shall be devoted to Halabja 
mustard-gas-bombarded  area , another to rebuilding the Kurdish 
depopulated villages and so on ; so , who caused this  mass  destruction 
catastrophes   ?    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXPLOSIVE LAND MINES AT  SARDASHT  AREA ,  A 
GREATER  THREAT  THAN  CHEMICAL  
BOMBARDMENT .  

 
Last week , I was invited to attend  the anniversary  of SARDASHT 
CHEMICAL BOMBARDMENT ,  which was carried out by Sadam”s   
despotic regime before .  
 
While at Sardasht town  ,  as a popular writer and poet ,  I  was welcomed 
by a vast majority  of population , for which I thank them cordially  . During  
my three day stay there  , I attended several gatherings  and NGO  
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meetings , in which I was delivering my speech  and we were talking about 
relevant issues of that  region,  with the people .  
 
Among many other serious  problems and obstacles , I realized that  now 
the issue of explosive land mines , which were  planted  there  , during  
Iran/Iraq    war , is far more dangerous and menacing , than that of 
respective chemical bombardment , because  the serious chemical  
bombardment  was occurred once , but  danger of land mines is a daily  
dangerous  realistic  story   .   For example , they showed a teenage  boy 
shepherd to us , that he was crippled by  passing  over  a  land mine  
recently ; and both his lower members were semi  amputated . Of course 
this case was not  alone  , rather hundreds of such catastrophic  cases  
were happened in last 20 years and still it is continuing drastically .   
 
The people of Sardasht were expressing their utmost anxiousness ,  
regarding the presence of thousands  of  land mines ,  which  are still 
uncollected/undiffused  and are a big threat for  entire  population .  So ,  I   
like  to reflect their problem , to national and international community ,  in 
order to coordinate and mobilize a comprehensive  effort , for clearing  
those cursed mines ,  which  are considered as their  most  potential 
hidden foes  not only at Sardasht , but most  areas of Great Kurdistan .  
 
From other hand ,  I request  the people of the world , in particular  those 
who  are comparatively  effective in this field , to  launch a universal 
struggle against utilization of land mines , in any circumstance ,  condition 
, location  and  time  -  and for any reason .  
 
Looking forward for  a better world , without land mines .  
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DEAR Mr. KUFI  ANNAN ! DO YOU   RECOGNIZE   50 
MILLION  DEPRIVED   KURDS  AT ALL  ?  
 
Tehran , Aug. 8, 2004 .    
 

 
As per its explicit  fundamental   axiom ,  United  Nations Organization  ,  is  
a  cosmopolitan  multinational   organ   ,  institutionalized  principally   for   
actual recognizing ,  protection  and  realization  of  all   global  NATIONS’ 
rights  indiscriminately , without  focusing  and accentuated  emphasis   on   
their  race ,   religion ,  origin , etc   ; in such  a manner , that  an aborigine  
from  Australian   midland wild   bushes  ,  has  the same  equal  human   
rights  and privileges  of  a  senior     diplomat ,  originated  in Manhattan 
district  , New York  , USA .  

 
According to  irrefutable    sociopolitical   codes     ,  The Kurds  are  one  of   
significant  primeval   nations  of  the world ,  possessing  all    relevant  
defined  characteristics  and  particularities of  a genuine  potential  nation 
, which  include    (1)  a unified language ; (2)  a  special  culture;   (3)  an  
en bloc  father  land ,  and  (4)   a  reputable  glorious  history   ,  with an 
approximate  population of  50 million  ,  which  for     example , it  is  nearly 
100 times  bigger  than  the independent   Republic  Of  Malta , both  
demographically and  geographically  . In the meantime it is necessary to  
note , that from every 100 person  of the world population now , nearly  1 
person is a Kurd .  
 
As a schematic and  symmetric comparison ,  we  know  that  there are 
tens of Arab independent countries in the world , with same  qualitative  
particulars of  Kurds ,  i. e :  unified language ,  culture   ,    joint   
boundaries   and   historical  background   .  For these  Arabs , it was  
definitely  better to   have  only  a single  country  .  But  in  a big contrast ,  
surprisingly   there is no single  Kurd  independent  country  all over the   
world .   From other hand  ,  existence of an  independent  Kurd state is a 
vital prerequisite for  Kurds’  survival    ,  while existence  of so many  
different  small and big   monoracial and  monocultural   Arab countries , 
such as Lebanon , Syria ,  Iraq , Yaman , Qatar , Dubai , other   United Arab 
Emirates  satellite  mini  states ,  Bahrain , Kuwait  ,  Saudi Arabia , Libya  , 
Egypt  , Tunes , Morocco  and  other African Arab countries  , with  equal  
anthropological  particulars  , are  considered as  a   distinct source  of 
political instability  and  multilateral  confusion ,  which  not  only  
jeopardizes  the global  security ,  but it  is not in favor of the Arab world , 
too  .  
   
Simultaneously  ,  we ( Kurds ) , not only   possess  no  single independent 
state  on the entire glob  ,    as far as I  know  ,  the term  “ Kurd  and  
Kurdistan “ ,  is  not  registered  or even hinted implicitly in the United 
Nations  books , papers ,  annals,  registers  ,documents , etc  .  While the 
majority of Kurds  wish to have an independent country  , which  certainly  
it is  their  legitimate right .   
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Expectedly ,  this  grave   statelessness  circumstance  ,  has resulted in 
creation  of  tens of  formidable  catastrophic  tragedies    for Kurds ,  
which  are  culminated  by : 
 
1- Chemical Bombardment  of Halabja ,  that  is internationally  termed   as  
“ First Hiroshima  “  -   not  second .  
2- Mass   ethnic   massacre , torture , and imprisonment .  
3- Expulsion and  mandatory dislocation of millions of Kurdish  diaspora    , 
dispersed all over the world desperately  , as  political/humanitarian 
refugees and wanderers .  
4- Imposing   superfluous  bilateral  regional    wars  on them  , for example 
Iran/Iraq  war , in which  thousands of Kurds were killed , wounded  or   
made homeless  .  

5- Giving them the  irrelevant  title  of “ terrorist “  ,  in an  inequitable  
manner .  
6- Because Kurds have no Kurdish passport at all  , the  Kurdish Diaspora ,  
scattered  all over the world , are not officially recognized by  respective  
authorities  as Kurds . For example,  it has been said  , that  The United 
Nations Food Program , is distributing the food  ration  among  the Kurdish  
refugees ,  in the name of   Iraqis  (Arabs)   !!!  . This emphasizes , that  the 
Kurds are not even  entitled  to  be recognized as  refugees .   
7- Other  prominent dynamic threats to Kurds  , which  are  leading  to  their 
total  racial   cleansing  and  annihilation  , etc .  
 
As you know , an important chapter of the UN charter,  entitles   every 
NATION   and  each individual   of the world   ,  to  decide  on  the   form  
and  structure  of  their  fate  and destiny ,  so   the most  rational  and  
appropriate approach  for  treatment  of   this calamitous  tragedy   of the  
Kurds ,  is   to  establish  an  independent Great  Kurdistan Government ,  
comprising all  parts of this divided  nation ,  as  it  is  desired  by  an  
overwhelming majority of  all Kurds ,  already  .  
 
Dear Mr. Kufi Annan ! Do you know these tragic facts  ?  Do you recognize 
50  million  deprived  Kurds   at  all ?  So , what ?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

		

		

 

TURKEY  CONSIDERS  KRG  AS  NEXT   CYPRUS   
 
 
TEHRAN : OCTOBER 19, 2007 .  

 
 
 
This is an internationally  familiar  epigram  " History Repeats" . And now , 
we are at the challenge of such a dilemma crossroad  , concerning the 
eminent attack probability  or so called  aggressive  incursion  of Turkey, 
into Kurdistan Regional Government  ( KRG ) .  
 
As we remember , Turkey managed same unjustifiable  tactic  regarding 
Cyprus , which is an  independent island state in Mediterranean See  . At 
that  time  Turkey pretended  , that  in Northern Cyprus , there is a Turkish 
Minority and as they are under the extreme discrimination , depression  
and   tribulation of  Greece Majority of  South  Cyprus  population ,  which 
are  mostly   Greek,  it  is entitled to intrude and occupy  that part  of  North 
Cyprus  ; and did it over night by military  incursion  . When we were 
awakened next morning , we heard from  news medias   , that Turkish 
Military has occupied North Cyprus .  
 
It looks like the repetition of same  tragic drama ,  in case of KRG , 
exclusively   excited  by  fascistic approach and  expansionism  sadistic  
behavior  , mostly  for  confiscation and  occupation of Kerkuk  oil fields  , 
which is  for long time , a  nightmare  dream of Turkey  .  
 
Turkey  introduces  four  major  reasons  for  its intention :  
 

1- He claims , that PKK  groups are located at KRG region .  While  
unfortunately Turkey itself has  some   military  bases  , at KRG  
region , too . 

 
2- Says , in ( KRG ) there are Turkish minorities and this is a right of  

Turkey, to intervene there . If that is justified , instead of 200,000 
Turkmans  at KRG , which are treated very humanely/friendly  by  
Kurds  ;  in Turkey (TURKLAND) , there are around 20 million 
depressed Kurds  . So ,  is   KRG  authorized to intervene  in  Turkey 
, too ?  

 
3- Any group , who emigrates or flees  from his/her homeland in fear of 

political  prosecution , if  crossed the boarder and settled in another  
country , will  be immune  and no government is authorized to cross 
the boarder to prosecute them . There are many examples of this 
circumstance ,  all over the world .  

 
4- If Turkey is interested in prosecution of PKK ,  nearly  20 million 

Kurds in Turkey are either PKK or are  its affiliates/sympathizers . So 
, he first shall complete his goal inside Turkey , then begin  its  
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operation outside its  borders .  
 
Based on above explications , it seems that Turkey has a similar plan , like 
that of Cyprus in KRG , to  occupy and adjoin it to present Turkey , other  
raised  motives are only false military  tricks   .  
 
Conclusion : 
 
If UN , Security Council , EU , USA  and other international bodies  do not 
stop and punish Turkey severely , it  starts  implement  genocide on  
others like Armenians  and  try to re-occupy some other   regions , which 
were formerly under the corrupt  realm of Ottomans  Caliphate  , who were  
their  genetic predecessors and  grand children of Genghis Khan , the 
Mongolian   race  brutal  killer  .  If Turkey  was able in performing  its  plan 
, other  Kurdish leaders at KRG , will find same fate of Leader Ojalan  in 
Immraly !!! , so they must  struggle  aggressively  to safeguard  their  
nation , including themselves , I am sure  all the people  of the world   and  
5o million Kurds,   support them ,  ( except  sadists and dictators ) .  
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

A Recommendation   For My Kurdish Compatriots Of 
Occupied Kurdistan In Turkey . 
 
 
Tehran – June 24  , 2008  
 
 
As we are aware  , almost the  leading  important national rights and 
identity labels  are  : Language , Culture and  Names . For example , French 
people are speaking in French , have French culture and  mostly give  
French names to their children ; and this practice is prevailing all over the 
globe .  
 
But due to Turkish  government's fascism policy , among many other 
legitimate rights , three above rights have been  confiscated in north 
Kurdistan , occupied by Turkey . As it is known all over the globe , they 
repeat  a ridiculous claim and say " Kurds are mountainous Turks  !!! " , if  
this joke  is rational and justified , Turks are mountainous Arabs , too ; 
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because for centuries it was the epicenter of Islamic Ottoman  Caliphate . 
Or Kurdistan Turkmans are Plain(desert ) Kurds .   
 
Under approximately this half millennium pressure and despotism by 
Ottomans and their post modern quasi Kamalist  caliphs , like Erdogan  , 
Gol  etc  , three above Kurdish national identities have been forbidden or 
weakened  .  
 
Consequently , using Kurdish Language , Culture  and Names have  sever  
restrictions there .  
 
For example ,  despite serious struggle of my Kurdish compatriots there , 
which is highly appreciated by human community , still some Kurds are 
not allowed to use Kurdish , Kurdish cultural issues  and give Kurdish 
names to their children . Language and cultural issues restrictions in 
Turkey  for Kurds  are so clear and familiar for  most of the people , they do 
not need to mention any example . But I point out to name of Turkish Kurds 
!!!!.  For example you can hear many names such as : Demir , Aslan  , 
Changiz  and thousands of first and family names in Turkish , but rarely 
you can hear a Kurdish name , such as Roonak  , Khebat  , Rizgar etc or 
their Kirmanj dialect equivalents if any  .  
 
So , for  this social pathology , I provide   this proposal , which has been 
already successfully performed in other parts of great Kurdistan and had 
positive output . 
 

1- At present situation , everyone teach Kurdish to their children at 
home.  

2- They preserve Kurdish culture ( ceremonies and behaviors etc ) 
underground  .  

3- Give Kurdish names to all their children , in a de facto manner . 
 
PS: Kurds are peaceful and friendly people , fond of peaceful coexistence ;  
they highly  respect all other nations rights , and have same humanitarian  
expectation from all , in particular  their neighbors .    
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KURDS  CONTINUOUS   BOYCOTT    IN  OLYMPICS   
 
Sept . 8, 2004  

 
 
 
At the global level , Olympics Games  event  is   considered  as  an  
unquestionable historic athletic  reunion ,   for  enhancement  of   universal   
friendship , equality  and  multilateral understanding  . 
 
And it is the legitimate right of all nations of the world , without  any type of 
ridiculous discrimination ,  to participate in Olympics  and  enjoy  their  
appropriate share ,  there .  

 
But with much  regret ,  even in this athletic  international arena ,  similar to 
“ United Nations membership  and other  fields” ,  Kurds  are  severely  
boycotted  and consequently  deprived from their  rights . The name of  
around  50 million Kurds was missing  , deleted  and  disappeared  in 
Olympic 04  festival , as previous years   . If one Kurd has participated 
indirectly in these magnificent games ,  he  is  surprisingly   disguised as a 
Turk , Persian (Fars)   , Arab etc, because the name of  Kurd  is  
metaphorically boycotted  there ; while   participation in Olympics  does 
not depend entirely on having full independence , because as you know  , 
Scottish  team  etc,   are  participating  usually   under their own separate  
national banner  .   
 
 
Now , I  provide you  with a  very  strange ,  but  real story  :      
 
Once ; unexpectedly I was viewing a TV athletic   championship   event 
from  Peoples Republic Of China . It was a serious boxing    competition , 
between a Kurd from Turkey and an  boxer   from  Thailand   . When  
Chinese TV reporter  , was  reporting on   the Kurd  athlete for his  
achievement  etc ,  he was shouting : “  Hi !  Now the Turk boxer  is beating 
the Thai  boxer  severely  and .. ” .While  this false statement resulted in  
my severe indignation   ,  I  was  shouting  in  a serious  manner :  Hi man  !  
he is not a Turk at all !  , he is a Kurd  and even  unjustifiably , some Turks  
look  at  him  as  a  dangerous foe and malignant    parasite  !!! , which  this 
act is considered as  “A  Hideous  Distortion  Of   Facts” .     
 
From other hand , unjustified and continuous horrible discrimination rules  
against  Kurds , in Olympic Games ,  is expected to be amended  by 
Olympic authorities and  followed up  by  local Kurdish  officials   .      
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KURDS   SHALL   NOT   SACRIFICE    THER  FATE  ON  
PALESTNIAN  ALTAR .   
 
Tehran – Nov  5 ,    2005 .  

 
 
At the very  commencement of   third� millennium  A. D ( anno domini )  ,  in 
order to cope the  circumstances with national interests  of  respective 
nations  , the  pattern  of  international  relation  formulas  , are  either  
thoroughly  altered  or  absolutely   modified .    
 
The Kurdish  nation , as a significant  de facto , but  factual  member of 
global community , either shall orientate and coordinate himself with those  
vital  developments ,  or continue to suffer drastically,  from adopting 
obsolete , odd   and unnecessary  attitudes .  
 
One of these strange and outdated adopted   attitudes , is the eminent and 
unconditional   support  for  Palestinian cause  , against Israel ,  only  for 
Islamic  religious reasons  , which in fact it  does not cope with present  
Kurdish national interests  either .  
 
As  a  rational reasoning  for this  view  of mine  ,  I ask you  this     
question  :  “ If  today , the Kurdish independence issue  is referred to UN , 
for evaluation  and  subsequent  approval by its members  - is Israel  
supporting the Kurds or    Palestinians  ?”  . I  am sure , that  Israel does  it 
, because Israelis have many common grounds and interests with   Kurds , 
one  of which  is  the  practical  affiliation  of  both  nations  to  Western  
Camp ,  but Palestinians do not have any , so they  do not  vote in our favor  
and do not care about our Islamic  nature  .   Certainly , Arab world ,  Arab  
League ,  Kurdistan  occupiers  and even the Non-Western  block powers  ,  
such as Russia and China , will vote against the Kurdish case in UN or at 
the best , they  stay  abstain  .  
 
So , if we consider ourselves as a nation , whom  has  its own  
heterogeneous particular  interests and  perspectives  , we shall not repeat 
the traditional  irrelevant old slogans , like  an  obsolete  parrot  .  
 
Religion is a private and internal human metaphysical  art  ,  which   shall 
be respected  mutually on all  levels ,  but it shall not interfere with vital 
issues  such as  international relations , national interests and other 
significant  parameters  , and must not  encourage  us to support  anyone , 
at any place  , just  for the sake of our common  religion  and  nothing  else  
. 
 
Kurds shall not  sacrifice their fate , on Palestinian   altar ,  particularly   in   
Iraq  - with Iraqi Arabs  -   which   this act  is   considered as a  national 
suicide for � nothing  ,  either  by  practice  or  by   empty  routine   slogans   
.  Arabs belong to Arab World , but  Kurds  pertain to KURD  WORLD .    
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Kurdistan Reunification Task  
 
July 23, 2008 

 
 
As you  may  know , greater Kurdistan  territory   was for centuries  an  
extensive vast  colony , almost under   corrupt Islamic Abbasid  and 
Ottoman  (Caliphate) Empire  sovereignties , which was  fragmented and 
divided ultimately  among several countries in the political  Big Bang of 
first world war . At this political Big Bang , which resulted in  Ottoman 
Empire's total collapse and formation of several independent  governments    
like Balkan states , Turkey , Iraq , Syria and many other countries ,  instead 
of establishing a Kurdish independent  state , which nearly is 5 times 
greater   than Syria, it was mostly divided between those states , which 
were formed  from fragments of  torn Ottoman political body , such as 
Turkey , Iraq ,  Syria   , as well as Iran and Armenia (Note :  those parts 
which are divided among Iran and Armenia , sometimes  were alternatively 
under Ottoman occupation and some times were a place of dispute , 
between Ottomans from one side and Iran/Russia regimes  from other side  
. In the meantime , during Ottoman regime's barbaric   reign  , in many 
parts of greater Kurdistan , local Kurdish Rulers were administering  their 
district  as a partial  de facto  confederation  efficiently .    
 
Greater Kurdistan consists of a geographically attached and compact  
region  , with around 50 million Kurdish inhabitants , having a distinct and 
special  history , language , culture , behavior and an ardent common  
aspiration   to have their own independent state . To ascertain  this 
expression and  theme   , we shall point out to this fact , that at any part of 
divided Kurdistan , when central occupying  regimes become weak , 
paralyzed  and crippled  , immediately the Kurds begin to claim their right 
of independence and start a peaceful  extensive  democratic  movement   . 
We have experienced this fact  in Iraq ,   Iran , Turkey  etc , several times  
before . But  later when  central governments revitalize and regain previous 
energy  ,  direct Kurdish  democratic movements  towards a bias situation   
and transform it into a sanguine suppression of them  . To verify  this 
Kurdish aspiration of independence , based on  its charter,  UN can deploy 
a fact finding  mission  to make a referendum  in greater Kurdistan  and 
discover  the realty  . Because Kurds are a NATION  of around 50 million 
and  United NATIONS , is United NATIONS , not United GOVERNMENTS !!! , 
so this is its task and obligation .  
 
In fact we can compare ex Germany with contemporary greater Kurdistan . 
As you know , in second world  war , Germany was divided among USA , 
Britain , France and Soviet Union  ; exactly  like present Kurdistan and a 
partition wall was constructed between West & East Berlin similar to 
present artificial boundaries which are unjustifiably drawn between 
Kurdish divided regions   . For decades ,  Germany was divided in this 
catastrophic manner , similar to Kurdistan , but due to international 
supportive attitude and German people's strong  endeavour  , the Berlin  
Wall  was demolished bravely   ; then  two divided parts of Germany were 
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reunified  . In addition to Germany , in last one hundred years , more than 
100 countries got their independence , for example many African colonial 
countries, some Common Wealth members , for example India , 
Bangladesh , Pakistan , remains of Ottoman , Soviet Union  and Yugoslavia 
Regimes  etc  .   The last land , which declared his legitimate independence  
was Kosovo . So , this independent  process  is practical and  has no kind 
of problem at all . .  
 
Now in order to maintain peace in Middle East , establish stability and 
justice , same process shall be carried out by UN and other international 
responsible bodies  , backed by super   powers support and Kurds' own 
perseverant  multilateral serious effort ,to realize the Kurdistan 
Reunification Task  , which will help effectively , in maintaining  peace and 
stability of Middle East   and the  total globe . There is no other  alternative , 
at all   . This is a reunification   emancipation process  , not a separatism 
movement .  
 
PS: 
Kurds have proved to be a  peaceful nation  , fond of friendship and 
humanitarian lovely moral coexistence .They shall not be deprived from 
their legitimate  rights ; such deprivations   result  in deterrent outcomes ,  
as before  ; which is not in favor of world peace and tranquility .     
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Saddam's  Execution   versus  Life   Imprisonment ? 
 

Tehran -  15.11.2006 

 
 
As the entire world knows , now the most ferocious and malignant  tyrant 
of contemporary history , Saddam  Hussein , the ex  Arab  president of Iraq 
, is in jail  and faces a complicated judiciary  hearing  , in  the court .  He is 
incriminated for genocide , mass killing  and  heterogeneous  torture  etc , 
in particular  against  Kurds . 
 
There are many different points of views , about the future fate of Saddam 
and what shall be the best verdict for this  cursed  prisoner  of  inhuman  
crimes ?  
 
Certainly there are different  choices  , from different perspectives .  But my 
Kurdish option  in this regard is as follows :   
 
Since as a Kurdish typical  individual ,  am a  diligent enthusiast of   pardon   
, humanitarian interaction and  amicable  relationship  ,  I think  Sadam's  
execution  is  only the easiest  and  most straight  forward  way , but not 
the best alternative  so far .   
 
 
 
 
 
My motivation  :  
 

• If  Saddam is executed , he will  leave the memories  of  all his past 
frightful crimes and consequently , this act  is the most pleasant gift  
for him . 

 

• If executed , all  his  respective  secrets  and  hidden memories  will 
be wiped out  and  there is no further access to   them  , for further  
retrieval . 

 

• If he is  executed , he will be relieved  from all  anxieties  of  his               
{ inactive}  instinctive  conscience .   

 

• By non execution of Saddam , we show to all  the world  , that we are 
not  revenge  takers and  harsh  people , rather we are a nice , gentle  
and  kind  people, who despite centuries of foreign multilateral 
oppression , we still are endowing  grace  and   genuine fraternity , 
even to our worst enemies  .  

 
Conclusion :  
The best verdict is life imprisonment , not execution . 
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ECONOMIC  SANCTIONS ,  AN OUTDATED    PENALTY  
AGISNTS  WHOM ? 
 
Sept 29, 2004 . 

 
At  perplexed  international diplomatic  arena  , at   least in last recent 
decades , the economic sanction has been used  by  some world’s  
preeminent  powers , as a  penalty  against undemocratic and/or  tyrant 
regional governments , in an attempt to exert some kind of pressure  , for 
subduing them to : 

 

1- Stop  or  lessen   oppression    and   awful  exploitation   of  their  
respective  people. 

2- Avoid violation of international  and humanitarian de facto and de jour 
standards . 

3-  Respect multilateral  rights etc .  

 

But catastrophically , in most cases , this  paradiplomatic  obsolete and 
passive weaponry  ,  is precisely targeting the interests and fates  of the 
ordinary oppressed  population of those  countries , rather than the 
members of that oppressing   government and  its  rulers ;  i . e  such 
sanctions  ,  in  that respective country (s)   results  in  or   aggravates  the   
: 

 

1- Inflation .  
2- Unemployment .  
3- Scarcity of goods and services ;  or  formidable  famines .  
4- Illness ;  and in some  tragic circumstances , epidemic outbreak  of 

perilous diseases.  
5- Economic recession  , etc .   

 

 

While , from other hand , the  high ranking authorities  of those sanctioned    
countries , its high level  officials and decision makers , have a 
multipurpose  strong personal and familial  immunity  shield  ,  against the 
negative impacts of such  kind of expected sanctions  etc  . 

 

In other words ,  those kind of sanctions ,  only deteriorate  and jeopardize 
the living conditions of those people , which in most cases are against 
their  despotic  and undemocratic government rulers .  

 

From other hand , even some  regressive authorities of such  countries ,  
may  prefer  their people to be in a more miserable condition , in order to 
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paralyze their opposition capacity  and subsequently to prolong their own 
authoritative  ruling life cycle , more and more  .  

 

So , economic sanction  is not a  bothering and worrying penalty  for such  
authorities  at all , because their individual life will not be affected seriously 
by sanction’s  negative impacts ; rather  it is a tool against the  ordinary  
people and  innocent  population of such countries .  

 

History tells us : “ In most circumstances  , the effective  and  justifiable 
life of economic sanctions , is  already  expired  and outdated “ .    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SARDASHT CHEMICAL BOMBARDMENT(The Third 
Hiroshima ). 
 
Tehran, 28.02.2003 

 
 
         
            Sardasht is a comparatively small  town, located between Baneh, 
Mahabad and Piranshahr , at the western boarder of Iran. Sardasht is a 
pure kurdish town . 
 
            During Iran/Iraq war, Iraqi planes bombarded this town on  
28.06.1987 , by mustard gas and other poisonous  materials ferociously. 
 
            For this barbarous chemical bombardment, Sardast is referred to by 
some analysts as third Hiroshima of the world . But unfortunately , as this 
catastrophe is not publicized in the world, on a necessary scale ; most of 
the people do not know too much about it . 
 
            Now, at this critical moment of history, when the world community 
is preparing himself, to punish Saddam regime for such crimes against 
humanity and to exterminate his dangerous existence , I provide a brief 
account of this sad and continuous tragedy of Kurdish people in Sardasht  
.I hope, the world competent authorities , would attach this concise paper 
to Saddam's negative file, for taking due action  , in this regard . 
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           As it is indicted by observers and Sardasht population themselves 
,in addition to other extraordinary sufferings ,  this chemical bombardment, 
resulted  in the following catastrophes :  
 

1-  Dead : 200 persons. For example, from Vahidi family alone, 9 
persons    were died or injured .Ms.Parvin Vahidi was under medical 
treatment in Germany. 

2-  Injured : 10,000 persons, which some were sent abroad for medial 
treatment and still some of them are at Iran hospitals. Some are 
paralyzed or crippled ,at all .  

3-  Deterrent effect on buildings and city facilities .  
4-  Severe damage to city infrastructure . 
5-  Ever lasting damage  to animal , plantation and ecosystem 

environment.  
In such an extent, which even now, every year many people are die  
from it  and more are affected by unknown mysterious diseases . 

 
       On 17.01.2003, a seminar was held on this occasion  , in Tehran , at 
Ayneh Hall, in Shash-e-Bahman Complex , by Tehran Kurd Society                
(KKT )and Committee For Helping Those Which Are suffering from 
Sardasht Chemical Bombardment , in which many intellectuals , MPs  etc   
gave their speech , in the commemoration of this tragedy.  
 
       One of my poems in English " Defenseless Kurdish Girl " , which  I 
present it to all my oppressed compatriots : 
 
Embracing the phantom of gentle sensations, 
Her heart is knitting  the silky dreams , 
Defenseless against rebellious nature , 
In chilling Jack Frost and hot sun beams .          
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POLITICAL “ SEPARATISM “  IS  A  CURATIVE  
MEDICINE .  
 
Tehran - Nov  8 , 2004. 

 
 

Nowadays  , there are many  diplomatic and/or political  terms  and 
expressions , which are misinterpreted   by  the old   tools of  outdated 
traditional   terminology . But ,  when  we retrieve  and   reprocess  them  
by modern  high precision   microprocessors of our common  sense  , we  
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realize that   their  high  positive  advantages  , dramatically  override   their  
minute  negative  ones . 

 
A typical   exemplification of  such terms , is the word “ SEPARATISM “ , 
which it  is more linguistically applied to the advocators  and/or admirers  
of  doctrine or  belief of political  separatism   , who  for some rational  and 
necessary reason (reasons)  , are seeking  a  political devolution  , or  
rather an ultimate complete disintegration of a particular  region  of a 
country , from  whole of  its  mainland  structure  .  

 

For political misuse , those fanatic  circles  who  exert  some kind of  short 
distance new colonialism  ;  in order to  protect and preserve  their  new 
colonial role  ,  secure integration of such an empire   and continue the 
exploitation of those people ,  who are living in such quasi   colonial 
districts , have malignantly  specified the word  “ SEPARATISM”  and 
devolution of their  colonies , as a mischief ,  treachery or rather a   crime , 
while  in general , “ SEPARATISM “ , is  authenticated  and duly endorsed  
by United Nations’ Charter , which  in most circumstances , based on the 
will of  respective population’s majority of  those areas,  who seek 
separation from a mainland  ;  “ SEPARATISM “ is the only viable ,  
appropriate  and practical alternative .  

 

For example , only in 20th century , in accordance  with the  definite 
prerequisite of respective  situations , the following  independent countries  
have necessarily  separated  from their  main lands :  

 

Alabania , Bulgaria , Hungry , Rumania , Turkey , Jordan , Lebanon , Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia , Syria  , Palestine , Israel   and many other  sovereign 
countries are disintegrated from the Otoman Empire .  Ukraine , Azerbaijan, 
Tajikistan , Kirkizistan , Georgia , Uzbekstan  , Turkemenstan , Kazakistan  
and many other countries have been separated  from ex  USSR .  
Yugoslavia have been disintegrated into  a few   countries .  Present India  
as well as Pakistan  and Bangladesh are separated from mainland of     
India ,etc.  

 

Not to mention tens of  countries , who got independence from their 
respective European colonial empires , in Africa , Asia ,  South America  
and so on  diligently  .  

 

When we study these cases of separation carefully  , we rarely find   a 
negative subsequent  result  in these disintegration processes  . Consider,  
for example , if still all of the quasi colonies of  backward Ottoman Empire 
were  under such a  fanatic , satanic and barbarian rule of government , 
what would happen  to those hopeless  people  ? How those  blindfolded  
shortsighted caliphs , could manage such a heterogeneous  and 
sophisticated society efficiently , who practice dozens of cultures , 
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religions , behaviors , mentalities and so on, including  their respective 
different subtitles and sub-subtitles  ?  

 

Now , still  this  potential  trend   is  dynamically  continuing   . There are 
many countries of  heterogenous  natures , such as  India , China , Belgium 
, Spain , Great Britain { not England } , Iran , Turkey , Iraq , Syria , Armenia  
and many other states , where ultimately a serious political disintegration 
is a must . This  is  already an established  law in     politics  .  

 

In many contemporary political  pathologies , “ SEPARATISM “ is  the only 
prescribed  effective  curative   medicine - it is not a  paganism   sin . This 
is the  natural  passage  of   history .      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seven  DOs and seven  DO NOTs for success of the 
Kurds ! 
 
 
A - DOs : 
 
1- Love Kurdistan and all the Kurds .                      

1- Seek  independence for Kurdistan . 
2- Keep unity .  
3- Get specialized in a job. 
4- Learn Kurdish language efficiently. 
5- Think, then act accordingly . 
6- Work very hard and precisely . 
7- Include women in Kurdish society . 

 
 
 
B- DO NOTs: 
 

1- Do not follow the egoism principle .  
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2- Do not believe anyone  ,unless you realize ,that he or she is telling 
the truth .  

3- Do not decide , when you are nervous . 
4- Do not leave Kurdistan .                                 
5- Do not overlook any single item of interest  . 
6- Do not be jealous . 
7- Do not prefer your own interest to social interest .  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SMALL  IS  BEAUTIFUL !  
 
Aug 17, 2004  

 
As  a substantial  instinctive  axiom  ,  commencing    from  infantile  age ,   
human  beings  cherish    and  sometimes    praise  small  objects  cordially  
;   while   in  most  cases,   they  abhor    and   even    hate   gigantic   things 
.    
 
For example  , categorically  a small  12 month   darling  baby  is  more  
beautiful  than a big , tall  and fatty old man  in his eighties  ;  or  a   small  
train-shape   toy ,  is  prettier   than    a  huge   cargo  wagon  . 
Schematically  , again   a small   concise  modern   village  is far more  
beautiful   than a big  modern  city of 10  million  crowded  inhabitants and  
in addition ,  a small company  is  more  exquisite   than a  multinational 
giant cartel  or  conglomerate  .  This hypothesis is also metaphorically  
expressed  by  some  global intellectuals  and  philosophers such as 
Buddha ,  Mahatma Gandhi and  E .F . Schumacher  ( German  American  
writer  in  his famous work) .                  
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As a more relevant and orientated  symmetric analogy   ,  there is  no doubt 
, that   smaller  countries  such as  Switzerland  ,  Dubai , Qatar   , Bahrain , 
Cyprus  and  Monaco  etc,    are  almost administered  and  managed  more  
efficiently   ,  than for example ,  big  Indian  quasi ( sub )   continent   
country  or colossal    Peoples Republic  Of China   .  Consequently  ,   
small countries   will  be  and are more  manageable    , prosperous   and   
beautiful  in  practice than  big ones  .   
 
From other hand , there are   comparatively larger countries  such as Iran , 
Iraq  , Turkey  Pakistan  ,  Sudan  ,  Russia   etc  in  the world  , which  are  
formed  some how  in a  formidable  Political  BIG     BANG collision ,  
formulated   by  that  time’s   super   powers  ,  with  multiethnic   and   
heteromorphic   characteristics ,  which due to their  vast  extent  of  
surface area ,  racial   divergence ,  climatic discrepancy  ,  sociopolitical  
differences    ,  traditional  and  religious    challenges ,  improper  and  
unsuitable  political  administration  ,  multiform    apartheid  and  
segregation issues  etc ,  they have not undergone an  expected  and 
appropriate  multilateral   development process  .  In  result ,  they are  
desperately    kept backward  -  comparatively  poor and   miserable   .   
 
 
Now  , after  diagnosing   this  miserable  global   complication as  analyzed  
above ,      I herein introduce  the  most   appropriate    remedy  for this  
social  calamity    , in order to enable us to  fix  or at least to ameliorate   its  
respective  negative impacts .   
 
 
First of all ,  we  select  a country  like  a  paradigm  , which in this case it is 
“ Iraq “ . This country ,  with  an approximate  surface area   and  
population of   20 times more  than   Dubai  ,  enjoys  a  far lower  standard  
of living , less   actual  per capita   income  ,  little   economic  and  
commercial  growth  etc  plus a  half-century-old     disorder , successive  
coups  and  terrible  genocide  actions , which it is  even  in process   right 
now in a catastrophic  manner  and certainly  will continue in future , if  it is 
not fixed  decisively   .   While  , both countries  ( Dubai and  Iraq)    are  oil 
producers ,  situated at the same proximate geographical location , 
devoted to Islam  religion , are members  of so called “ Arab World “ and 
share more common factors ,   except  “Small “   and  “Big”    attributes  , i. 
e  Iraq is  far  bigger ,   and Dubai  is  too  small  .   
 
 
Why a big country is not successful ? 
 
Iraq consists of at least  three  macro    nationalities  :  Respectively  Arabs 
,   Kurds  and Turkamns  besides  other  ethnic  micro  minorities  such as 
Assyrians , Chaldeans  etc  .   This country  consists of different climates  :  
Dry  and moderate ;   mountainous  and  plain   ;  desert  and  marshland  ,     
etc .   In Iraq ,   there  are different  significant  religions and sects , such as  
Shiite & Sunni  (Islam )  ,  Christian ,  Jewish  ,           Zoroastrian     ,  Izadi ,  
Kakayi (Ahle-e-Haq)     etc  .  Consequently  proper   administration   of 
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such a  heterogeneous  mess  collection   , with such varieties  of 
languages , religious and  sectarian   cultures ,  is  only  a  romantic  dream  
, not  an actual  realization    .  And   the most    important point is  :   with 
such  big  extent of land ( compared with Dubai) )  ,   based on a central 
planning in Baghdad , how one can manage such  a  strange   society  
efficiently ?  .  A  single  unique  central planning and  regulations  for  all  
present   Iraq ,  designed  and directed remotely  and theoretically   from 
Baghdad ,  does  not  match  the   reality,   rather it looks   like  a  physician 
,  sitting in Baghdad  and writing  same uniform prescriptions   for  millions 
of  Iraqis   ,  who  are  infected  with  different  social viruses  and   
illnesses  propagated  by    SADDAM   HUSSEIN   . For sure, none  would 
be cured  in this treatment and   such a system  is not working at all  . Note 
: If you  argue  that there are  big successful countries in the  world  such 
as USA  ,  I  remind  that  this country   is not managed as a single big 
country , rather it is administered  as more than 50 small  autonomous  
individual  states .   
 
To remedy  this chronic malady in Iraq  and other similar countries ,  we 
must  forget about the illusive and  misleading  term  of  so called “ 
territorial integrity “ . And   instead  of such a  big  heterogeneous  
unmanageable country , it is quite  advisable  to  reshuffle  it  , in at  least 
three independent  countries  such as  Southern Iraq ( Arab Shiites )   , 
Northern  Iraq  ( Arab Sunnis)    and  Kurdistan ;   and  to disintegrate it  in 
same  similar  way ,   which   was  pioneered   by  Mr.  Gurbachev  in ex 
Soviet Union . 
 
This auspicious disintegration is in favor of all  Iraqis . In the meantime ,  
same   formula  matches  for  other   similar  bigger   countries , too  .  Let 
us replace  obsolete  preconception  of such a  ridiculous  and  malignant  
“   territorial integrity”   , with  the   nice  virtual requirement  , which  
consists of   universal  peaceful   coexistence  , sisterhood  and 
brotherhood .      
 
Yes , Small is  Beautiful ! but  we shall be  brave enough , to cut   the   
obsolete  behavioral     curtains  by  sharp blade of  wisdom   and 
intellectualism    , in  order to enjoy   the bright and promising horizon of 
human life   .  
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Some Hints Abut The Kurds In Syria    
 
Friday, 06 March 2009  

 
 As you observe in the some maps , Kurdistan is shown  as  divided 
between Turkey , Iran , Iraq , Syria and Armenia , i.e it is 5 parts  . Most 
of us know , in former Soviet Union , there was a small Kurdish 
Republic , called Red Kurdistan , which its formal map is at my  
disposal ,that map has been  duly  authenticated by ex Soviet Union 
authorities ( I published it in a previous article in medias )  .  

But unfortunately due to complicated  political gambling and negligence 
of Kurds over there themselves, now this part of Kurdistan , which 
according to size parameter , was referred to as fifth part of Kurdistan , 
is almost disappeared at a nebula of tricky events . Even in 
fragmentation of Soviet Union , this part was completely erased from the 
geographical   maps and surprisingly  ignored . While nearly more than 
80 federal districts were created and a dozen of states got their 
independence after the unexpected  collapse of Soviet Union . A lot of 
present federal districts of Russian Federation  , are more smaller than 
disappeared Red Kurdistan !!!.  

This was the miserable  history of fifth part of Kurdistan ,which little 
attention is paid to it by global  and even Kurdish community worldwide. 
Now ,by reading this sad actual  anecdote, man becomes extremely 
anxious about the present fourth part of Kurdistan , which is under 
Syrian government's control . Because we observe the Kurds , are 
almost ignored and suppressed there as an ethnic minority etc  , in 
particular I refer to Qamishloo catastrophic conflict and confrontation a 
few years ago .  

This writing is a humanitarian stance and does not express any 
expression  of  Arab resentment or dislike by Kurds  . Rather ,  Kurds 
respect and love their Arab neighbors in Syria diligently , but in the 
meantime are seriously  looking to practice  their rights and to  preserve 
their ethnic existence , in order to avoid  approximate annihilation and 
extermination, as has been experienced  by  their Kurdish compatriots 
in the fifth part of Kurdistan , at ex Soviet Union . Nevertheless , Syrian 
Kurds must stay at smart alert condition .  
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SUICIDE   TERRORIST   AND   HIS    INCENTIVE  
 
 
Aug 18, 2004� 

 
 
The current  prodigious   conflict in Iraq , has  surprisingly   refuted  many 
human  ordinary interaction  practices  , and  opened  new  bizarre  
windows , for planners of  various security  issues , to remodel  their  
respective plans and coordinate themselves with new dangerous 
circumstances  accordingly .    
 
One of these points is "Suicide  Terror " , which is considered as an 
unprecedented  and unforeseen   action in  assassination  , security  
issues  and  so on .  In fact , classically  little attention was  focused on 
suicide    terrorism  , when  security planners ,  were  making   their  
protection and  safeguard      plans  ;  because  normally   there  is a  very  
low  probability  for a person , to perish  himself  , for killing  others  .    
 
Now   Iraq , in particular the  central Arab populated  areas  , has changed 
into a notorious pool of innocents  blood , which mostly is caused by 
suicide terrorism operations. Suicide murdering  is a very difficult attack to 
prevent or defuse it  , because  how one can know who intends to explode  
himself ?!   Classic ordinary assassination  intentions and such fatal 
attacks are in most cases  preventable and detectable , but suicide ones 
are not .  
 
With regard to above mentioned explications , another important issue is 
emerging , which is to discover  the incentive of suicide  terrorist   . What is 
the motivation and impetus   of a person , who kills himself to slaughter  
others ? By many justifications  and motives , it can be mostly a 
metaphysical drive  instead of  physical one  . That is , by physical 
standards it is unjustifiable for a person , to terminate others lives , by 
killing  himself .  
 
So, we can relate suicide terrorism to metaphysical justifications  , 
because for a metaphysically dedicated person   , the world will not 
terminate by death ; rather  the soul will be reanimated  and enhances if he 
is  martyred  . By this ,  we can say : those who make suicide attacks , 
mostly  are metaphysically   devoted   people or religious fundamentalists 
who consider the foreign forces in Iraq  as devils  ,and  who are already 
brain washed and prepared for suicide terror , hoping  they  enter  the 
paradise  immediately after martyrdom , receive a decorated elegant castle 
, in which they start to drink nectar and make heavenly loves  with 72  
virgin  fairy  nymphs at green grass  lawns . But in fact, by  this delirious   
illusion they are sacrificing the people of Iraq  and gaining nothing .  
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KURDISH  POPULATION  OF  TEHRAN  !   
 
 
Aug 18, 2004� 

 
As we know   ,   Tehran ,  Istanbul ,  Baghdad and  Damascus  ,  are among 
those heterogeneous  metropolitan cities of the world , which are  not  part 
of Great Kurdistan  ,  but   enormous   concentrations  of   genuine  Kurdish 
population are inhabiting  there  . As a very  rough   approximation ,  I  dare  
to pronounce honestly , that in  above mentioned  cities and their  
surrounding  outskirts  together  , at least  there are  five  million  Kurd  
residents .  
 
It is reasonably perceptible, that almost  the vast majority of above 
mentioned  Kurdish  nationals ,  have  emigrated  to this  capital  cities  , 
from the respective main Kurdistan areas  of    respective  country . For 
example ,   the Kurds who are residing in Tehran ,  have almost immigrated  
there   ,   from   main    Kurdland  (Kurdistan)   of  Iran .   
 
Main prime movers for this huge exodus emigration  from Kurdistan  ,  
which has schematically  continued   on a massive scale ,  from   the 
second half of 20th century  and  culminated  in the  first  half of  eighties   ,  
were  basically    consisting  of   following   points :  
 

1-  Additional  unempolyment  in  Kurdistan.  
2-  Relative low standard level of living .  
3-  Political prosecution  and harassment . 
4-  Relative low level of educational  and medical facilities .  
5- Relative lack of security .  
6- Lateral pressure exerted by neighboring Turks , especially in West 

Azerbayjan  Province .  
7-  Multilateral discrimination .  
8-  Racial  restrictions .  
9-  Indirect expulsion and exile .   
10- Poverty .  
11- General  problems  .  

 
 
Severely  affected by  above-mentioned  bothering  factors ,  most  of the  
Kurds  in Iran , were  forced to look for  other  alternatives ,  to  rescue 
themselves and their families  , in  seeking  survival refuge ,  at  their  only 
imaginative  utopia  of Tehran and to alleviate their  tribulations in this way 
.  
 
According to non-statistical rough estimations ,  the total number of Kurds 
in         Tehran and its scattered   outskirts , are around  2 million  (  20  
percent from a total population of 10 million )   ,  who  are considered as  
legitimate citizens  of this city  , with  expected   equal  multilateral  rights 
of living ?! . But unfortunately,  it is not so .  
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While in Tehran , for   example ,  there are  nearly  50  big and  major   
cultural houses(Farhangsara) etc, devoted to Persian  language programs , 
performances ,    concerts ,  seminars  , movies ,  shows  etc   ,  Kurds  
have no  single  special cultural house (Farhangsara)  or any  similar   
facilities  at all .  
 
 
But instead of expected  Kurdish cultural houses and  other proper            
arrangements , about 2 million Kurds in Tehran ,  have  rented a  small ,  
ruined  and   semi-demolished  old building from an  old woman ,  on their  
own   tiny  and insufficient   expenses  , with an approximate surface area 
of 200 m2 ,   which  is  so  ruinous ,   that it looks like  Uncle  Tom’s  Hut  ;    
and  Tehran Kurds have no other alternative , except   to perform  their  
Kurdish gatherings , sessions   etc  ( if any ) , in  this  superannuated  
shattered  old   small cottage  , without  any  necessary  equipment  and  
arrangements   , because  there are  little   national  and  governmental  
facilities   at their disposal   .   
 
These Kurds mostly  left  Kurdistan , to flee  from  some  kind of  general  
discrimination  , but  again they  are experiencing  it in Tehran  at cultural  
level , more  comprehensively  .      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOW  TO  PREVENT  TERRORISM  IN  KURDISTAN ?   
 
 
TEHRAN  - June 8,  2007 
 

As we know ,  Kurdistan Regional Government ( KRG) , from the time of 
terrorist operations  intensification -  after scandalized collapse of  
Saddam's notorious  regime   in   Iraq - ,was considered as a safe heaven 
and some type  of  utopia  or better to say " another Iraq" , in such a 
promising  way,  that a lot of people from Arab populated     areas , 
especially   from central and  southern Iraq , took  arbitrary   refuge there , 
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to save their     life . And for  foreign visitors , who were traveling to Iraq , 
Kurdistan was considered as a quiet and ideal  location , for business 
activities  , investment  , political missions , shopping and even recreation , 
in particular capital city of Erbil and Suleimanieh .  
 
But , unfortunately in recent  weeks , a  malicious  and threatening  wave of  
fatal terrorism has intruded into KRG , in which a lot of casualties were 
recorded   in Erbil , Makhmur  etc , which is a big and nasty alarm for 
security forces , to introduce and implement a m ore  efficient  plan , for  
prevention  or at least to  lessen  them , as " prevention  is better than  
curing " .     
 
For this purpose  and  realization of this goal  , I propose some 
preventive/precautionary  measures myself  , which  hope to be useful :  
 
1- To  forbid  all books , newspapers and publications , which encourages 
Islamic fundamentalist   and other acts of   terrorism . 
  
2- To  prevent any speaker , who advocates  and promotes Islamic 
terrorism , at any tribune .  
 
3- To prevent any open or  underground  propaganda/activities  by 
previous Ba'ath Party followers  at all . 
 
4- To check all human and machine traffics precisely and cautiously  , in 
Particular from North to south ( Note: In April 2007 , I was traveling from 
North of KRG  to     Suleimanieh , our car was not controlled  at all , even 
for one time .  
 
5- If any terrorist was  arrested ,  the police through  extensive 
investigation ,  shall try to find his/her network , colleagues , depots, 
warehouses etc and prosecute them .  
 
6- To publish books ,  articles  , publications and  media programs  , in 
which  ugliness of terrorist acts ,   be introduced and denounced .  
 
7- All international borders of the region , shall be strictly checked and 
controlled .    
 
8- Considerable  sums  be allocated for those,  who introduce terrorist 
bands and cliques and  their respective activities .  
 
9- To establish  a more  powerful  secret   police office  , to find the  
terrorist groups .    
 
10- To devise  strict  punishment , for those who hide , fund  or help 
terrorists .  
 
11- To follow and check any suspicious  activities seriously  .  
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12- To establish more  disciplined  checking points , at  KRG entry borders 
from  main land Iraq  etc , for a precise and thorough  control .  
 
13-  To establish  special teams , responsible  for  checking  the suspicious 
locations  . 
 
14- To devise secret listening devices ,  for monitoring the telephone and 
other communicational  conspiracy conversations  and messages   .  
  
15- To use the intelligence assistance  of more advanced countries , who 
are dynamically  a Kurdish friend ? .  
 
16 – To check those people , who are  suspicious from  physiognomy point 
of view . 
 
17- In the big cities , like Erbil , suleimanieh etc , buses and other public 
transport passengers  be asked for authentic  identity cards .  
 
18 – To  prosecute those who back the terrorist in their speeches and 
attitudes .  
 
19- To denounce  any terrorist activities culture .  
 
20 – To distribute leaflets , in which a directive shall be provided regarding 
terrorism and its preventive procedures  .  
 
21- To introduce the terrorists  , to public , by all medias such as TV etc,  
and to publish/broadcast their  live  pictures confessions .  
 
I hope by respecting the   above points  and  other respective  precautions  
,  acts of terrorism in    KRG , be eradicated  or at least  reduced to a  
minimum level . 
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MAN  AND   UNIVERSE  

{  A  HYPOTHESIS  INITIATED  BY  H . S.  SORAN  } 

Tehran – May 16  , 2005 

Hypothesis  :  

INTRODUCTION :  

While nowadays , the  intellectual  human being   hoists  the  prestigious  
victory  banner of science  and  technology ,  above  the highest  apex  of  
contemporary  historical   heights , and  while  the development  rhythm of  
modern  civilization  progress   wheel  is  accelerating  its velocity  
incessantly ;  yet  with  regret ,  the most   important  scientific  
dilemmas     of    man’s   mysterious   life , are  not resolved  at all   . These  
dilemmas  mainly  comprise  such   outstanding  questions  , as   : {  Who 
Is The Creator Of   Universe  ?  Why  And When   Is   Universe Created ?  
From What Fact The Origin Of  LIFE  Is Derived   ?  and many other  
heterogeneous   and  vital  frequently asked questions ,  which  this  
hypothesis  tries to answer  them ,  in  an acceptable  rationale manner. 

JUSTIFICATION:  

I believe, that every  individual  in   Universal Metropolitan  
supermacrosociety , has  been intrinsically assigned with a dynamic 
undeclared and  de facto mission  ,  to explore , discover , unveil  and 
clarify , the above dilemmas and secrets  ,  which  after  the  fabulous 
astronomical  BIG BANG ,  has  created a  factual   philosophical  BIG GAP  
, in  the field of  our  proper and adequate   knowledge and justifiable 
understanding  of  Facts  &  Figures , regarding  our joint  magnificent  
Universe  .   

For this reason ,  I -  not as a physicist  ,  philosopher  or  scrutinizing       
cosmopolitan -  ,  but  rather , as  a diligent  disciple of  intellectual   
evolution    doctrine ,   provide  my  hypothesis  in  this  issue ,  which  I 
think  if  it can  attract  the  expected  approval of   global scholars  and 
scientists , at least  it  would  suffice for answering  some  significant  and  
ancient   pending questions ,  which  have  caused considerable 
uncertainty  ,  confusion  and  hesitation ,  among   human  society  of 
Universe  Village   , which in its turn , has resulted  in  multilateral    chaos  
, creation  of different  obsolete religions concepts ,  strange philosophies  
and  accustomed   wrong  beliefs  as well as  surprising   superstitions  ,  
etc .  

DESCRIPTION :  

Human brain’s  central processing unit { CPU } , in a symmetric 
comparison    context ,  is  quite   similar to   a  tiny  and  weak  micro radio 
receiver set .  Such  radio receiver of almost the majority of  human  
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beings  of Universe ,  who are dwelling  the  Earth  surface ,  only  possess  
five  receiving  wave  bands{ five senses }  ,  on which,  they   can  only 
receive  inputs from five universal  transmitters  ,  by  eye  ,  ear ,  nose , 
mouth  and  touch  receiver  bands   }   and  process  the  received  data  
subsequently   , i .e  by  our  FIVE  KNOWN  SENSES , only  . Certainly if we 
had more senses  , we would sense more phenomena  .  

But , while there are thousands of other radio transmitters , all over the 
world  , who are  broadcasting their programs  on a multilingual  , 
multiracial   and multicultural   nature simultaneously  , our  above 
mentioned micro radio receiver set { brain} ,  is unable to   receive , detect 
and consequently understand   all  those radio  emission  programs ,  while 
in fact  their waves  are physically  passing  in the proximity of our  brain  
or better to say , across  the five band antenna of  that radio receiver  . But 
this  receiver   has no appropriate  sensor, even  to detect them on a 
primary  manner  .  

 Here , as a typical   comparison example ,  please consider an animalcule 
super micro bacteria ,  living at the kitchen  basin  of a  giant  and  
luxurious    Airbus  passenger plane , flying ,  for example  ,  from Paris to 
New York City .  If we compare a human being with this  bacteria  in some 
ways ,  we realize that such a bacteria , who has a more minimized ,  
primitive and simplified  biological  structure  , than  man  , even does not 
know,  that  it is living  at the kitchen of a plane , or is flying at a  
sophisticated  Airbus machine  across  Atlantic Ocean  , also it does not 
know who are  the crew and passengers of  that  plane  or  who has 
manufactured the plane    . And other several similar  issues , which  with 
regard to human being in the universe , they are  at the same  respective 
ratio  capacity level    .  In  other  words ,  when the bacteria who has a 
more  simpler , weaker  and  undeveloped  brain , does not understand the 
facts , on the board of the  Airbus ,  it does not mean that there is no Airbus 
, but it means that the bacteria’s brain is unable to receive  and detect 
those phenomena , data  and  facts   at all ,  and  consequently   it is unable 
to  sense and process  them   . Even , maybe due to  age   limit of this 
bacteria ,  in this flight  duration  ,  some generations of it are extinguishing 
, so its life cycle is not adequate for  such understanding , too .   

CONCLUSION :  

In addition to those items  , which we can detect by  our existing five sense 
sensors , there are a lot of other unlimited  natural   phenomena around us 
, in  the  Universe  ,but we do not have more than  five radio wave bands or 
sensors  to receive all of  them .  So , our brain has no efficient data 
processor , to receive and process  them , i.e. we are not aware about them 
, even we can not imagine and perceive  them , on a  general   basis   -  like  
a  congenital blind person , who has no known  perception  of colors .  

PANACEA  : Similar to computer technology  development , in  which , 
man’s   real  brain has invented and developed such giant computers , 
which  have more  bigger  memory capacities and performance , than his 
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brain itself , a technique can  be  developed  by  man     , to  augment  and 
aggrandize   the  capacity and range  of successive hierarchical   
processing  computers ,  which  can maximize the  capacity   and 
processing exponent  power  of  human brain , step by step ,  in such a 
miraculous method , that  it can detect , process and  explore  all unknown 
secrets and realities of  Universe   { Universes } efficiently .  Then , for the 
first time ,  in  Universal   age  , we  really   know  who we are  and  can 
solve  most of our  existing  problems  efficiently ,  on  realty  basis  !!!  

 

 

Mr. Jay Garner! You Can Become  A  Hero Or Zero  In  
Kurdistan  
 
This letter was written , when Mr. Jay Garner , was official representative of 
USA , at Iraq , after the fall of Saddam . 
 
              There are exceptional  and rare  opportunities  , in which it is 
possible for a person , to become a hero and register her or his name with 
bold golden letters , in the most bright  front pages of human  history   .  

 
           The following parameters form such  opportunities : 

1-  Situation . 
2-  Time . 

 
Now  both  of  two  above parameters are prevailing in former Iraqi 
Kurdistan , because due to collapse of Saddam’s Regime , it is the best  
situation  in the  history , to realize the Kurdish old and viable dream of 
having an independent country .From other hand , now it is the right time 
to do it . 
 
Why an independent Kurdish country , is a viable and legitimate  issue  ? 
 

1- It conforms with the Human Rights’ Charter . 
2- It stabilizes the region . 
3- It ends the tragic exceptional long oppression, annihilation and 

genocide  of Iraqi Kurds . 
4- It does  not violate any one’s rights . 
5- It encourages the realization of all other Kurd’s reasonable 

expectations  in all  parts of the world    ( approximately from each 100 
person in the world, one is a KURD ) , which they do not have any 
independent  state , too .  

6- It is in the interest of Iraq mainland  . 
7- Any new Iraqi non-Kurdi leader, governing Kurdistan from  Baghdad  

, 6 months later  becomes  a  new Saddam again  ,i.e  the history 
repeats once more . 
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8- Decades of experience tells us , that it is impossible to integrate   
Kurds and Arabs  democratically  , in the framework of a single  country 
. 

9-  A shared country ,  has no advantage neither for Arabs nor for  
Kurds  . 

10-  It is the desire of almost all Kurds – you  can testify it by a 
referendum.  
 

Based on above justifications , in present  circumstances and at this 
very occasional moment  , Mr. Jay Garner , the US representative in 
Iraq,  has this brilliant fantastic   opportunity , to realize formation of an 
independent Kurdish state there and become a  Human Hero of whole of 
the world in general and in Kurdistan in particular ,  like  Mandella , Dr. 
A. Schweitzer  and  Gandhi   , for Realization Of this Kurds’ Legitimate 
And Viable Dream  .  
 

Then  50 million Kurds accompanied by all reasonable inhabitants of the   
globe  , make his statue  in the central square of their hearts , with 
sacred human marble stone  , which no bulldozer   can   demolish   it .  

 

 

Dear Mr. J. Garner !This is a historial occasion for you  -Time is short, 
sensible  and precious ! 
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TRANS-KURDISTAN   RAILWAYS   

Tehran – November  4, 2006 

 
 

{   English proverb : seeing  is believing , but touching is another thing   }.  

 

 

The great Kurdistan region , which is distributed  unjustifiably  among five 
countries and  is  situated   at Middle East's  conflict epicenter  ,  due to its 
complicated  geopolitical       particulars  , is deprived  from many  potential 
conventional  privileges and routine advantages of third  millennium , one of 
which is the  lack of an competent   railway network  .  

 

As we know , at  all  regions of great  Kurdistan  ,  the railway transportation 
facility  is too incapacitated   ,  in particular at  Eastern Kurdistan , i.e. the part 
which is called Iranian    Kurdistan , there is no railways  at all , even  a  single 
linear  meter . At Iraqi part of  Kurdistan , there was a weak  line northward  to 
Kirkuk , the oil rich town , but now due to war damages and internal  scuffles   
, it is more or less  out  of order .  In turkey , Syria and Armenia situation is 
nearly the same .   

 

As an overall  development  hypothesis  , a region's social , technical  and  
general furtherance   , is mostly  measured by the rate of respective  railway 
network access  there . For example in Germany ,  which is a far advanced 
and developed country , nearly for every town,  there is sufficient  railway 
services  . Even for  some villages ,  you can find special  railway aces road   . 
In the meantime ,  in Germany , at some important stations ,  there are train 
arrivals and departures for some destinations , once  every 15 minutes ;  and 
at peak  rush hours ,  it is sometimes  more frequent .  
 
Based an  above  explication , we conclude  that  one of the obstacles in the 
development of Kurdistan region ,  is lack of an efficient railway network  , 
while this region is located at a potential transit route of the globe  . 
 
For example , if  two  major  transit railway  routes  are constructed - one from 
North to South , connecting Russia and Eastern Europe to Gulf  ;  another one 
, from West Europe , connecting Western countries to India , China and  Far 
East ;  in this case ,  Kurdish populated areas  , change  into  a crossroad of 
international trade  , export ,  import , and multilateral  communication  along 
with   other kinds of  positive interactions . This development ,   ultimately 
would result in progress , prosperity , and growth  of Kurdish community  and 
would end the deprivation era of Kurds .  
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Kurdish superstar poet , Mr. Ahmad Mukhtar Jaf , wrote in his poems last 
century : 
  
Railway enters into HAWRAMA  cliffs , 
We join Akra and Zakho with Boan ….  
 
In fact ,  the  above significant and vital  goal  will   be realized , when  an 
independent Great Kurdistan is established, which is the Kurdish dream of 
centuries .  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANY  "TURKEY"  IN  "TURKEY",  IS  CONSIDERED  A 
TERRORIST , TOO  
 
Tehran – January 18, 2008  

 
 
Linguistic Explanation :   
 
The first" TURKEY" word,  means a kind of  bird and second TURKEY word 
,  means a country with barbaric leaders . 
 
 
At first glimpse,  this concise article might look as an obsolete issue and 
outdated  writing . But instead , it is an  realistic  symmetric  situation  , 
which is now prevailing in TURKEY   ; which  has attracted  the astonishing  
attention of all universal village  compatriots  ,  created harsh and resentful  
reaction  of all humans  over the globe . 
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As was  said  , there is a country in east Mediterranean geographical area , 
called " TURKEY " , in which nearly  about 20 million Kurds are living  , 
with their own particular  history ,language, culture and behaviors , which 
is occupied  militarily  by TURKEY . According to UN  charter , every 
human being  has the right and  privilege  to speak in  his own  language , 
choose his political system , exercise his culture and behave according to 
his traditions . But , surprisingly these  Kurds,  which both geographically 
and demographically  are nearly 20 times bigger than the Republic OF 
Malta , are prevented by fascist leaders of TURKEY; to speak , read and 
write in their language and enjoy  their rights .  This Kurdish demand is 
considered by TURKEY government  ,  as a political  crime ,  which 
deserves prosecution and  punishment  and KURDS  are  labeled as 
terrorist for it  . 
 
By reading the above real story , we can argue ,that if Kurds are terrorists 
because they like to protect and preserve their  language , so all birds in 
TURKEY which are called "TURKEY", also are terrorists and shall be 
slaughtered  by air raids ,  bombardments and shelling etc , which is now 
underway by "TURKISH " government , against Kurds  . Any way , 
"TURKEY"   birds are not prepared to speak in Turkish  , rather  they like to 
speak and chant in their own language of  " TURKEY"  birds , which is 
called " GABLE/GABLE/GABLE  language , they   do not like to abandon 
their own  language and speak TURKISH , they prefer their language   .       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If  Turkey  Dares   To  Explode   A  Suicide  Bomb  In  
KRG ???   
 
TEHRAN:  October 15 , 2007 

 
 
For nearly 3 successive decades  PKK , is  resisting  with astonishing  
gallantry  against  the  ferocious  Turkish army , inside geographical 
boarders of  so called Turkey ( Turkea ) ,  in an indefatigable   fierce   
fighting  , to  acquire  the  legitimate  rights of  about 20 million Kurds  
there, which are deprived from the most primitive human  prestige   . In this 
persistent    and diligent  struggle  ,Turkish  fascistic army has utilized his 
most advanced weaponry and sophisticated military facilities  viciously 
against Kurds ; and have  massacred              (annihilated )hem 
indiscriminately as per their  preceding  actual  prototype                                     
( ARMENIANS)  , including  children , women , old  people and ordinary 
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civilians etc  . There is no precise casualty statistical  figures  , but roughly 
it exceeds  hundreds of thousands .   
 
But , in fact despite the modern Turkish military supremacy  and classis 
well  equipped  army , it  is dreadfully  defeated  by  PKK , in such a 
formidable  manner ,  that now  in  most of Turkish occupied Kurdistan , 
there is  no security location and safe  refuge   for Turks   .  Turks  became  
desperate  and  deficient in this battle against  PKK guerillas , who  are  
only using   the most  outdated   warfare  of a  traditional  partisan  group     
.  Counter  proverb :   POWERFUL  IS  NOT  VICTORIOUS  ,  RIGHT ONE  IS 
THE WINNER  .  
 
In such a fatal  circumstance ,  in order  to divert the  attention of  Turkish 
nation from this catastrophe  and transfer the war front to  inside Kurdistan  
Regional Government  (KRG ) in so called Iraq , Turkey has spread the 
rumor of incursion ratification  plan worldwide by his judiciary , and  has  
prepared  his army  to attack  KRG , to fulfill   this  political maneuver , by 
which  he intends simultaneously  to  disorganize   KRG    ,  occupy 
Kurdistan  ,  including   the oil field  of Kerkuk ;  and  thus   provide oil  for 
Turkey  .   
 
 
But in  this unjustified  repetitive  barbaric practice  , Turkey :  
 

1- Excites the negative  reaction of UN , European Union and  people  
over the world  , to  join Nicolas Sarkozy doctrine , to   deprive 
Turkey  from joining EU and even ultimate expulsion from UN  .  

 
2- Engages in  a  fearful classic  and partisan war ,  inside  KRG,  

against  Kurdistan Army  and  Peshmargeh  forces , under   the 
patriotic  leadership of President M. Barzani .   

 
 
3- Mobilization of  50 million Kurds  ,  both physically  and  morally  ,  

throughout   Great  Kurdistan  region   and  Diaspora  , to defend  
KRG  , which  might  result in revenging  against  Turkish  interests 
and  embassies  abroad  , extensive  demonstrations , permanent  
picketing at front of Turkey's diplomatic missions , like  those  which 
was held  at the  front of  South African Republic embassy , in 
Trafalgar Square of London  , when  Mr. Josef  Mandela , was  in jail  
and  consequently ,  in total    isolation of  Turkey .  

 
4- Misses both  his close  de jour & de facto  Western  allies , 

particularly USA  . 
 

 
5- Engages in an unwilling  war with Arabs' of Iraq, too  .  
 
 
6- Enters in a cold war , with Arab World  in general .  
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7- Finds  no PKK there , because  all of you know  well , that  PKKs   are  

the majority of ordinary  Kurdish  people living in crossroads , 
streets , avenues , lanes  , closes  and  outskirts of  Amed , Wan , 
Mush , Dersim  and other cities/towns/villages  of  Turkish occupied 
Kurdistan  as well as in mountainous areas and country side – there  
.  

 
 
 
As an independent    commentator , interested  in  solving  Kurdish issues  
peacefully  , I am sure  PKK is not defeat able   , rather it is  far  more  
better ,  its  issue be  solved  in  friendly  debates   around  the negotiation 
tables   and  diplomatically  , not  by  crazy and notorious hereditary  
Genghis   Khan's   military  strategy   .    
 
So , if  Turkey  dares  to  attacks  KRG  , he  explodes  himself  by  a  
voluntary  political   suicide  bomb , which results in a  threatening big 
bang in Middle East , too . Turkey is not searching for lion , but for lion's  
foot fingerprints .   
 
 
 
Note : In above context Turk or Turkey  refers  to  Turkish Regime , not to 
ordinary Turks , which are considered as Kurd's potential friends and 
certainly are against such a barbaric 
move by Turkish Government . 
 
 

UNITED  NATIONS  OR  UNITED  REGIMES  ? ! 

September 12, 2005  

 
There are many important and vital names and terminologies in national 
and international arena , which  are desperately  misused  or  
misunderstood  by  their respective users .  

 
One of this names is “ United Nations “,  acronymed  as UN , which  in  an 
explicit , normal and  clear   context , it  means   an organization , which  
includes the  nations  of the world  and  shall  act  to realize  human  rights   
, peace , freedom  and dignity  for all nations and  communities all over the 
entire globe ,  on  an equal level  and without  any type of discrimination.  
 
But unfortunately ,  United Nations , in many fields  ,  has  been  changed  
to  United Regimes ( RG ) . So ,  instead of serving the  nations  of the 
world in a sincere  manner ,  UN   has  been  converted to  a  fatal  and  
terrible  tool  ,  which is  under  the  complete  control of  world regimes  .  
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We see many regimes of the world , who are not elected by their respective 
people in a democratic way ;  while they  are  representing  their nations  in 
this important world  forum   in a  wrong  manner .  For example , we  are 
witnessing  so many genocides ,  annihilations  ,  mass killings ,  
executions  etc in global scale by such type of regimes ,  but UN is not 
interfering  in  ending  , stopping  or prevention of such  formal crimes ,  by  
this  pretext   that  “ UN can not interfere in  internal affairs of any 
government “ .  

 

Now , in order to enable UN , to practice its expected  equitable  role ,  as  
protector  of all nations  and  an active sponsor of  their  rights ,    
improving  of  UN  charter ,  is considered as a must .  

 

UN  must protect the oppressed and deprived nations of  the world  against  
their  oppressive  regimes  , not to simply  confine  itself  to   protect  those  
illegitimate   regimes , against  their  respective  oppressed  nations  and  
exclusively  to  assume   the  role  of a  mediator  for solving  those 
regimes’  conflicts  .  

 

At least , the first  expected rational  step  in this regard  for UN ,  can  be :  

 

1- Non admission of  those regimes   as  UN  members .  
2- Their  immediate expulsion from  UN organization .  
3- Punishment   and ousting  of  them  .  

 

Or  to  change its name to “ United Regimes Organization”  . 
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Kurdistan , And  Some Of  Its Particulars  

Tehran – 21.11.2006 

 
When  we look at the geographical map of the world , there is no sign  of  
an  independent Kurdistan  country  . But , in fact according to following   
rough  calculation , from each 120  person at the world , one is a  Kurd  . 
 
6,000,000,000 : 50,000,000 = 120 
 
It is obvious , why there is no trace of Kurdistan over the political atlases  - 
because it is confiscated  by other people . It may seam strange , that such 
a huge population and geographical extent ,  about  10 times  greater than    
Lebanon , is absent on the demographic , political  and statistic    arena of 
the globe !!! .   
 
Kurdistan has special specification , some of which are as follows :  

• The richest oil field of the world , are situated here . 

• It has  comparatively  a  very  intellectual people . 

• They hate religious extremism . 

• The people have a nice democratic taste . 

• It is divided between five antagonist powers forcefully  .  

• Almost has no ample access to international water ways .  

• Is a multi-religious community . 

• They speak different dialects , sub-dialects and even sub sub-
dialects . 

• Despite political frontiers , the people have a potential solidarity .  

• Patriotism enthusiasm is extremely very  high .  

• It has  a four season climate  ; it means:  simultaneously you can 
find spring , summer , autumn and winter  at particular regions   .  

•  It has a splendid  national music  .  

• Possesses  an extensive and rich folklore . 

• It has a very old and genuine history .  

• It has good friends , but dangerous enemies . 

• Its  ancient religions are suppressed  .  

• They have the nicest women's dresses  of the world .    

• It has the most picturesque landscapes of the earth  . 

• Many important archeological  sites ate located there. 
 
 
But from other hand ,  Kurdistan is almost the biggest land  and nation of 
the world  , which is deprived from  independence  .  
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USA Is Expected To  Revise His Bias  Terrorism 
Concept  
 
Tehran- March 23   , 2008 

 
As a Kurdish  free writer and commentator , without  affiliation to any 
political party and/or group ; in this  week, in World Medias,  I was 
observing  extensive Nowruz  festival ceremonies  in Kurdish populated 
areas of the world , which  is  a Kurdish new year feast ,   on March 21  
each year and lasts almost 7 days  .  
 
In almost all of these mentioned  festivities   , " Long Live APO " slogan ,   
was overshadowing the occasion and  transformed it into a political 
demonstration , in which around 50 million Kurds in    Turkey , Syria , Iraq , 
Iran , Armenia and Kurdish Diaspora,  were supporting Abdullah Ujalan ( 
APO) , the detained leader of Kurdish  PKK Party , which is jailed by  
Turkey .They were asking for his immediate release . In some occasions  , 
we saw more than one million demonstrators  , chanting " Long Live Apo ".  
 
This means almost around 50 million Kurds are supporting APO and 
Apopism  policy  , which is trying  for obtainment of 50 million Kurds' 
rights peacefully ; but unfortunately due to a political miscalculation and 
bias tactic  , has been included in USA terrorist group , mainly under 
Turkey's pressure and strategic influence .  
 
Because  USA is proclaimed  as a democratic system and human rights 
protector , how it is possible to label 50 million  peaceful people  as a 
terrorist group ??? If PKK and Apo are  isolated and/or unpopular or were 
discarded by the world community  , USA's attitude could be considered as 
a correct and rational mood  ; but now with these actual situations and 
overwhelming support , I am sure such a gesture of  USA , will raise  this 
question " How it is possible to introduce 50 million peaceful people as 
terrorists ? how USA can justify this policy ? Why these 50 million people 
are terrorists and what is its reason ? .  
 
As I said , we know this policy of USA , has been induced by Turkey , 
which is reigned by AKP party and R.T. Erdogan   clique , which right now 
is even under the pressure of Turkish Court and nation  to   resign , 
because they are blamed for reviving  religious extremist ideas  and 
fundamentalism  , which  certainly leads  to Islamic fanaticism ,  and 
consequently to enhancement of  Middle East terrorism movement .  
 
Consequently , USA is expected to revise his terrorism labeling concept , 
or better to say : he shall adhere this terrorism  label , instead of PKK and 
Apo   to AKP  and Erdogan , which I am sure , it shall be appreciated by all  
rational people of the world and reshapes  his prestige profile, in a positive 
manner  .               
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�UNITED STATES   OF  KURDISTAN  ,  A  KURDISH   
UTOPIA  :         
 
Tehran – October 1,  2005 .  

 
Kurdistan , KURDLAND or  KURDIA  , is the ancient homeland of about fifty 
million wonderful Kurds , in Middle East epicenter  .  This  genuine  nation 
has an old continuous history in this important region of the world , which 
goes back to more than  25 centuries ago , when  their glorious  monarch 
DIA’KO , was ruling  their  country  ,  at  this  area .  
 
As one of one of  most  intellectual  , ancient  and  honest  nations of  the 
world  , Kurds had  a  significant  potential  to  continue their  existing   
progress and development  on a large  scale and  to maintain  their own 
independence  . But  , due to their homeland’s geographical location ,  
persistent  political turmoil , frequent  foreign  intervention ,  numerous  
invasions  by surrounding  countries  and  tribes  ,  their country�” 
Kurdistan “,  soon  lost  its real independence , except  on a sporadic  and  
alternate  basis   ,  on  small scales  in the form of emirates , general  
governorships ,  townships  etc  for several centuries . 
 
As the most important thrilling �shocks  to existence  of Kurdistan  destiny  
or  serious  restraining  factors of  Kurdish  independence ,  I  can  point 
out to a  few    historical  instances , as   following  : 
 

1- Greek  invasion   under Alexander The Great . 
2- Arab Islamic  occupation  ,  in  7th century  A.D .  
3- Mongol invasion ,   under  Changiz  Khan  and  Teymur  etc  . 
4- Presence of  religious Abbasid Caliphate , in Baghdad for about 5 

centuries , who  were colonizing  Kurdistan , in the name  of God  . 
5- Presence of  Turk Saljuqi dynasty   for  several centuries , in many 

areas of Kurdistan , particularly  in Eastern  Anatolia , present part of 
Kurdistan , which is under Turkish  oppressive occupation  . 

6- Presence of Ottoman Empire in Istanbul  for several centuries , who 
were reigning most of Great Kurdistan , under the banner of Sunni  
Muslim . 

7- And ultimately, fragmentation of Great Kurdistan upon disintegration 
of Ottoman Regime , in World War  I . 

 
In addition to above mentioned  historic facts ,  there were  other factors , 
who  inhibited the realization of Kurds’  dream  to regain independence , 
which  had heterogeneous  characters  , such as   geographical ,  social ,  
psychological  and   strategic  reasons  etc . 

 
But despite all above obstacles and impediments  ,  disappointments  ,  
foreign occupations etc , always  Kurds  have  retained   their aspiration  
for full independence ; and as we recall from  reciting  pages of historical 
events ,  they  have  utilized  every opportunity and prospect  , to  establish  
their self rule  , in particular during any weakness  of  central  powers  of all  
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regimes , who  are  occupying  Great Kurdistan  ; and I am sure that a free 
referendum , will  confirm this pretext  by  an  overwhelming  majority  of  
polls  .  
 
Based on above analysis , and according to present  political   
perspectives  ,   Kurds  look  at  a   United States Of Kurdistan { USK } , as  
an   utopia  for their  political  solution  aspiration , in which  all  regional 
states of Great Kurdistan should  be  reunited  together  again  . And ,  
realization of this viable wish  ,  is the main duty  of  a future  real  United 
Nations Organization  -  not  present  United  Regimes  Organization ,  
which  is a  suppressive  tool  in the  hands of   present  regimes .     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 

WEAPONS  ARE NOT REQUIRED  , THEY MUST  BE 
COMPLETELY DESTROYED 
 
Tehran- August 11, 2008 

 
 
 
Unfortunately nearly   every year  , almost unexpectedly at a corner of this 
disturbed l world,  conflagration of a conflict begins to blaze , in which a lot 
of civilians and innocent people are injured , become homeless ,  killed or 
massacred indiscriminately , in addition  results in an enormous and  vast 
devastation of environment etc,  through   utilizing miscellaneous and 
heterogeneous weapons and armaments by irresponsible  and  wicked  
politicians  .  
 
These  mess of  homicide   weaponries nowadays are continuing to be 
more and more  fatally  sophisticated and dangerous than before . For 
instance if in Middle Ages ,there were some   fighting erupted  between 
different tribes  with using   bow , arrow , ballista , catapult , marginal, 
stone  and sticks , now they have transformed into most  advanced 
deterrent  kinds  of man animal and plant killers    , such as atomic , 
hydrogen type   , chemical , microbial  and more other dangerous  types , 
which are able to massacre   millions of people in densely populated cities 
and towns in a few minuets time   . For example , we have read about 
atomic bombardments of Japan and chemical bombardments of so called 
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Iraqi Kurdistan at Halabjeh   and so called  Iranian Kurdistan at Sardasht , 
in which altogether  thousand were crippled , handicapped , injured and  
killed in a few minutes .  
 
As I mentioned , besides the ferocious and cruel  bombardment of Japan ( 
Hiroshima , Nagasaki etc) by USA , we have witnessed the ridiculous and 
unexpected  chemical bombardment of Halabjeh town by Mustard gas etc  , 
which is located  inside the geographical territory of Iraq , by Iraq itself  !!! .  
 
For instance now at this same moment , a fierce fighting is going on 
between Russia and   Georgia , on the soil of South Ottesia   , which  may 
expand and flare  into Abkhazia  , too . This fighting is neither  initiated   by 
Ottesia    nor by Aphasia  . As far as we understand from news medias , 
they both are asking for their rights of autonomy or some kind of  
independence , which is their absolute right  . But Russian & Georgian 
politicians , have converted it  to an immense and dangerous  conflict , in 
which thousands  of innocent civilians are killed , injured , became 
homeless and have fled to safe  places  . Apparently  Russias  have been 
assigned as Peace Keepers in advance in this dispute   , but have 
catastrophically  disguised  as War Mongers !!! . This is the absolute  right 
of South Ottesia  and Aphasia people , to decide on their fate and future 
destiny  according to UN Charter , not others .  
 
When we see such conflicts regularly on the globe , which are exclusively  
created by adventurous politicians and their barbaric ambitions , we desire   
enthusiastically  and diligently to destroy and eradicate  all military bases 
and garrisons etc by same weapons upon the globe and ruin all , then  
transform their aftermaths and  remains  into academies ,  universities , 
laboratories , colleges , schools ,  nice recreation  parks and similar places 
, which are desperately needed by world population  .  
 
We approximately 7 billion  people on the globe ,  have no kind of dispute 
and  war with each other in general , at all there is no serious conflict 
between us , we love each other, hate  war and antagonism . If politicians 
themselves are competing  warlords by nature , they can kick and  kill each 
other personally by physical personal  contacts , such as karate , wrestling 
etc . But , even we do not recommend them to do such ugly act .  
 
PS:   
 
WEAPONRIES   ARE NOT REQUIRED  IN GENERAL  BY  WORLD   
POPULATION   , THEY ARE  SOME POLITICIANS'  KILLING  TOOLS FOR   
REALIZING  THEIR  BARBARIC  AMBITIONS . 
 
Long  live  a  real  disarmed world and peaceful coexistence  .    
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KURDISH   XENOPHILIA   PHENOMENON !   
Aug. 10, 2004  

 
 
The word “ XENOPHILIA “  is a synonym   for “ admiration  of foreign/alien   
people “  and a type  of antonym  for  expressive word  “nationalism”  . 
Meanwhile we shall bear in mind  this certitude  , that  linguistically                              
” nationalism” must not be necessarily misunderstood  with sociopolitical 
terms  “ racism ”  or “ falangism ” , rather it is  closely  akin   with the 
auspicious  and  prestigious   word   “  patriotism  “ .  
 
But , unfortunately among us ( The Kurds ) ,  there is a  keen  and  chronic  
tendency towards “ Xenophilia “  ,  which virtually  in most critical  
circumstances , it exerts a formidable  negative impact on our  cultural , 
social  and political endurance  , etc .  
 
As an  example from  many  cases  ,   few  years ago ,  a young French girl 
visited  Eastern   Kurdistan , in Iran ,  who obviously  was an ordinary  
student in a  French university . In fact , she  came to collect respective  
informative  material ,  for writing  her dissertation about the  Kurds and 
Kurdistan .  
 
As  a foreigner  and expatriate  savant person !!! , she was welcomed 
earnestly here ;  and was hospitalized by writers , poets , researchers  , 
artists , intellectuals  and almost all  elite  sectors of the Kurdish  society 
lavishly  . She attended many seminars , conferences etc , in most of the 
Kurdish towns and communities, here  . Now , if we consider this fact , as a  
traditional  sense  of  old Kurdish hospitality , it is a superb and elegant  
positive point   . But , if we see  it  as a  form of Xenophilia , it is  the most 
negative  face of the Kurdish  social  coin .  
 
From other hand , the great and famous Kurd  scientist  , linguist  and 
academician   , late Professor  Shukur Mustafa , from Aril city  , visited  
Eastern Kurdistan , following the visit  of above mentioned young    French  
lady ; but surprisingly  ,  he was not welcomed as warm as it should  be , 
although he was a guest , too .  
 
 
In the meantime ,  all of us are  certainly    aware ,that   late   Professor 
Shukur Mustafa’s  visit   had  a much higher   scientific  load    ,  quite  
uncomparable with that French young student  and  could yield  a more 
lucrative   outcome  , if he  was  welcomed  and  understood  appropriately 
and properly  .  
 
LET US   ERADICATE    XENOPHILIA   PERILOUS  PHENOMENON  IN  
GREAT KURDISTAN  SOCIETY   UNCOMPROMISINGLY  .  We  shall  not  
continue to  underestimate ourselves  anymore   !!! 
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HAS  WHITE  HOUSE  SHOWED   GREEN  LIGHT  TO  
YELLOW (1) LEADER  
 
 
Tehran – Nov  3,   2005 
 

 
The official  momentous   visit of President Masoud Barzani , elected  
leader of   Iraqi  Kurdistan   to  White House ,  has attracted   ardent   
attention of  many  inquisitive  political , diplomatic  and  journalism   
circles of the world  and  consequently  has  resulted  in emerging 
heterogeneous  analytic   views   of interested  kurdologists  etc  in this 
regard .  
 
Besides the positive potential load  of this splendid  visit and  other  related   
issues ,   the  following  points have  also attracted  my  particular   
attention  in this field   :  
 

1- President Barzani’s  justifiable  presence at White house ,  with  his  
glorious Kurdish  yellowish  national clothing  ,  was  a  
condemnation   message  by  USA  for  those  ignorant  occupiers  
of  Great Kurdistan , whom for many years have prohibited the 
Kurdish dress .   

 
2- Barzani’s  speech in Kurdish  , has given an official tone to this  
language , that  humiliates those dictators who stubbornly   deny the 
Kurdish language , which is historically spoken by  about fifty million 
Kurds . 
 

3- This meeting was an explicit  confirmation of USA government  to  
recognize  Kurdistan  Regional Government { KRG }  directly  in  
particular and  Kurdish case indirectly  , in  Great Kurdistan ,  in general . 

 
4- The dignified and  polite gesture of President Barzani ,  standing by 
President Bush ,  was symbolizing the genuine  ethics and prestigious  
personality  of a typical  Kurd .  

 

5- President Bush’s sincere staring  and  gentle  attentive   smiles  at 
Barzani , conveyed  a moral  message  of USA’s   deep  appreciation     
and  sincere gratitude  toward   Kurds  .  

 

Based on above undeniable  factual signs  along  with Mr. Tony  Blair’s  
subsequent  attitude  , it can be  understood  ,  that  White House has 
given Green Light to Yellow leader , to  move �gradually , step by step  
and conservatively  for  establishing  an independent Kurdish 
government  , not before long ,  which  can  duly  expand into a Great 
Kurdistan Government  {GKG} framework .   
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(1) Yellow Leader :  Msoud Barzani , who has inherited Yellow  , 

as his administration’s favored  color .  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

KURDS  ARE NOT NOMADS ,THEY  ARE  CIVILIZED  
UVOLUNTARY EMIGRANTS.   
 
July 1, 2004 .  

 
 
When last time I visited  United States , I stayed in the outskirts of  
Baltimore , in State Of  Mary   Land  for approximately  a  period of one 
month .  
 
In order to continue  my  research on my “ Kurdish Bibliography  Project “   
,  I was visiting some libraries there , such as Ernest Pratt Library in 
Baltimore , Library Of Congress , in Washington DC  , etc  . 

 
I was quite surprised , when I observed  in some books which were 
published in the  USA , it was indicated that “  KURDS ARE A NOMADIC 
PEOPLE …!!!  “ . Unfortunately ,  I saw same similar  expressions in 
general knowledge books,  too .  In addition to this issue  , still now ,  in 
some USA and European  encyclopedias and reference  books  ( even in  
on online   ones)  ,  such  similar  false  details are  indicated  about the 
Kurds .  
 
As a Kurd ,  I like to clarify,    that at present time ( 2004 ) ,  almost all the 
Kurds are settled , they  are living in big cities , towns  and villages  and 
there is no general nomadic life in THE GREAT KURDISTAN  , except very 
little groups of sheep  and  got owners , dispersed sporadically in some 
remote  areas  , who are less than  half percent of the total population  , i. e  
approximately 99.5  percent of the Kurds are not nomads and  they have 
never lived in the tents etc .  For example ,  there are more than 10 cities in 
different parts  of Kurdistan  , in which around  one   million   people or less  
are living ;  such as :  Erbil , Kermanshah , Ilam , Duhok , Amed ,    
Sanandaj , Suleimany , Van ,  Zakho ,  Mahabad  , not to mention  around 
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200 medium size populated towns and  tens of thousands  of  prosperous 
villages . 
 
I hope seriously , that the USA/European  publishers and  writers would 
pay their diligent  attention to this significant issue  and to improve the 
texts of such  erroneous books , in order to match with the current 
prevailing demographic realities in THE GREAT KURDISTAN and to avoid  
such important   sociological   misinterpretations .  
 
Meanwhile , I request all my  sympathetic  compatriots who are living in 
USA and western countries   , to coordinate their efforts in improving such  
ironic  undesirable     manipulation  of  realities .    
 
Conclusion:  
This is a misunderstanding .  Kurds are not nomads , if  you see they are 
wandering all over the world , they are civilized  involuntary      emigrants    
, who are frequently expelled from their native homeland forcefully  , either 
directly  or indirectly   

 

 

 

 

 

     
 
 
 
 

MUSTAFA BARZANI’S   HEROIC   MILITARY   EXODUS  
OF  1947 
 
Aug 16, 2004  

 
 
In the annals of  every  potential  nation , there are phenomenal  and 
extraordinary  significant  passages  , which like the  magnificent  lofty 
peaks   of a  glorious  skyscraping    mountain ,  adorns   the   picturesque  
scenery  of that nation’s  existence with  the  honorary   insignia  of   
perpetual   pride  .  

 

When we  study  the meaningful  pages  of  history  , there were   many   
eminent  military  expeditions , which  are  considered by  their respective 
nations , as  an eternal  patriotic   token  of   pride and dignity  . For 
example:  The successful   military  expedition of  Alexander  The Great  ,  
the  Greece   conqueror  ,  in  Asia , Africa  and Europe   and   the  
overwhelming  victory  of  British  Army  , at   Waterloo  sanguinary battle 



 

 

��


��


field in Belgium , which resulted in  fatal   collapse   of Napoleon  
Bonaparte‘s  forces .  

 

But ,  in  Kurdish  History  ,  there was   an  exceptional     case  of  highly   
outstanding    military  exodus expedition , that  is  a  unique  and   
marvelous  one  in  the entire            world  , about which   ,  I  provide  a  
general  and  succinct   narrative   as  follows  :   

 

Late Mala Mustafa Barzani ,  the  prominent  and  popular  Kurdish    leader 
,  a  native  Kurdish  compatriot  from  Iraqi  Kurdistan ,   came to  Iranian 
side of Great  Kurdistan , to  join the  newly  established Republic  of 
Kurdistan , at   Mahabad  city , in  1946  ,  along  with  thousands  of  his  
ardent   Kurd  followers  from Iraqi   Kurdistan ;  whom  was   welcomed by  
late  Qazi Mohammad , the  president of that  Republic  diligently  ,  where  
the  rank  of “ general “  was granted  to him  and he   contributed  his   
earnest  multilateral   collaboration  there .  

 

Unfortunately, 11 months after its  formation  , The  Kurdish Republic of 
Mahabad was  dissolved  by   trilateral compromise  of  allied  forces ,   in  
December  11,  1946   ,   i. e .   Soviet Union  ,  USA  and  Great Britain , at 
Teheran Conference ,  after the World War II ,  which  was   attended  by  
Josef Stalin , President Archibald  Roosevelt  and  Winston   Churchill  as  
well as  young   Mohammad Reza Shah of Iran . Subsequently , President  
Qazi Mohammad  was ousted  from  power  and  was  hanged along with 
his colleagues in     Mahabad , Bokan and Saqiz  towns ,  at Iranian  
Kurdistan  , in a  barbaric  manner , by Shah’s  regime  .  

Explanation : Even  11 members of my family , were among those who 
were executed  in 1947  - H. S. Soran   .   

 

After the collapse of The Kurdish Republic and execution of its leaders ,    
Late  Mala  Mustafa Barzani had no choice , except either   to fight   the 
Iranian army  or  to  subdue   to  execution in Iran    . Consequently ,   as  a   
first  alternative  ,  he began to  combat    the  regular   military  machine of 
Shah   , using  his  traditional guerilla  tactic  and   warfare .   

 

But after some sporadic skirmishes    mostly at   Naghadeh  region,   in 
North  West   Iran  and inflicting  minor casualties  on  Iranian Army ,  
Mustafa Barzani   decided to  summon  all respective families who were 
accompanying him to Iran , remobilize  them  ,   and  by passing over the 
impassible  mountains   of    Iran-Iraq border ,  to  repatriate  them to Iraqi 
Kurdistan ;  and  thus to  rescue them  from an  imminent annihilation  
threat by  Shah .    

 

Upon his  return ,  after resettling his followers in Barzan  region  and other 
areas of the Iraqi Kurdistan , as he was  under a   tremendous  threat  of  
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Iraqi  government ,  Leader  Mustafa Basrzani ,  selected  the most  clever , 
brave  and   elite   men  among  the  central  core  of  his loyal   followers , 
all  armed with  light weaponry  , such as  Berno rifles ,  Colt revolvers  and   
other  similar  primary   weapons  of  that time and  began his legendary  
military  exodus  from his  birth place   area  of  Barzan  ,  in order to save 
the Kurdish  national movement ,   from Iraq   threat .   

 

With  an efficiently  tailored strategic itinerary plan ,  he  launched    his  
patriotic   exodus mission , accompanied by   approximately  500   of  his  
smart  entourage  , by    reentering into Iranian side of Kurdistan  soil  .  

 

His ultimate goal  was to enter the Soviet Union  ,  and  get  some kind of  
political asylum  there  -  the  only  left  alternative  to survive . So,  he 
started his   historical   march ,  by  fighting back  Iranian , Iraqi  and  
Turkish  military  forces   as  required , through nearly 350  km  ragged and  
rocky  mountain  passes , peaks  ,  foothills   and  valleys  of  Kurdistan ,  
under   the  adversary  control   of   Iranian , Iraqi and Turkish  
governments , towards The   Soviet Union  . It  took  approximately  7 days  
to  traverse  this hazardous  distance and  reach  The Soviet Union  .  This  
was  a  very inconceivable exodus march , because  from every  section of 
the occupied Kurdistan , he  was  under  continuous heavy   fire  of  
artillery  and  other   mortal   weapons ,  by  above-mentioned   antagonist   
forces  ,  zigzagging  the  path for safeguard  of  his passage  when        
necessary   . I. e , for example  ,  when  they  were jeopardized  in Iranian 
side of Kurdistan ,  he  reentered the Iraqi   or  Turkish  side  of the territory  
. When  they  were    attacked  by Iraqi forces , he  counterattacked them  ,   
inflicted  considerable casualty on them ,   reentered Iran and  so on up to 
end of his  exodus  march  .    In     this astonishing  marvelous manner -  
fighting   and  counterattacking  3  regional  regular armies  simultaneously 
-  he    arrived  on   the gate of  ex  Iron Curtain  , by  Araxes  river ,  at Iran–
Soviet Union frontier  ,   without  a  considerable  loss  or  injury of   his  
exodus  expedition    members .  

 

At that critical  moment   ,  passing  the Iron Curtain was only a fabulous  
and  epic legendary  dream  . But this   savant    ,  valiant   and patriotic  
Kurdish leader  ,  managed  this extraordinary   task   practically   .  He was 
admitted   there  unwillingly  , and  remained  in  Soviet Union for nearly a 
period of 11 years ,  under the  severe  pessimism  of Stalin’s   Regime  and   
dubious    strict   inspection   of  KGB ;   till  finally    he  came  back to Iraq 
in 1958 , upon the official   invitation of President Abdulkarim Qasem ,  who  
had recently  led a  military coup  successfully  and  had  replaced the Iraqi  
despotic  monarchy regime , with an apparently democratic   Republic Of 
Iraq . 

 

But ,  his findings  in  Baghdad , during  his  short   residence   ,  did not 
suffice  his  high  aspiration  for  forming  a   GREAT  KURDISTAN  
INDEPENDENT     STATE  , so  he left Baghdad  again  overnight   and  
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continued his blessed  and  indefatigable  campaign , aimed at liberation 
and independence of all  Kurds up to   end of his  auspicious  life , which 
finally  terminated    in California  , USA , in  1979  , when   his   magnificent  
coffin   was returned to Kurdistan and  buried  there   triumphantly ,  as  a  
patriotic  and  historic  Kurdish  hero .  

 

Kurdish Poem : Those who are living  at the heart of their nation , are 
immortal .  

 

 

Resources :  

 

1- Kurdish  National Movement In 19th and 20th century , by  Chris  
Kutschera  . 

2- My  personal  memories .                  
 

   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

IS  APO   A  GLORIOUS   EMANCIPATOR     OR   A   
TERRORIST  ?    
 
  Tehran -  September 19 ,  2005 .  
 
 
Nowadays  ,  in politically    orientated   lexicons   of  micro  global  village ,  
some  words , terms  and expressions  ,  are utilized in more than one  
distinct  and  clear  way  ,  i.e.  they  have  multifunctional   applications   
and  are applied and interpreted  in  various  manners , by  different   
people  and  groups  ,  on the basis of their own  special tastes ,     
interests , approaches  and  perspectives .  But  in fact ,  as  a  mathematic  
rule  ;   always  ,  at  all  circumstances  and  occasions   ,    2 x 2 = 4   .  So,  
such  bias  orientated  interpretations and  applications  do not change the  
real  and  actual  character  of those  words  and   respective bodies ,  to  
whom  they are applied .   

 

One of  those  frequently  misapplied   terms ,  is  the word  “ terrorist “ , 
which from a linguistic point of view , it  means  a  “ frightener “  or a  
person/group   who terrifies  others .  
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As I stipulated before , this ugly and notorious  word ,  has been  applied  
to  many  persons  and groups etc , on the choice basis of its users , 
writers  and  expressers   , rather  than  on  a  rational   principle .    

 

For example , the   word  “terrorist” ,   has been applied to Abdullah 
Ujalan=Ojalan  ( APO ) , the eminent   leader of  Turkey’s  occupied  
Kurdistan   ,  for  which  he  has  been  accused  and  placed  in a  nasty 
prison  now ,  by  Turkish  government  , for several years .   

 

We shall  confess , that as a matter of undeniable  fact ,  from Turkey’s  
fascism  point of view ,  Leader APO is a real  terrorist , because   by  his  
comprehensive  heterogeneous peaceful emancipation activities and  
operations , he was  terrifying and  frightening   Turkey’s  tyrant  and  
dictatorial regime ,   in     trying to liberate  his  Kurdish  compatriots  in 
Turkey ,  who are around  20 million people  and  as big as  four times of 
Lebanon , from  the oppressive yoke of Turkey .   

 

But from Human  Right’s   point  of view  and  by all  respective  
international    norms  ,  a person who is struggling  honestly  against  a  
tyrant  body   and tries to secure freedom and liberty  for his nation   ,  is  
not  labeled     as  terrorist  ;  rather  such a person is considered  by  all  
regulations  and  common senses , as  a  glorious  liberator , who  is 
dedicating  his   magnificent   life to serve  freedom  and  equality  for his  
oppressed  compatriots , while  respecting the equal  rights  of  Turkey’ s  
Turks  as well .     

 

If  Apo is a terrorist ,  world  great  leaders  and  heroes   such as                 
Jeanne  D,Arch ,   Mahatma   Gandhi   ,   Mala   Musafa  Barzani  , Mandela    
etc  , all  were terrorists  , too  ;  because there is  no basic discrepancies  
between the  behavior  , nature  and  ultimate  aim    of  Apo , with  them . 

 

General Hypothesis :  

 

A person  or  group , who  terrifies  and  subdues a  terrorist  regime  , is  a  
brave  hero  and  glorious  emancipator  - not  a  terrorist .   
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TURKOCRATS   AND   DEMOCRACY  
 
Tehran – September 17 ,   2005  
 
 
In the beginning  of  1980s ,  for fulfillment  of my quarter-century research  
project on  KURD  BIBLIOGRAPHY , I  spent some months  in Turkey ,  to 
implement  the  respective field  work on  said  study  ,  by using  Turkish    
libraries  and  scientific  centers  .  

 

But  , unfortunately in Turkey , my  futile  search for  Kurdish books  or  any 
book about Kurds and/or Kurdistan  , resembled  looking  for Prophet   
Suleiman’s  Small  Carpet   ,  which  is  a  super  mythological  mirage  and  
is  too far  from  realization   .   

 

Consequently  ,  neither  I found any  trace  of  20 million Kurds  , nor  I  
saw  the name  of vast Kurdistan region , in any Turkish books ,  
magazines , periodicals , newspapers  etc  ,  except  the famous  forged  
term  of  “  mountainous Turks  “  . Of   course , in such  drastic  
circumstances ,  finding  any book in Kurdish language , was completely 
out of question   So , my mission there , resulted in  nothing , except 
getting  some  terrible   memories .     

 

One  day , I was dining  at a Kebab House , in Aksaray  quarter ,  at  
Istanbul . The waiter came to me curiously   . While getting the  meal order  
from me ,  he asked : “ From where are you ? “ . I answered : “  I am a   
Kurd , from Iranian  part  of occupied  Kurdistan  “ .  He continued  
anxiously  : “Keep silent  , term KURD  is  a political  violation of Turkish  
law ;  you may be prosecuted for this offense severely  .  You shall not  
pronounce     word  { KURD } at   all “  .  

 

I was quite  frustrated  , because anyway I was  a Kurd and I could not 
disguise my  real  identity . Noticing  my surprise , he continued : “ Here if 
you claim   , that you are  a Kurd ,  even you may jeopardize  your  life   . 
Then ,  in order to convince me , that he is  right in his approach  , he 
related the following  real , but strange   story  for me :  

 

As a Kurd ,  I was living at a remote  village , in Dyarbakir  { AMED }  district 
in Turkey . One day , when my father was died , we began to mourn for   
him . At the funeral service of my father ,  two  Turkish gendarmes came to 
me in an angry manner and wanted  me to pay a certain amount of Turkish 
Lira  to  them as a   penalty . I asked them : “ Why  you fine me and  for 
what  offense ? “ .  They answered : “  For weeping in Kurdish language for 
your dead  father !!! “ .  
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I  protested against their command  and told them , that I can not speak 
Turkish at all , so how can I weep  in Turkish  .  They said : “ we will teach 
you how to weep for your deceased father in Turkish  language  and make  
your   Turkish lamentations properly , after  payment of your respective 
fine “ .  And they did it  exactly .  
 
Really , when in this days , at the beginning of third millennium , we  hear 
that Turkish leaders  are instructing Kurdistan Regional Government ,  not 
to hoist their flag at their own soil  in KRG  , they  protest against USA , on 
President  Masoud  Barzani’s visit to   White House  and  ask  Danish 
Government , to close  Kurdish  ROJ  TV broadcasting  in Denmark  , it  
reminds  us  of  above tragic story of that man who was fined for weeping 
in Kurdish language , in the  death of  his deceased father . And  Even as it 
was stated in a forum at ZAGROS  TV  last night ;  pronouncing , writing  
and  hearing of word KURDISTAN ,  still  is  strictly  forbidden  in  Turkey !!! 
.  
 
These are the prototypes  of  TURKOCRACY  OR  CENGIZISM   behavior , 
which must  be seriously noticed  by European Union , United Nations   
USA  Government  and world community in General  .     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KURDS'   SEVEN    MOST  SIGNIFICANT  
EXPECTATIONS  
  
Tehran -   Oct.24 , 2006  
 
 
In order to alleviate  Kurd's  present chronic sufferings    comparatively  ,  
at least  the   following  emergency  treatments ,  are  highly   advocated  :   
 
 
1- The  United Nations  and other world authorities shall carry out a field 
referendum , under their strict  supervision and   sponsorship , all over the 
Kurdish populated areas of the globe , on a  probable political  devolution 
task  and ask the  Kurds :  if they prefer to  enjoy their own  independent   
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state  or yet they wish  to continue  to be part of another country . If they 
voted for  separation , the international authorities , including UN , 
superpowers  and  relevant  circles  , shall  perform  it ;  and provide the  
Kurds  with independence  gift and/or anything they vote for  themselves  .  
 
2- The international  authorities   must   not   presume  or  assume  Kurds  ,  
as Turk ,  Persian   , Arab or Armenian individuals  ,  the colonial powers , 
who are currently occupying  the   respective  parts of Great Kurdistan  .  
Rather ,   they shall  recognize  them  as  Kurds  , a  separate   nation  , with 
a  different  psychology , culture  , history  and  human  aspiration  .   ��  
 
3- The United  Nations shall  not act  as United Governments    apparatus  , 
toward  Kurds  ; rather  UN shall recognize Kurds   as a  separate  nation  
with legitimate  rights  and  shall  protect them against any oppression 
and/or  subsequent  multilateral discrimination .   
 
4- If we  assume the world population to be six thousand million people { 6 
billion }  , and while Kurds are  estimated  at  around fifty million , so  by  
this rough   calculation ,  from every 120  individual  of the globe , one is a 
Kurd . It means :  6,000,000,000.- :  50,000,000.-  = 120 . So Kurds shall be  
allowed  to  enjoy  their legitimate rights   from universal resources and 
facilities on the basis of above ratio ,  i. e  1 from  each  120 .  
 
 
5- Before establishing  a  genuine   independent  Kurdish state  , the 
international  authorities including UN  and superpowers etc  ,  shall 
protect the Kurds against any violation  and aggression .  
 
6- Kurds shall be allowed  to have a seat at UN  ,  to protect  their legitimate 
humanitarian rights .  This point  looks  quite  licit  , because  currently ,  
there are many  micro  and  medium size  nations , who have a seat  at UN  
, while  they  have a population  less than  10 percent of Kurdistan  , the 
ancient homeland of  Kurds .  
 
7- An international committee shall be incorporated at world level , 
consisting of  effective  ,  appropriate  and  intellectual bodies  of 
miscellaneous nationalities , called  Kurd's  Rights  Protection Committee { 
KRPC }   with  sufficient powers of  authority performance and practice , to 
protect  and sponsor the Kurdish  vulnerable  case ,  at all parts of the 
world .  
 
 
Otherwise , we shall expect  seriously  the  repetition   of terrible fatal 
catastrophes   such  as   :   Halabjeh  chemical bombardment in Iraq  , 
Kurdish  total  denial   and  their  systematic   racial  genocide at Turkey , 
gradual ethnic melting and   discrimination at Iran , as well as their 
progressive  disappearance  in Armenia  , along with demographic 
dispersion/degradation  in the form of  Kurdish  diaspora   all over the 
world   etc .       
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SUICIDE   TERRORIST   AND   HIS    INCENTIVE  

Tehran -  18.11.2006 

 
 
 
The current  prodigious   conflict in Iraq , has  surprisingly   refuted  many 
human  ordinary interaction  practices  , and  opened  new  bizarre  
windows , for planners of  various security  issues , to remodel  their  
respective plans and coordinate themselves with new dangerous 
circumstances  accordingly .    
 
One of these points is "Suicide  Terror " , which is considered as an 
unprecedented  and unforeseen   action in  assassination  , security  
issues  and  so on .  In fact , classically  little attention was  focused on 
suicide    terrorism  , when  security planners ,  were  making   their  
protection and  safeguard      plans  ;  because  normally   there  is a  very  
low  probability  for a person , to perish  himself  , for killing  others  .    
 
Now   Iraq , in particular the  central Arab populated  areas  , has changed 
into a notorious pool of innocents  blood , which mostly is caused by 
suicide terrorism operations. Suicide murdering  is a very difficult attack to 
prevent or defuse it  , because  how one can know who intends to explode  
himself ?!   Classic ordinary assassination  intentions and such fatal 
attacks are in most cases  preventable and detectable , but suicide ones 
are not .  
 
With regard to above mentioned explications , another important issue is 
emerging , which is to discover  the incentive of suicide  terrorist   . What is 
the motivation and impetus   of a person , who kills himself to slaughter  
others ? By many justifications  and motives , it can be mostly a 
metaphysical drive  instead of  physical one  . That is , by physical 
standards it is unjustifiable for a person , to terminate others lives , by 
killing  himself .  
 
So, we can relate suicide terrorism to metaphysical justifications  , 
because for a metaphysically dedicated person   , the world will not 
terminate by death ; rather  the soul will be reanimated  and enhances if he 
is  martyred  . By this ,  we can say : those who make suicide attacks , 
mostly  are metaphysically   devoted   people or religious fundamentalists 
who consider the foreign forces in Iraq  as devils  ,and  who are already 
brain washed and prepared for suicide terror , hoping  they  enter  the 
paradise  immediately after martyrdom , receive a decorated elegant castle 
, in which they start to drink nectar and make heavenly loves  with 72  
virgin  fairy  nymphs at green grass  lawns . But in fact, by  this delirious   
illusion they are sacrificing the people of Iraq  and gaining nothing .  
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A Kurdish Writer Has Been Nominated For Nobel Peace 
Prize 2008  
 
 
KurdishMedia.com �- By Kamal Chomani        30.08.2008  00:00:00 

 
Erbil , Kurdistan ( KurdistanMedia.com ) 30 August , 2008 :  

 
Hassan Salah Soran , a Kurdish writer , poet , intellectual and linguist , who 
is settled in Tehran , Iranian capital , is nominated as a candidate for Nobel 
Peace Prize , 2008 . 
 
Hassan Salah Soran , who writes under the surname H.S. Soran , has 
commented about this great prize candidacy in an interview with 
KurdishMedia.com " You are aware if a person is chosen for this candidacy 
, he must  be recommended and introduced  by others . No one can 
nominate herself/himself for this prize . So , in previous years , I heard that  
they tried to nominate me , but it seamed ,the conditions were too difficult , 
so I was not qualified . However , as you have read in various news medias 
,ultimately  they were able to register my name this     year  . I have to thank 
for this " .   
 
" I have to say , that Kurdish people almost all over the world and in parts 
of Kurdistan , welcomed this news cordially .They advocated and 
welcomed this news " he added  . 
 
H.S.Soran confirmed , " It is not very important for me , whether I  can 
obtain  this prize  or not . While winning this prize , by a Kurdish person is 
too difficult , because as a Kurd one can get no  political sponsorship . 
However , the  moral support , which I have received from my fellow Kurds 
, is more important that any international prize " .  
 
He stated , that even if he wins the prize   , it does not mean that H.S.Soran 
has won it, in fact Kurds win it .  
 
" Some other  Kurdish intellectuals , scholars and writers are more 
qualified  for this prize than me ; but , anyway  they nominated me . I thank 
them cordially "   H. S. Soran added .  
 
H.S. Soran , besides attending educational centers in Eastern Kurdistan . 
also he studied in " Trinity , St. George  and Stanford Colleges" in UK .     
 
He studied English and English literature . He is  teaching Kurdish ( on 
extraordinary basis ) occasionally  at Tehran's Universities . For the last 5   
decades , H.S. Soran , has been writing as a poet , writer , translator , 
intellectual and historian .  
 
He has written more than 28 books and booklets in several languages ,  
which some of them are translated . 
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The selection of Nobel Peace Prize winner will take place in October, 2008  
. 
 
KurdishMedia.com  - By Kamal Chomani   30.30. 2008   00:00:00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mankind  Shall  Learn  Peaceful Coexistence From 
Animals 
 
 September 23 , 2008  

 
 
In 1970s I had an exceptional opportunity to spend some of my rare leisure 
time , at Holland Park , London , England , located at High Street 
Kensington , just opposite Earls Court Road .At first glimpse ,  one might 
deem  this park's denomination is affiliated  to  Netherlands ( Holland) 
country , but it is not so . As I have read in said  park's historic records and 
anecdotes  , it belonged to an English aristocratic authority   , who 
according to his written will , this park has been donated to London city 
municipalities .  
 
Holland Park is  a classic , natural ,  picturesque large garden , populated 
by old trees . This park has  almost  no   leveled or plain surface   , rather it 
is  full of small hills and tiny miniature valleys  , which resembles a 
minimized  natural forest at Zagros mountain range . In this park , several 
species of heterogeneous  birds were living  : Hundreds of peacocks , 
pigeons , pheasants , swallows , Turkeys , nightingales , doves , hens , 
storks , ducks , pelicans  etc .  
 
They had an attractive  peaceful , hygienic and healthy life . There was no 
police at all  , despite this fact , during this  field study of one month , I saw 
no slaughter  , genocide , assassination , dispute , war , skirmish , fighting 
and antagonism trend   among them . For example , Turkeys which are 
supposed to be of Turkish origin , despite their relatively bold larger bodies 
, did not impose their " Gable  Gable"  language on small  nightingales . 
There was no racial and religious discrimination/segregation  , all of them 
were living in a peaceful  and  friendship   environment according to rules 
and regulations  of Universal Creation System , so they had no 
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miscellaneous imaginary  strange  gods .   They did not require any type of 
weaponry , if fact  there was an automatic and voluntary  disarmament . 
From other side , I rarely saw a seriously ill or suffering bird , in particular 
there was no depression at all , all were chanting/singing in their 
languages and according to their racial   culture , particularly at dawn  ,all 
were performing their own chorus without the permission of others ,  
especially the small nightingales were performing such orchestras , which 
you could not hear such an elegant  performance at Albert Hall concerts or 
Vienna Philharmonic orchestra  .     
 
I compared   our human catastrophic life environment  with their civilized 
and peaceful community and uttered  this impressive sentence at a 
monologue   : Mankind  Shall  Learn  Peaceful Coexistence From Animals .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

Message For Mr M. Ahtissari, Nobel Peace Prize 
Winner    
 
 

    
Tuesday, 06 January 2009  

Message For Mr  M. Ahtissari, Nobel Peace Prize Winner .  

His Excellency Mr. Martti  Ahtissari  ,  

First of all, I shall indicate, that as you might be aware, I was nominated 
as one of the Nobel Peace Prize candidates in 2008 , too ;  but I failed to 
succeed in this international contest .  

So , I feel it as my moral duty to  congratulate you cordially for receiving 
the Nobel Peace Prize for 2008 and appreciate the  Norway  Nobel Peace 
Price Institute for this right,  justified  and appropriate selection .  

In the meantime , I utilize  this rare opportunity to remind you , that as a 
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successful winner of this significant title award , at least from my point of 
view , you are expected to pay special diligent  attention( among other 
things)  to following  points , as priorities of your  obligations :  

1- Trying to implement actual "modification" or better to say" reform" ,in 
UN organization , which instead of United Nations , it has been  
converted miserably   to United Governments ( UG ) .  And to abolish the 
Veto right , which is  considered as a formidable breach of democracy 
and justice  . United Nations shall be an efficient  organization to protect 
the rights of nations not the  rights of governments alone  , which almost 
more of them are not elected democratically , but have taken power in 
military coups or political games and gambling  etc .  

2- Trying to advocate  and restore the " peace" worldwide , which is 
deplorably undermined by war and in most continents , the human race 
is burning inside  dangerous and cruel flames of heterogeneous 
conflicts  . I can say nowadays , animal community is enjoying more 
"PEACE", than human communities   .      

3- Trying to protect human rights , instead of governments' bias and 
unjustified aspirations .  

4- Trying to advocate the rights of depressed and deprived  nations of 
the globe  , among them : 50 million Kurds , Tibetans , Kashmir people , 
Bask nation in Spain , Tamils etc . Which mostly are surprisingly ignored 
at world arena  .  

5- Serious follow-up  and persistent condemnation of  significant 
extraordinary  human catastrophes created by MAN  - at least in recent 
times such as :  Armenians' genocide by Ottoman Turks ;Hitler 
Holocaust; Hiroshima/Nagasaki atomic bombardment, Halabjah & 
Sardasht  Chemical Bombardments  by Saddam's  regime at Greater  
Kurdistan region etc .  

 
I sincerely  wish you preeminent success in the performance of  this 
important and outstanding  humanitarian  mission .  

Best Regards,  
H.S.Soarn   
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US HAS A MORE IMPORTANT TASK IN AFGHANISTAN 
   
 
 

For nearly a decade, US forces assisted by their military allies, have 
invaded Afghanistan in apparent pursuit of Taliban and eradication of 
terrorism. This is a  complicated political task and military operation, which 
requires an extensive  analysis by specialists and experts. Nevertheless, I 
do not concentrate on  this  topic and leave it to be handled by respective 
professionals .  

But, I like to concentrate  on another dirty  kind of terrorism, which is quite 
apparent and widespread there ;  and does not require any complicated  
justification, counter justification and heterogeneous strategic, historic and 
political calculation. It  is extremely  a simple and straight forward issue :  

As you know,  a high percentage of opium plant ( khashkhash ) and other 
narcotics production  fields are located at Afghanistan and it can be 
categorized as first country in this dangerous agriculture or better to say 
mischievous trade at least at Middle East. I am sure this type of so-called 
agriculture and ugly business , is more harmful, fatal and terrorizing than 
present contemporary Taliban terrorism . If classic terrorists demolishes 
New York Trade Center Buildings, opium and narcotics producers along 
with their affiliated drug traffickers network ,  ruin and spoil the world 
population's dignity, soul, moral, health and even economy, in their favor. 
So, this universal type of terrorism is more dangerous than  self exploding, 
suicide bombing and so on , which might kill a limited number of innocent 
people .  

Let me to say, this is  etter for US and his allied forces in Afghanistan, to 
eradicate this dangerous plantation and trade business, prior to other 
terrorisms. This needs a more easy operation. That is : to level and ruin 
opium and other narcotics plantation fields and instead of it, begin to 
cultivate and harvest necessary and useful grains, cereals, oil seeds, 
gardens, fruits   etc ; then the next campaign against dangerous normal 
terrorism, will be more easier, more justified  and more  practical .  

How those opium and other narcotics  producers can convince their 
conscience , to do this unclean job , which jeopardizes the whole 
humanity, from other hand they persistently claim their sincere devotion to 
GOD? What kind of GOD ?  
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